Abstract

This dissertation investigates specific conceptual and ideological similarities and
differences between Israelite religion on the one hand, and Canaanite (Ugaritic) and
Mesopotamian religions on the other, by reexamining concrete or ritualistic cultic practices
common to both. Though many of the religious practices of the Israelites mirrored ancient Near
East practice in form, seemingly they would function quite differently when placed in a different,
ideological context. As such, this investigation notes the theological and ideological differences
that distinguish Israelite religion from ancient Near Eastern religions, specifically monotheism
and the covenant relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Specific Israelite cultic practices are
examined by placing them against the background of similar ancient Near Eastern religious
practices. Specifically, the accoutrements in the Holy Place (the lampstand, altar of incense, and
table) are test cases to determine if this differentiation is tangible. Finally, suggestions will be
made as to how these practices reinforced Israel’s unique ideological framework as proponents
of Yahwism sought to establish their faith amidst a sea of alternatives.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the biblical story of Elijah on Mount Carmel found in 1 Kings 18, facing down the
prophets of Baal, Elijah posed an indicting question to the Israelites—“How long will you go
limping with two different opinions? If [Yahweh] is God, follow him; but if Baal, then follow
him” (1 Kgs 18:21). For Elijah, the choice was clear—Yahweh was the only God worth serving
because Yahweh was unlike the Canaanite gods. In this “trial by fire,” the prophets of Baal tried
everything in their cultic repertoire to move Baal to action—crying out over and over again,
dancing around, and even cutting themselves—but to no avail. But Elijah’s approach
demonstrated that Yahweh could not be manipulated—Elijah merely prayed to Yahweh and
Yahweh answered by sending fire down out of heaven. The Israelites respond by proclaiming,
“Yahweh indeed is God” (1 Kgs 18:39).
This story, like so many in the Bible, contrasts Yahweh—the God who exists, who acts,
who alone is worthy to be served—with the gods of Israel’s neighbors—lifeless, impotent gods
who are nothing. The witness of the Old Testament testifies to the unique nature of Israelite
religion. Over and over again Yahweh calls the Israelites to be set apart and different from the
surrounding nations by worshipping only one God in less sexualized or mythological ways than
their Canaanite neighbors. So removal of idols, unsanctioned holy spaces, and cultic fertility
rituals became the litmus test for whether the Israelites were worshipping properly, as well as
some of the markers of their distinctiveness.
However, with the rise of critical scholarship as well as archaeological findings from the
Bronze and Iron Ages, more and more the Old Testament, as far as it relates to Israelite religion,
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is no longer considered all that unique. Despite these divine admonitions, many Israelite
religious practices contain clear parallels to the religions of the nations around them but they are
not decried in the same way. As a result, Israelite religion has lost its distinctiveness in the mind
of many scholars and become just another religion from the ancient Near East with similar cultic
practices. Archaeologists have unearthed altars and cultic accoutrements from Iron Age Israelite
tells that bear marked similarities to those in Ugarit, Mesopotamia, and even those in Palestine
that were occupied by non-Israelites.1 In addition, the parallels between the Old Testament
(especially Genesis) and ancient Near Eastern myths have led many scholars to viewing these
corpora as containing similar elements that have only slightly diverged through an evolutionary
process. The result is that many scholars view Israelite religion as not fundamentally different
from other religions of the ancient Near East either in theology or practice.
Biblical scholars are left with the task of navigating through these similarities while
accounting for the differences both in the text and practice of these people groups and religions.
Since Julius Wellhausen wrote his Prolegomena, which synthesized the state of scholarship in
the late 1800s, many scholars have taken an evolutionary approach to the biblical text as well as
the development of Israelite Religion.2 Such approaches typically posit monotheism as
developing late in Israelite history and as a product of prophetical insight. Building on the work
of Wellhausen and others, recent biblical scholarship has moved in the direction of suggesting
that the history of Israel, including its language, religion, and social practices should not be
written solely using the biblical text because the biblical writers relied heavily on the
surrounding cultures. As such, any interpretation of the Bible must take into account the parallel
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For a comprehensive presentation of the various archaeological and epigraphic discoveries found in Israel,
see Ziony Zevit, The Religions of Ancient Israel: A Synthesis of Parallactic Approaches (London: Continuum,
2001).
2
Julius Wellhausen, Prolegomena to the History of Ancient Israel (New York: Meridian Books, 1957).
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evidence (archaeological and written documents) from the ancient Near East. Although the
majority of scholars would agree with this approach, the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of
parallel material remains a topic of dispute. Furthermore, which parallels suggest conscious
borrowing by the Israelite religious leaders and which are merely products of a common cultural
milieu? Though most modern scholars will deny that Israel is wholly indebted to the influence of
surrounding cultures, they still see important points of contact between Israel and other ancient
Near Eastern cultures, but maintain the uniqueness of Israelite religion. The following literature
review summarizes various contributions that have influenced the field of comparative ancient
Near East religious studies. These reviews will survey the current state of scholarship in regard
to comparative studies and the development and uniqueness of Israelite religion, and will set the
foundation for the following chapter regarding Israelite religious distinctiveness.

1.1 Selected Forschungsgeschichte and Current State of Scholarship
In the nineteenth century, as various Egyptian and Akkadian texts were translated,
scholars began to compare religious literature of the ancient Near East. For example, George
Smith compared the Genesis flood story with the Mesopotamian Gilgamesh epic as well as the
Enuma Elish with the biblical creation account. 3 Similarly, at the turn of the 20th century Herman
Gunkel studied the Mesopotamian influence on Israelite religion and argued that the societies of
Israel and Mesopotamia shared traditions that were passed down through (mostly) oral tradition. 4
In addition to the comparative material from Mesopotamia, the discovery of vast materials at
Ugarit has aided our ability to place Israelite religion in its original context and appropriate some
of these comparative materials. In fact, many scholars suggest that details found in myths
3

George Smith, The Chaldean Account of Genesis (New York: Scribner, Armstrong, 1876).
The fullest discussion of oral tradition by Gunkel may be found in the introduction to his commentary on
Genesis. See Hermann Gunkel, Genesis (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1902).
4
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concerning Baal, El, Asherah, Anat, and others provide the most comprehensive background to
the biblical worldview’s knowledge and use of myth. For example, from the Baal cycle we can
determine that Baal became the dominant figure in the pantheon, replacing El. Mark S. Smith
suggests that a similar evolution happened in Israel, as YHWH replaced El, even taking on El’s
characteristics in the process.5 In addition to the characteristics of the deity, other cultic forms
such as atonement rituals, intercessory prayers, divination, and marzeah festivals mirror Israelite
religious practice.6 These texts have shed light on Canaanite religion and culture and provided a
backdrop against which to discuss Israelite religion.
The debate regarding context has revolved around the dependency of Israelite religion
(belief and practice) upon the religions of Israel’s neighbors (especially those from Canaan and
Mesopotamia). In the 1970s, Frank Moore Cross produced Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic in
which he suggested that continuity existed between ancient Near East and Israelite religion, and
even went as far as to reject significant uniqueness in Israelite religion. 7 By comparing the
Israelite epic genre with Canaanite myths, Cross suggested a development of Israelite religion
from Canaanite religion as the Israelites appropriated and adapted many mythic elements (such
as characteristics of Baal) into a new Yahwism. Cross suggests the following implications:
“Israel’s choice of the epic form to express religious reality, and the elevation of this form to
centrality in their cultic drama, illustrates both the linkage of the religion of Israel to its
Canaanite past and the appearance of novelty in Israel’s particular religions concern with the
‘historical.’”8 Thus Cross sees significant parallels between Israelite and Canaanite religion.
5

Mark S. Smith, The Origins of Biblical Monotheism: Israel’s Polytheistic Background and the Ugaritic
Texts (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 143ff.
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Richard Hess, Israelite Religions: An Archaeological and Biblical Survey (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker
Academic, 2007), 123.
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Frank Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic Essays in the History of the Religion of Israel.
(Cambridge Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1973), vii-viii.
8
Cross, Canaanite Myth, ix.
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However, the introduction of Yahweh as the chief God (and then eventually the only God) was a
radical break from commonly held beliefs of the Canaanites and was just one of many examples
of the transformation of Canaanite religious elements by the Israelites. Cross’s work helped
solidify the suggestion that Israel's religious traditions grew out of a broader Semitic
background, while those religious traditions maintained their distinctiveness.
Like Cross, Mark Smith has long been on the forefront of comparative religious studies,
especially attempting to trace the development of Israelite religion as it was influenced by
Canaanite religion (and most especially the religious practices and beliefs found at Ugarit).
Smith situates the biblical portrayal of Israel’s God in a West Semitic context, utilizing the texts
from Ugarit.9 Smith attempts to integrate the study of Israelite religion as conveyed by the
biblical account into the context of ancient Near Eastern literatures and cultures, with particular
emphasis on the Canaanite heritage of Israelite religion. 10 Smith claims that early Israelite culture
and religion were almost indistinguishable from Canaanite culture and religion. Thus he traces
the evidence and influence of Canaanite deities on the development of Israelite concepts of
Yahweh and other aspects of the Israelite cult by suggesting two directions of change in Israelite
concepts of God: “convergence” (traits of other Canaanite gods blend into the character of
YHWH) and “differentiation” (various Canaanite features are rejected). 11 He concludes that
convergence occurs in the earliest period of Israelite religion, while any differentiation only
begins in the ninth century and later results in Israel's God being created from various deities.
Any differentiation was the result of conflict regarding orthodox Yahwistic religious practices

9

Smith describes the evolution of Israel’s God with the following: El was the original god of Israel and the
Exodus who has converged with a southern deity, YHWH. See Smith, The Origins of Biblical Monotheism.
10
Mark S. Smith, The Early History of God: Yahweh and the Other Deities in Ancient Israel (San
Francisco: Harper & Row, 1990).
11
Smith, The Early History of God, 7-9.
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and Israelite religion as one of many West Semitic religions, and any differences are merely
evolutionary.
John N. Oswalt by no means denies similarities between Canaanite and Israelite religion
and culture. However, he argues that the biblical worldview fundamentally differs in its essence
from the worldview of the ancient Near East and contends that this uniqueness should be
attributed to the Bible's revelatory nature.12 He concludes, “The Bible, essentially different from
all other religious literature (except that derived from it), claims to be the result of God's
breaking in upon distinct persons and a distinct nation in unique, non repeatable acts and
words.”13 In sharp contrast to the mythical worldview of the ancient Near East, divine
transcendence is fundamental to the biblical worldview. Common characteristics and concepts of
this perspective include: monotheism, iconoclasm, spirit as first principle, absence of conflict in
the creation process, a high view of humanity, the reliability of God, supra-sexual God,
desacralized sex, prohibition of magic, ethical obedience as a religious response, and the
importance of human-historical activity. 14 In regard to comparative studies, Oswalt asserts, “The
similarities do not indicate unity with the thought world around Israel but are the result of
cultural adaptation, using readily available forms and terms to say something quite new.” 15 So
Oswalt denies the approach of relegating Israelite religion to just a variant of the West Semitic
religions, but instead suggests that Israel’s belief system is radically different from their
neighbors.
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John N. Oswalt, The Bible Among the Myths: Unique Revelation or Just Ancient Literature? (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: Zondervan, 2009), 13–14.
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Oswalt, The Bible Among the Myths, 194.
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Oswalt, The Bible Among the Myths, 64–80.
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Oswalt, The Bible Among the Myths, 85.
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Like Oswalt, Yehezkel Kaufmann had earlier denied the evolutionary approach to
Israelite religion, especially in regard to monotheism. 16 In addition, he contradicts the views of
Wellhausen's suggestion that ethical monotheism developed from more primitive stages of
Israelite faith. For Kaufmann, Israelite monotheism is not the product of many centuries of
religious development. Rather, he argues that the faith of Israel was monotheistic almost from
the beginning when they eschewed the use of mythological types and utilized historical events to
fashion their belief system. Later, Israel emerged from Egypt with a revolutionary, monotheistic
religion under the direction of Moses. Kaufmann also minimizes the polytheistic influence of
Canaanites upon the Israelites since the Israelites never truly understood the nature and
worldview of polytheism (or the “mythic worldview” in the words of Oswalt). As such,
Kaufmann argued that Israelite religion was radically different from all forms of paganism since
Israel acknowledged one supreme being as the source of all existence who created and controlled
everything and yet this deity was also personal and accessible.
In regard to the “History of Religion” approach, Rainer Albertz's two-volume work
attempts to reconstruct the development of Israelite religion during the given period by
evaluating the sources for that period and summarizing the major points of debate. 17 The
governing principle of the work is reconstruction of ancient religious phenomena through social
analysis (discussion of family, village, state, official religion, etc.). Albertz feels that this
“history of religions” approach is preferable because it focuses on the actual experiences, rites,
and practices of the Israelites in their social and political context. To such ends, Albertz
considers the biblical texts as valid sources for reconstructing history and theology. He suggests
16

Yehezkel Kaufmann, The Religion of Israel, from Its Beginnings to the Babylonian Exile (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1960).
17
Rainer Albertz, A History of Israelite Religion in the Old Testament Period. 2 Vols. (Louisville, Ky.:
Westminster/John Knox Press, 1994). And see Rainer Albertz and Rüdiger Schmitt, Family and Household Religion
in Ancient Israel and the Levant. (Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 2012).
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that patriarchal religion, which concerns itself with personal piety, differs drastically from the
Yahwistic religion of the state. The religion of these family groups was more or less monolatrous
and thus very different from the later exclusive Yahwism. He notes that dramatic changes
(economic, political, social, and cultural) occurred with the formation of a centralized state,
turning Yahweh from a god of liberation into a god used by the state to control, and at times,
oppress. Later on in the history of Israelite religion, Albertz describes the Deuteronomic reform
of the seventh century as “mono-Yahwism.” 18 These reformers introduced the term “covenant”
(b’rit) to provide the link back to the early religious traditions.
In a similar study, Georg Fohrer’s History of Israelite Religion traces the development of
Israelite religion and notes four influences: Mosaic Yahwism, kingship, prophecy, and
Deuteronomic theology.19 He notes that Yahwism becomes a personal faith and a relationship of
reciprocity between humanity and God and entails a communion with God based on recognition
of God’s sovereignty. Inauthentic forms of religion threatened this theological core, especially
from Canaanite influences and syncretism that incorporated magic, nationalism, wisdom, and
legalism. However, true Yahwism refused to assimilate these influences and developed
organically, creating the version of Yahwism celebrated in the Old Testament, until it was
overtaken by the “legalistic piety” of Judaism.
Richard S. Hess, in his volume, Israelite Religions: An Archaeological and Biblical
Survey, surveys and compares information from the archaeological, epigraphic, and biblical
evidence to produce a guide to the pertinent materials and evidence regarding religious practice
in the land of Israel. In addition, Hess shows the distinctive characteristics that separated Israelite
religion from that of their neighbors. Hess states, “Ancient Israel was home to a variety of

18
19

Albertz, A History of Israelite Religion, 206.
Georg Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Nashville: Abingdon Press, 1972).
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religious beliefs and practices that developed from earlier West Semitic beliefs and practices
attested in Bronze Age archives and cult centers.” 20 Despite this development, Hess believes that
the religion of ancient Israel was distinct from that of the surrounding nations and he suggests a
gradual evolution in religious belief and practice, culminating in exclusive devotion to YHWH.
Thus Israelite religion is in fact “religions,” which adopted and transformed the things of value
found in other religions.
Regardless of the adaptation or appropriation of ancient Near Eastern religions practices
by the Israelites, Hess argues that these practices had their origin in antiquity and were not
invented during the postexilic period to suit the needs of that community. This suggestion affects
both the dating of the material (if not the actual composition, then definitely the traditions used
in the composition, including legal, cultic, and narrative) and the authentic nature of Israelite
practice. Thus, the biblical texts do not need to be dated as late as has been assumed. Even if the
final form is late, the practices contained within reflect ancient practice. More than assuming
antiquity of practice, Hess suggests “the possibility of a single core of beliefs among some
[practices] that extended back, perhaps far back, into Israel's preexilic past.” 21 Thus Hess
demonstrates through archaeology and inscriptions that “orthodox Yahwism” perhaps did exist:
“From Exodus onward, the presence of a single deity for Israel, whose name and people emerge
from the southern desert, becomes the unique feature of Israelite religion, however much it may
have borrowed from the forms of surrounding cultures.” 22
In his substantial volume, Ziony Zevit submits an account of Israelite religion from the
Iron Age to 586 BCE, based on a thorough presentation of archaeological evidence. 23 Rather

20

Hess, Israelite Religions, 349.
Hess, Israelite Religions, 15.
22
Hess, Israelite Religions, 348.
23
Zevit, The Religions of Ancient Israel.
21
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than a history of Israelite religion or a comparative textual treatment, Zevit intentionally seeks to
respond to what he views as a scholarly propensity toward understanding ancient religion via
modern practice. Thus Zevit takes a phenomenological approach with two aims: 1) to describe
Israelite religion based on an integration of available evidence; 2) “to synthesize these within the
structure of an Israelite worldview and ethos involving kin, tribes, land, traditional ways and
places of worship, and a national deity.” 24 Yet, it seems that Zevit is unable to synthesize fully all
of the textual and archaeological data, which may be impossible for anyone to do given the
breadth of the material under consideration. Throughout his book we find lengthy discussions of
archaeological, epigraphic, and biblical data to prove that the religious atmosphere in the Iron
Age (especially in regard to Yahwism) was complex and diverse.
Though the majority of scholars would agree that the best way to understand and interpret
the Biblical texts is in light of ancient Near Eastern culture, the extent to which this occurs and
the criteria for inclusion and exclusion of parallels remains a topic of dispute. William W. Hallo
thus tries to tie the “comparative approach” with the “contrastive approach” resulting in a
“contextual approach” which integrates anything from the ancient Near East which could impact
the formation of the biblical corpus.25 Furthermore, Hallo reminds scholars that the same
standards should be applied to the biblical literature that are applied to other ancient Near
Eastern literature. Hallo suggests that instead of jumping to identify an Israelite document with
one from far off in the ancient Near East, we should start with related documents in the region
and time period (spatial and temporal), and then move outward to notice similarities. In other
words, we should not expect exact duplicates of practices and texts, but rather situate them in a
context that will govern our interpretation of them. Those parallels that are closer in time and
24

Zevit, The Religions of Ancient Israel, xiv.
William Hallo, “Biblical History in Its Near Eastern Setting: The Contextual Approach,” in Scripture in
Context: Essays on the Comparative Method, ed. Carl D Evans (Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1980), 1–26.
25
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space should be preferred rather than general ones. Thus, Hallo makes it clear that comparison
and contrast are used together to appropriate a contextual approach to biblical literature.
Often the “comparative” approach results in “parallelomania”—seeing parallels between
the biblical text and ancient texts everywhere, even in places where they do not exist. 26 Some
scholars take this approach in an effort to validate a text by viewing it in light of other, accepted
materials. Others disparage the texts by denegrating them as no more or less unique than the
standard practices of the ancient Near East. One of the reasons Hallo initially suggested the term
“contrastive” was in an attempt to supplement the one-sidedness of the comparative approach.
However, while the “contrastive” approach has the potential of making Israel “unique,” it could
also be used by scholars to discredit historical reliability, based on the assumption that the
materials are late or have no basis in history. 27 Hallo’s solution has been to suggest a contextual
approach that seeks some middle ground between the comparative and contrastive methods. His
intention is “not to repudiate the comparative approach, but to define it, refine it and broaden it,
notably by wedding it to the ‘contrastive approach’” which emphasizes both similarities and
differences.28
Shemaryahu Talmon has also cautioned against the comparative method, mostly because
comparative research derived from outside biblical study and many so-called parallels do not

26

Samuel Sandmel defines “parallelomania” as, “That extravagance among scholars which first overdoes
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give appropriate consideration of the contexts.29 In addition, most comparative approaches do not
account for the differences.30 For example, some scholars have suggested that since biblical
characters are portrayed as nomadic and semi-nomadic, that they could be compared to the preIslamic Arab nomads. However, this parallel does not account for why the Israelites settled
down, eventually minimized their nomadic ties, and became an urban society. In addition, the
restored ideal of the Israelite prophets did not resemble that of the desert nomads, but envisioned
a time of settled agrarian society with each man dwelling under his vine and fig tree (Mic 4:4). 31
Also, in regard to comparative literature, often scholars assume that similar genre and content
equal identical belief systems. Thus, just because Baal and YHWH are both “riders of the cloud”
in Ugaritic and Hebrew literature, by extension the Israelites were polytheistic like the
Canaanites. Such assumptions do not take into account appropriation by the Israelites of ancient
Near East concepts as opposed to direct application.
To avoid the pitfalls of the comparative approach, Talmon suggests three principles. 32
First, the interpretation of biblical features—whether of a socio-political, cultic, general-cultural
or literary nature—with the help of inner-biblical parallels should always supersede the
comparison with extra-biblical materials. Second, “Historic stream” parallels (closer in time,
than in geography) are to be preferred over to “grand scale” comparisons. Finally, a holistic
approach should always be preferred to an atomistic one: “The abstraction of a concept, an
aspect of society, cult or literature from its wider framework, and its contemplation in isolation,

29

Shemaryahu Talmon, “The ‘Comparative Method’ in Biblical Interpretation--Principles and Problems,”
in Essential Papers on Israel and the Ancient Near East, ed. Frederick E Greenspahn (New York: New York
University Press, 1991), 381–419.
30
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than a genetic one. See Abraham Malamat, “Aspects of Tribal Societies in Mari and Israel,” in La Civilisation de
Mari, ed. Jean Robert Kupper, RAI 15 (Liège: Université de Liège, 1967), 129–38.
31
See also, 1 Kgs 4:25. Zech 3:10. The first reference describes this vision realized during the “Golden
Age” of Solomon and the second envisions the renewal of Israel after the exile.
32
Talmon, “The ‘Comparative Method’”, 396–419.
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more often than not will result in distortion; its intrinsic meaning ultimately is decided by the
context, and therefore may vary from one setting to another.” 33 Like Hallo, Talmon views the
comparative materials as invaluable, assuming they are employed properly.
Jack Sasson refines the work of Talmon and Hallo in being precise about comparative
studies by clarifying the socioanthropological analogues. 34 Relying on Jonathan Z. Smith’s use
of biological categories,35 Sasson distinguishes between “analogies” and “homologies.”
Comparisons can be drawn analogously in “the absence of a generic or genealogical link
between two objects of comparison.” Such analogies have little to do with chronology or
historical affinities between the comparators. For example, a comparison could be made between
distant cultural practices such as blood sacrifice in Greece and Israel or divinatory techniques in
Mesopotamia, Etruria, China and Meso-America. In an analogous comparison, the purpose is to
gain better knowledge of a feature in one culture through exploration of that same feature in
another culture. Homological comparisons view practices in cultures that share proximity in
space, language, and time in an effort so discern signs of transmission or borrowing of certain
features between these cultures. This type of comparison parallels Talmon’s approach which
uses closer socio-political features for comparison. Sasson suggests that Mari and Israel meet
these requirements because are close in proximity spatially, as well as sharing a family of
languages. In regard to time, the end of Old Babylonian Mari culture was separated from the
beginning of Israel’s culture by a few centuries in most chronological schemas. Thus Mari and
Israel may be treated homologically to help explain how certain cultural elements were
transmitted from Mari to Israel.
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1.2 The Old Testament’s Self-Attestation of Uniqueness
As we see from this brief review of the pertinent literature, many diverse theories about
the development of Israelite religion continue to dominate scholarship including the
evolutionary, convergence, and differentiation models. In regard to the form of these cultic
practices, the similarities are undeniable. Though overstated, Ivan Engnell placed Israelite
religion in its proper ancient Near East context when he stated, “The first prerequisite for
understanding Old Testament religion is to understand Canaanite religion correctly.” 36 Israelite
religion emerged in the context of the ancient Near East, mirroring many cultic practices and
beliefs as well as religious literature.37
In light of all of these data, scholars are left to decide how to integrate this information
into their understanding of Israelite religion. For example, to what extent does Ugarit (or other
places such as Emar) reflect religious belief and practice in the rest of Canaan? How much did
these cultures influence Israelite religion? How many of the practices of the Israelites were
intentionally “borrowed” and how many were simply innate as part of the general Semitic
culture, of which the Israelites were a part? And even if examples of Israelite “borrowing” from
the religions around them could be demonstrated, was it wholesale adoption or were they
adapting it for a different purpose? Also, were the biblical writers, when vilifying pagan religious
practice, exaggerating or were they conveying an accurate picture?
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Although all these questions cannot be answered, it seems clear that the Israelites
inherited many religious practices from LBA Canaan and Mesopotamia and either shared them
in common wholesale, transformed them or rejected them altogether. These final two actions
account for the distinctiveness of Israelite religion. Exploring parallels between the biblical text
and the materials of ancient Near East reminds us that Israelite religion was not developed in a
vacuum. It should not be surprising to find similarities because there was a shared cultural
milieu. At times, selected practices from the ancient Near East were compatible with the values
and principles of the covenant relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Not everything was
rejected. Thus these similarities could be the result of adaptation by the Israelites of some
religious element common to the culture. In some cases a cultic or legal regulation was redefined
or reconfigured to fit into the Israelite context.38 For example, a significant portion of the Law
Code in Exodus 21-23 bears a striking resemblance to the Code of Hamurapi. Also scholars have
elucidated the various parallels between the stories of Genesis 1-11 and the Mesopotamian
etiologies. But we are still left with the question of the extent of the distinctiveness of Israelite
religion. Was it basically the same but with different names for deities and sacrifices? Or were
the biblical writers intentionally distancing themselves from the religions of the surrounding
cultures? How can the Bible claim uniqueness when in form it seems to mirror ancient Near East
practice?
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Over and over again, the biblical writers rejected and condemned various aspects of the
theology and religious practice of ancient Near East religions. 39 For example, while consulting
spirits of the deceased was a common religious practice, the Deuteronomist rejected it (Deut
18:10-11). Another obvious example is the clear denunciation of child sacrifice, the practice of
which was punishable by death (Lev 20:1-5). A brief look at snippets from the various law codes
of the Torah reveal a religion that was intended to be distinctive from Israel’s neighbors. 40 For
example, in three consecutive chapters in Leviticus, the writer implores the Israelites to be
distinct multiple times:
You shall not do as they do in the land of Egypt, where you lived, and you shall not
do as they do in the land of Canaan, to which I am bringing you. You shall not follow
their statutes. My ordinances you shall observe and my statutes you shall keep,
following them: I am the LORD your God. You shall keep my statutes and my
ordinances; by doing so one shall live: I am the LORD. (Lev 18:3-5)41
Do not turn to idols or make cast images for yourselves: I am the LORD your God.
(Lev 19:4)
Consecrate yourselves therefore, and be holy; for I am the LORD your God. Keep my
statutes, and observe them; I am the LORD; I sanctify you. (Lev 20:7-8)
You shall not follow the practices of the nation that I am driving out before you.
Because they did all these things, I abhorred them. (Lev 20:23)
The writer stresses separation from the people and the practices of the Canaanites by adhering to
a new set of statutes that were perceived as divinely mandated.
At other times the Israelites were not merely forbidden from engaging in certain practices,
but the writers went to great lengths to mount a polemic attack against some of the religious
39
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practices and beliefs of their neighbors. The most obvious example can be found in the creation
and worship of images and idols. Though God had given clear commands not to make idols, the
prophets especially showed the ridiculous nature of idolatry:
To whom will you liken me and make me equal,
and compare me, as though we were alike?
Those who lavish gold from the purse, and weigh out silver in the scales—
they hire a goldsmith, who makes it into a god; then they fall down and worship!
They lift it to their shoulders, they carry it, they set it in its place, and it stands there;
it cannot move from its place.
If one cries out to it, it does not answer or save anyone from trouble.
(Isa 46:5-7)
Similarly, Isa 44:9-20 depicts the entire process of fashioning an idol, concluding in verse 20, “A
deluded mind has led him astray, and he cannot save himself or say, ‘Is not this thing in my right
hand a fraud?’” The prophets especially vilify certain beliefs and practices as not only being
abominable but foolish and pointless as well, and their polemical literature bears out this view.
While the people of Israel were acquainted with the religion of the surrounding nations,
they based their religion and worldview on a different set of standards and beliefs. These
standards are the key to Israelite religious distinctiveness. John Walton summarizes the issues of
Israelite distinctiveness:
Differences could reflect the Israelites’ rejection of an ancient Near Eastern
perspective, in which a practice was either ignored or proscribed, or they might
emerge in explicit Israelite polemics against views of their neighbors, in which
extended discourse drew out the distinction. In all such cases, the theology of the text
may be nuanced or clarified by an understanding of the cultural context, whether it
resonates with its environment or stands in sharp relief against it. 42
The acceptance or rejection of a belief or practice depended upon whether that belief lined up
with their theological perspective. Thus when comparing Israelite theology to any other ancient
theology, it is not just a matter of simply identifying similarities and differences in the form of
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the practice, but rather seeing how these practices function in light of their distinctive theology.
So our comparative studies require us to carefully investigate each parallel in its theological
context in an effort to determine how Israelite religion was incorporating some of the cultural,
religious, cultic, and legal practices of the ancient Near East while at the same time maintaining
their distinctive belief system.

1.3 Purpose and Parameters of the Study
With this understanding and approach in front of us, the purpose of this dissertation is to
investigate specific conceptual and ideological similarities and differences between Israelite
religion on the one hand, and Canaanite (Ugaritic) and Mesopotamian religions on the other, by
reexamining concrete or ritualistic cultic practices common to both. 43 Following the approach of
Hallo, Talmon, and Sasson, I will be using the contextual approach (or “method”) throughout
this study. By situating Israelite Religion in its original context but with an eye to analogies that
span time periods, similar practices can be identified and documented. But the final goal is the
evaluation of these practices to determine the nature of the differences because in those
differences the unique nature of Israelite Religion will be found. Though many of the religious
practices of the Israelites mirrored ancient Near East practice in form, seemingly they would
function quite differently when placed in a different, ideological context (see Chapter 2). As
such, this investigation will note the theological and ideological differences that distinguish
Israelite religion from ancient Near Eastern religions. Then I will examine specific Israelite cultic
43
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practices as they are placed against the background of similar ancient Near Eastern religious
practices. Specifically, the accoutrements in the Holy Place (the lampstand, altar of incense, and
table) will be test cases to determine if this differentiation is tangible. From there, suggestions
will be made as to how these practices reinforced Israel’s unique ideological framework as
proponents of Yahwism sought to establish their faith amidst a sea of alternatives.
A few caveats should be stated at the outset. First, this dissertation is explorative in
nature, resulting in conclusions based on the evidence in hand. While the biblical text contains
great detail when it comes to sacrificial rites—how they were performed, how the cult and
priesthood was organized, and when the rites were to be carried out—it is not clear and specific
regarding the actual function of these accoutrements. An ideological and theological schema
describing the function of these items is absent from the text. Since the biblical text does not
present a clear theology of these religious rites, some amount of conjecture is required. However,
I believe that situating these rites in the ancient Near Eastern context in which the biblical text
emerged as well as viewing them in the overarching themes of the Old Testament allows for
reasonable conclusions as to their function.
Second, in order to avoid getting bogged down in a debate regarding the sources and the
dating of the materials I will examine (both biblical and those from the rest of the ancient Near
East), I will view them in their final form, with the assumption that they reflect the time period
which they claim to represent. For example, even if there was a priestly source dating to the
Persian era that accounted for the majority of the cultic passages, the biblical text testifies to the
cultic practices during the pre-exilic period. Furthermore, the text consistently presents a
distinctive theology intended to be countercultural. Granted, as time went on, Israelite theology
and practice was refined, but I posit that this evolvement grew from concepts and procedures that
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find their origin in the wilderness and settlement periods. In regard to the comparative materials,
while the texts may cover a significant period of time, ancient religions were conservative in
nature, rarely dispensing with practice and ideology, but merely adding elements and thoughts to
the pre-existing religion. For example, though materials from Ugarit may be dated to the Late
Bronze Age, and some materials from Mesopotamia as late as the Hellenistic Period, they reflect
earlier or later periods in their history, and therefore have bearing on Israelites in Canaan during
the Iron Age.44
Finally, the term “Israelite religion” does not do justice to the nuances and diverse
practice of religion in Israel. Archaeological discoveries have thrown much of the scholarly
orthodoxy into doubt, forcing scholars to question whether the Israelites ever actually lived
according to the commandments and religious ordinances. A cursory reading of the book of
Judges and 1-2 Kings reveal a people that did not live up to the standards set for them but
practiced a syncretistic religion that combined elements from various religions. Despite this
syncretism and variety of practice, Hess notes, “Although the texts and archaeology indicate a
diversity of religious practice present from the beginning until the end of the period, there are
clear signs that as the centuries progressed this people became increasingly devoted to Yahweh
alone and to his religion as attested in the biblical texts.”45 As such, my focus will be on the
idealized religion as propounded by the biblical writers (which we may term “official” or
“orthodox religion”) rather than the actual practice by the people (popular religion).
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CHAPTER 2
THE QUESTION OF ISRAELITE DISTINCTIVENESS

As Israelite religion grew and developed, both popular religion (as practiced by the
populous) as well as orthodox religion (as delineated in the biblical text) shared features with the
surrounding cultures and religions for practical ways to worship Yahweh. And yet, the biblical
account regularly attempts to differentiate itself from other religions. What makes Israelite
religion distinct from the ancient Near Eastern religions that surrounded and influenced them,
especially Canaanite (Ugarit) and Mesopotamian religions? Furthermore, how did Israel, in its
Biblical canon, pose and answer the distinctiveness question for itself? G. Ernest Wright
suggests that distinctiveness in religion is not found in cultic forms but in the spiritual attitudes
that provide the foundation for those practices. 46 If Wright is correct, then the Israelites did not
simply take these inherited practices wholesale, but adapted and contextualized them to fit into
their theological schema.
This adaptation reinforces the fact that the Old Testament along with the religious
practices found therein emerged from a particular context. As Mark S. Smith notes,
Because of the growing recognition of the many cultural features shared by Israel and
its immediate environment, many scholars conclude that Israel inherited older
traditions (Fishbane 2003). Several scholars have come to the further conclusion that
Israel and Ugarit, as well as the other local polities located between them, belonged
to the same larger cultural matrix. …Because we can see such specific cultural
features of the older Ugaritic literature in the Hebrew Bible, we may suggest that the
Bible drew directly on cultural traditions that predate Israel. 47
As the Iron Age began (coinciding with the decline of the Egyptian and Hittite Empires), the
emerging group of people known as the Israelites were influenced by the cultures of the
46
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indigenous Canaanites as well as the people groups of Mesopotamia. So points of similarity are
expected as humanity throughout time has shared a religious lexicon. However, something does
not need to be completely different in order to establish fundamental distinctiveness. And so the
question that many modern scholars continue to ponder is to what extent did the Israelites adopt
and adapt the cultural and religious practices of these groups. Unfortunately, the biblical writers
were not clear in this regard. When it comes to religious practices, the Israelites were given
instructions attributed to the word of Yahweh, and were given commandments of what not to
do.48 Seemingly, any similarities to the practices of their neighbors were either condemned,
polemicized, or overlooked.49

2.1 Evolutionary Model
Due to the preponderance of similarities between the religions and cultures in the ancient
Near East, some find it difficult to speak to the uniqueness of Israelite religion, arguing that
Israel and its contemporaries merely had a shared ideology and worldview. As such, the only
distinctive that separated Israel from their neighbors was how they reconfigured these shared
beliefs. In other words, the Israelites possessed a religion and theology that had evolved from
their neighbors—the main essence remained the same and the differences were superficial.
Proponents of the evolutionary model of Israelite religion suggest that what we find in the
Old Testament is simply one more comparable West Semitic religions in the ancient Near East.
Based on shared religions traditions, the religion of Israel must have evolved from the worship of
48
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these other older nations. This approach appeals to various points of contact between the Old
Testament portrayal and the comparable texts of the ancient Near East. One such point of contact
can be found in the name of Israel’s God. It is suggested that Yahweh absorbed various traits of
deities common to the area to form some sort of amalgamation. This transference can be traced
even in the names for deity. For example, the Canaanite name for the chief deity of the pantheon
was El, a title used throughout the Pentateuch for Israel’s God as well. 50 Indeed, even Israel’s
name contains this reference to El, and in the call of Moses Yahweh equates himself to El: “God
also spoke to Moses and said to him: ‘I am the Lord [YHWH]. I appeared to Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob as God Almighty [El Shaddai], but by my name “The Lord”[YHWH] I did not make
myself known to them’” (Exod 6:2-3).
Second, the religious rites and practices conveyed in the Old Testament seemingly mirror
those of Israel’s neighbors without contributing anything new or unique. For example, the
temples of Israel and of other religions often had comparable structure and purpose. 51 In addition
to a common system of sacrificial rites, Canaanite religion shared essentially identical rituals
such as the “scapegoat” and other purification rituals. 52
Third, some scholars argue direct borrowing between Israelite worship materials and their
neighbors. For example, Psalm 104 evidences close parallels with the Ugaritic Baal cycle. 53 Even
more significantly, some scholars have argued that Psalm 29 directly borrows from Ugaritic
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poetry.54 The implication associated with these points of contact casts Israelite religion as just
another Canaanite religion that has been updated or evolved into something slightly different, but
basically is homogeneous.
Finally, the veracity of the Biblical account receives serious scrutiny and is found lacking
from the standpoint of historicity and conveying the actual events and practice of the time period.
Many evolutionary model scholars discount the historicity of the Biblical account. Dever goes as
far as to suggest that the introduction of Yahweh into the Israelite story in Exodus 6 was an
attempt to supplant the El cult but that this happened much later and not in the time of Moses. 55
Rather, he suggests (along with others) that a group of Hebrew editors composed the Pentateuch
after the return of Israel from exile out of a desire to unify the struggling nation around a
common religious heritage, most of which is fabricated from myths and legends:
“It is important to realize that the text of the Hebrew Bible is the product of a long,
editorial process. Its final shapers were monotheistic and they wanted the inherited
traditions to reflect their own religious beliefs in a single creator deity, Yahweh, who had
at his command various lesser divine beings who also populated heaven, the angels.” 56
As such, the dominant religion in Israel (which we might term “popular” or “folk” religion)
remained indistinguishable from Canaanite religions especially until the post-exilic period. 57
Regardless of the term used, the assumption is that since this religion reflects beliefs and
practices that clash with the overarching picture found in the Old Testament, then the biblical
account must be a late fabrication. Read in this way, the Biblical accounts of reform by kings
such as Hezekiah and Josiah were attempting to unite the people by moving them away from
54
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their competing folk religions. But they were unsuccessful to completely unite the people under a
Yahwistic religion until the exile shattered the expectations of folk religion and forced the people
to reevaluate their religion. This allowed the pro-Yahweh faction to rise in power and popularity
as they removed any vestige of folk religion and recast their history in light of Yahwism. 58
Even if Dever is correct in his timeline (though it seems to be based on little more than
revisionist history), he fails to account for the origin of the Israelite religion (Yahwism) we find
in the Old Testament. Where did the concepts of monotheism and covenant that frame the
religion come from? The Old Testament’s conception of God and that of other ancient Near
Eastern religions is remarkable different (see below). Israel's monotheism stands in stark contrast
to the polytheism of the surrounding nations. Even if one were to concede that monotheism
emerged late in Israel’s history, the fact of Israel’s monotheism remains unprecedented. If
monotheism were merely the natural evolution of religion from its earlier polytheism, we might
question why no other nation in the ancient Near East evolved into monotheism. It could not
simply be a result of the effects of the destruction of Israel and Judah and the subsequent exile as
many of Israel’s neighbors experienced the same fate yet none of them produced religious
beliefs, practices, theology or ideology that comes close to reflecting what find in the Old
Testament.
The evolutionary model proponents who point out that many Israelites practiced a
religion that found its roots and home in Canaanite religion is not debated but the biblical writers
but affirmed. The Deuteronomistic history functions as a polemic against this syncretism. But the
syncretistic mutation of Yahwism by even a significant contingent of Israelites was not the ideal.
Instead, the Old Testament reflects an ideal and decries the actual practice that “ensnared” so
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many of the people.59 The Bible itself attests to this syncretism as the prophets denounce the
Israelites regularly for their lack of obedience and allegiance to Yahweh and Yahweh’s laws.
Regardless of early or late dating, the evolutionary model lacks catalyst for this shift in belief,
especially if the historical basis of the biblical account is questioned. Although Israel shares with
its neighbors similar worship places and rituals, each of these functions in often radically
different ways.60

2.2 Transformational Model
I will investigate here the manner in which the significant divergences of Israelite
religion were drawn from these common components and converged in a unique way. However
Hess provides an important reminder:
This religion should be seen as more than a singular collection of beliefs and
practices arising out of a peculiar concatenation of political and economic factors. It
rather held within itself the schema of a faith that could avoid that which was tied
only to the temporal, could adopt and transform that which had value from other
religions, and could identify and nurture those distinctives that set it apart and
enabled it to foster the great monotheistic religions of the Western world and
beyond.61
Furthermore, while Israel did indeed possess a shared cultural heritage with the ancient Near
East, and the comparative method gleans valuable insights into understanding Israelite religion,
our investigation needs to take into consideration the testimony of the biblical text claiming
uniqueness. The frequency of passages claiming distinctiveness demonstrates an attempt to
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produce something different—an independent identity based on unique beliefs that
reappropriated various common religious practice.
In his book, The Encounter with the Divine in Mesopotamia and Israel, H.W.F Saggs
attempts to test “the validity of certain proposals to find basic differences of approach between
Israel and Mesopotamia which allegedly serve to define the distinctiveness of Israelite
religion.”62 But as he examines various avenues of comparison (creation, history, good and evil,
communication, and universalism), the only Israelite religious distinctive he finds revolves
around an openness to change and criticism (dynamism), leading to his citation of biblical
prophecy as the only truly unique aspect of the religion. However, as similar as Israelite and
Mesopotamian religions might be (according to Saggs), there is a “marked divergence” when it
comes to the concept of God. Saggs notes that a series of negatives applied to the God of Israel
display uniqueness: God is not immanent in heavenly bodies or the wind, is not representable by
human or animal form, not existing in a multiplicity of forms, and not approachable by certain
techniques.63 While his research and comparable materials are invaluable, his own evidence—
especially about the nature of the God of Israel—contradicts his conclusion that Israelite religion
is not unique. Perhaps the most important aspect of Saggs’ work is the suggestion that Israelite
religious thought diverges from ancient Near East religious thought based on the negative—not
by what God is but by what God is not.64 Thus God is not immanent in the heavens nor is God
representable in human form or animal form. At the same time God does not possess a
multiplicity of forms. Furthermore, God is not approachable or manipulated by certain
techniques. So he suggests that a study of Israelite religious distinctiveness might be found in
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recognizing what God was not. While Saggs’ approach may well be a good starting point, it does
not take into account many characteristics of Yahweh that are extolled throughout the Old
Testament.65
In regard to history as it relates to revelation and impact on the subsequent influence on
the development of Israelite Religion, Bertil Albrektson examines the widely held belief that
history is the chief medium of revelation. 66 He critiques the argument that emphasis upon history
is the distinguishing factor that separates Israel from the other nations, who sought the divine in
nature. To prove his case, Albrektson examines evidence from ancient Near East texts revealing
that other religions also viewed history as belonging to the divine sphere of activity and that
historical events were construed as purposeful divine actions. Furthermore, he suggests that the
word of the gods shaped and directed historical events and that historical events were understood
as divine revelation. Albrektson concludes, “The Old Testament idea of historical events must be
counted among the similarities, not among the distinctive traits: it is part of the common
theology of the ancient Near East.”67 As a result, the uniqueness of Israelite religion will not be
found in historiography. Rather, the content of the revelation through history holds the
difference, placing the emphasis on the message from the history rather than the actual
interpretation of that history.
James Barr, in his thoughtful article, “Revelation Through History in the Old Testament
and Modern Theology,” challenges the notion that the historical interaction between Yahweh and
Israel, as conveyed in the Old Testament, constitutes the “absolutely supreme milieu of God’s
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revelation.”68 The “revelation through history” approach rose in the nineteenth century in
response to historical criticism and the historical method. However, by assuming that the biblical
account is merely an interpretation of historical events, this apologetic approach denies the actual
interaction between God and humanity and we are left with human reflection. Barr does not
desire to jettison the entire concept noting that revelation through history is “a fair expression of
a really important element in the Bible; there really is a Heilsgeschichte, a series of events set
within the plane of human life and in historical sequence, through which God has specially
revealed himself.”69 He goes on to suggest that this revelation is the central theme of the Bible
and delineates it from other religions. In regard to the present study, his work reinforces the idea
that the events in Egypt and the subsequent covenant at Sinai are integral to the formation of
Israelite religion and provide an entry point into the discussion of uniqueness.
The biblical text testifies to a very different and distinct worldview that shaped the
religious and theological beliefs of the Israelites. G. Ernest Wright states the issue well:
What is the Israelite mutation, which made the particular and peculiar evolution of
Biblical faith a possibility? This is precisely what the study of environment and
development has been unable to define. It has been assumed that a considerable
proportion of Israel’s allegedly unique contribution to religion were not of her own
discovery. She borrowed from many sources, and her uniqueness consisted in the
alterations and improvements which she imposed upon what was borrowed. But what
led to these “alterations” and “improvements”? 70
Wright has pinpointed the issue with the problem of the evolutionary model in accounting for the
significant theological distinctions. Arnold goes even further and notes that the evolutionary
explanations “fail to account for the revolutionary nature of monotheistic religions in general.” 71
Wright points out the source of Israel’s knowledge of God—not through nature but through
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history. Consequently, Israelite religion could not have evolved from polytheism and the
religions of their neighbors slowly, over the course of time, because it is based on the historical
events of escape from Egypt. Furthermore, he asserts that there were certain aspects and
tendencies that were normative in all religions, yet the religion of Israel appears to be so different
that Wright considers it utterly new. But here he overstates the case. In regard to the appearance
and form of their religion, the Israelites did not introduce much that was new. However, their
ideological and theological understanding of the divine and how that understanding impacts their
religion is the source of the distinctiveness. So, while it would be appropriate to say that the
Israelites made use of the religious practices of the world around them, the religion originated
from a different belief system. Thus we need to consider both the elements of Israel’s faith which
distinguish it from the religions of its environment as well as the worldview from which it
derived.
Kaufmann has approached the issue of distinction by contrasting polytheistic mythology
with monotheistic ideology. He propounded the thesis that Israel's religion (and monotheism
specifically) was not a gradual evolutionary development from Israel’s polytheistic neighbors,
but that their belief in one God was an entirely unique phenomenon in religious history. In
addition, he suggested that this monotheistic ideology was devoid of any element of polytheistic
mythology, noting that nowhere in the Bible was there any trace of mythical elements we might
expect. For example the theogony of the gods and the battles between the gods are absent. He
agrees with the overarching biblical narrative that Israelite monotheism began with Moses.
Kaufmann summarizes his approach:
The mark of monotheism is not the concept of a god who is creator, eternal, benign,
or even all-powerful; these notions are found everywhere in the pagan world. It is,
rather, the idea of a god who is the source of all being, not subject to a cosmic order,
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and not emergent from a pre-existent realm; a god free of the limitations of magic
and mythology. The high gods of primitive tribes do not embody this idea. 72
Kaufmann went so far as to argue that Iron Age Israelites did not even understand polytheism,
but viewed them as worshipping fetishes of wood and stone. On this point, he probably
overstates the case. The absence of a polemic against pagan mythology does not mean that the
Israelites did not understand the pagan religions. The biblical assault on idolatry is the best
evidence for this judgment.73 While monotheism was indeed a significant break from the
polytheism that surrounded them, and is not simply the final stage of some religious evolution,
the assumption that the mythical worldview was completely foreign to the Israelites ignores their
cultural heritage.
Kaufmann suggests that the non-mythological nature of their beliefs is the “essence of
Israelite religion, and that which sets it apart from all forms of paganism.” 74 He goes on to
describe Yahweh’s supremacy over all things, absolute sovereignty, utterly distinct from and
other than the world, and subject to no laws, no compulsions, or powers. The absence of a
mythological or magical presence epitomizes the distinct nature of Israelite religion. But despite
these significant departures from the common ancient Near East religious ideology, Kaufmann
notes that the Bible “nowhere articulates the contrast between its new concept and the
mythological essence of paganism.”75 Instead of giving their new ideology a systematic
formulation, Israelite religion used symbols expressed in the popular religions from the world
around them.
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Like Kaufmann, Oswalt argues that the biblical worldview fundamentally differs in its
essence from what we see in its context. Oswalt goes to great lengths to make it clear that
Hebrew religion is not just a variant of the west Semitic religion of its day: “I want to stress that
what is significant about Israelite religion is not that some unique idea appears, but that the
whole way of thinking about reality is unique and that it is absolutely thoroughgoing in the
Bible.”76 However, the nature and content of the Bible does not fit Oswalt’s definition of a
mythical worldview perfectly.77 Mythical thinking has two chief concerns: explaining and
maintaining things as they are now. Oswalt contends that the distinctive, central feature of myth
that emerges centers around the concept of “continuity,” which is “a philosophical principle that
asserts that all things are continuous with each other.” 78 The implication, according to Oswalt, is
that the divine is identical with our earthly existence materially as well as spiritually. Thus the
ancient Near East worldview may be epitomized by “continuity thinking” where the gods look,
behave, and feel as humans do. This continuity between the human, natural, and divine realms is
expressed—especially in the literature but also in the religious rites—in the form of myth. Some
of the common features and principles of myths are polytheism, images (idols), eternity of
chaotic matter, personality not essential to reality, low view of the gods, conflict as the source of
life, low view of humanity, no single standard of ethics, and a cyclical concept of existence. 79
In sharp contrast to the mythical worldview of continuity, the biblical worldview revolves
around divine transcendence. Transcendence holds that God is radically other than nature, and
denies continuity between physical and spiritual realms. Furthermore, because the biblical
worldview of divine transcendence is fundamentally different than the mythical view of reality,
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then this is not just simple evolution. Oswalt lists the common characteristics and concepts of
this perspective as monotheism, iconoclasm, the Spirit as first principle, absence of conflict in
the creation process, a high view of humanity, the reliability of God, supra-sexual God,
desacralized sex, prohibition of magic, ethical obedience as a religious response, and the
importance of human-historical activity. 80 He suggests that transcendence underlies everything
the Bible says about reality and accounts for the unique features of the Old Testament.
Seen in this light, the worldview of the Bible is distinct from that of the rest of ancient
Near East and may be seen in the literature of both. The Sinai instructions expound on this
worldview as Yahweh outlined the parameters of the temple and the temple service:
“I will meet with the Israelites there, and it shall be sanctified by my glory; I will
consecrate the tent of meeting and the altar; Aaron also and his sons I will consecrate,
to serve me as priests. I will dwell among the Israelites, and I will be their God. And
they shall know that I am the Lord their God, who brought them out of the land of
Egypt that I might dwell among them; I am the Lord their God.” (Exod 29:43-46)
While this passage is not overtly monotheistic (it could be considered monolatrous or
henotheistic), when placed against the backdrop of other texts, the biblical writers bring one
main concept to the forefront—there is only God (either existing or worth worshiping) and this
God wants to be in a relationship with Israel. Bill T. Arnold expresses the distinctiveness of this
approach:
All other related issues…must begin with the basic paradigm of Israel’s unique
monotheism. This is necessary particularly in light of Israel’s many self-claims to
distinctiveness, self-claims that are prominent in the text of the Old Testament itself
and that are clearly centered in its special relationship to its God. 81
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Arnold highlights the important tenet that the subsequent beliefs and practices of Israelite
religion find their origin in the overriding theological principles of monotheism and a covenant
relationship between Yahweh and Israel. Indeed, even the distinctive features of Oswalt’s
transcendent worldview fall into one of these two principles. If we view monotheism as the
belief in one God who cannot be identified with the world and who cannot be manipulated
through ritual, then it makes sense that Israelite religion would prohibit magic and sex to control
or influence Yahweh, that it would be aniconic, 82 and that there would an absence of conflict in
the creation process. Likewise, if this God desired a reciprocal, covenantal relationship with
Israel, then it seems logical to assume that Israelite religion would view God as reliable, would
have a high view of humanity, and would appeal to ethical obedience as a religious response.
Wright combines the distinctiveness of Israel’s religion as seen through monotheism and
covenant under the doctrine of God’s jealousy. He states,
God’s jealousy, so utterly different from the tolerance and easy balance of opposing
forces characteristic of the very nature of polytheism, became central in Israelite
theology. This doctrine, so offensive to the naturalist and mystic of every age, is
precisely the one which raised the problem for Israel of the relation between the
revealed religion and the mythopoeic naturalisms of the surrounding peoples. The
problem of “other gods” was thus acute for Israel in a way not comprehensible to the
naturalistic polytheist.83
His suggestion that God’s jealousy as a central theological tenet agrees with numerous OT
passages, including Deuteronomy 6:13-15 which also hints at the themes of monotheism and
covenant:
“The Lord your God you shall fear; him you shall serve, and by his name alone you
shall swear. Do not follow other gods, any of the gods of the peoples who are all
around you, because the Lord your God, who is present with you, is a jealous God.
The anger of the Lord your God would be kindled against you and he would destroy
you from the face of the earth.” (Deut 6:13-15)
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The biblical text regularly portrays the jealousy of God not as some petty emotion expressed by a
capricious God, but as the expected response of the one and only God to a people who elevate
empty gods and idols to Yahweh’s rightful place or who break the covenant. Indeed this religion
has more to do with the nature of the relationship between Yahweh and Israel, who are seen as
partners in a mission rather than a practical relationship whereby humanity seeks to control and
manipulate the divine realm for its own selfish ends. Both the status of God and humanity are
elevated in the Bible: “Instead of the gods being made in the image of humanity with all that
seems to mean of determinism, pettiness, and materiality, humanity is made in the image of God
with all that means of freedom, nobility, and personhood.” 84 This high view of God and
humanity stems from a unique biblical approach of monotheism and covenantal relationship. The
next sections investigate these two concepts as conveyed by the biblical text but situated in their
ancient Near Eastern context.

2.3 Distinctive Ideology 1: Monotheism
Oswalt identifies monotheism as the “single most obvious difference between the
thought of the Old Testament and that of Israel’s neighbors.” 85 While many comparisons and
contrasts could be made to other, contemporary religions, belief in and allegiance to one God
as the only God is a significant departure from the commonly held beliefs in the ancient Near
East.86 However, scholars continue to debate the exact nature and role of monotheism in
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Israelite religion and the date of its articulation. 87 In its essence, applying the label
“monotheism” to a belief is intended to contrast it against atheism and polytheism—the
belief that there is no god and the belief that there are many gods respectively. Thus, a
monotheistic faith proclaims the existence of only one god while denying the existence of
other deities. Part of the problem of identifying what Israelite religion consisted of revolves
around applying a relatively modern word to ancient belief and practice. 88 Within the biblical
text, we tend to find something more akin to “monolatry”—the belief that more than one
deity might exist, but that only one is to be worshipped. In regard to the unique nature of
Israelite religion, Nathan MacDonald investigates the oneness of Yahweh as portrayed by the
book of Deuteronomy in light of the contemporary category of “monotheism.” He concludes
that “many of the descriptions of Israelite monotheism reflect the intellectualization implicit
in the term ‘monotheism’ and are strongly informed by Enlightenment ideas of God.” 89 In
other words, Deuteronomy does not present a doctrine of God that may be described as
“monotheism” but it affirms that Yahweh is one, a unique deity, and exclusive for Israel. His
conclusions highlight the problem that the common definition of monotheism is not always
accurate because it fails to capture what is actually unique in regard to Israelite religion.
Arnold suggests, “It is not that ‘monotheism’ says the wrong thing about the OT's beliefs
about Yahweh, only that it does not say enough.”90 Thus clearly categorizing Israelite belief
as monotheistic is tenuous, at least by lexical and modern standards.
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Add to these difficulties the possibility of an evolutionary model of the divine as
presented by the biblical text. Varying suggestions have been made about the development of
monotheism from the polytheistic, henotheistic, and monolatrous belief systems observed in
Israel’s neighbors and which make their way into the Bible in brief snippets. 91 Arnold
summarizes various manifestations of “monotheism”:
Explicit monotheism includes a specific denial of the existence of any other deity,
whereas implicit monotheism functions as though there is only one God but does
not specifically deny that others exist. Or, emergent monotheism refers to the
gradual appearance of beliefs about the singularity of God; the concept is emerging
in Israel’s thinking but is rarely articulated fully. Another example is affective
monotheism, assuming that Israel prefers a single deity, Yahweh, not as an
expression of dogma or theology but as an expression of devotion. 92
Since examples of explicit monotheism are rare in the OT, viewing the biblical text as implicitly
monotheistic seems appropriate, especially in light of the Yahwism that was passed down as
normative.93
Regardless of the glimpses of development, syncretism, or vestigial idolatry that can be
found throughout the history of Israel, the eventual stance conveyed by the biblical writers may
be summed up with the following: “The Old Testament vehemently and continuously insists that
Yahweh is one and that no other being is in the same category as him.” 94 Even if clear cases of
influence or borrowing from other religious traditions of the surrounding nations can be
demonstrated, the worship of one deity became a distinctive and permanent theological
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perspective that helped define the religion of the Israelites. As such, “monotheism,” as used in
this study to describe Israelite religion that emerged in the Levant, refers to something akin to
monolatry or implicit monotheism rather than a strict, modern definition such as “belief in one
God to the exclusion of all others.”
So whether a development or an inherent aspect of Israelite religion, monotheism
provides a foundational doctrine for the Israelites that both distinguishes them from other ancient
Near East religions as well as situates their practices in a unique context. For the Israelite cult,
Yahweh alone was worthy to receive their sacrifices, supplications, and allegiance. In
conjunction with the covenantal backdrop, Yahweh was not to be manipulated, but served and
worshiped as the only God instead of one choice among many. This view stands in stark contrast
to the ancient Near East worldview in which no one deity had ultimate power over all aspects of
the universe. In the Canaanite and Mesopotamian texts, stories abound narrating conflicts in
which a god is seriously threatened or overthrown. Furthermore, in these texts, the gods are
portrayed as powerful, but they are subject to other forces and to manipulation. This same
depiction could not be applied to Yahweh. 95 From the outset, Yahweh always maintains control
and never is frustrated by external forces such as nature, matter, or other deities.
Monotheism—as depicted in the biblical text and applied to Israelite religion—consists
of uniqueness rather than oneness (which reinforces viewing Israelite religion as implicitly
monotheistic). What distinguishes Israelite religion from other ancient Near Eastern religions is
not that it outright denies the existence of other deities (though it does at times 96) but that it
vehemently insists that Yahweh, the God of Israel, is qualitatively different from all other deities.
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The biblical text testifies that Yahweh is one and that no other being deserves to be placed in the
same category as Yahweh. So regardless of what “stage” one might view as the backdrop to the
biblical text (polytheism, henotheism, monolatry, etc.), biblical monotheism consists of the belief
that one supreme being exists and that being exerts sovereign will over all other beings. Hess
notes the profound significance of monotheism in Israelite religion and summarizes the approach
that I will be following:
From Exodus onward, the presence of a single deity for Israel, whose name and
people emerge from the southern desert, becomes the unique feature of Israelite
religion, however much it may have borrowed from the forms of surrounding
cultures. The institutions of priesthood, sanctuary, and covenant all transform
existing archeological and (extrabiblical) textual media to define Israel's relationship
with Yahweh as sole (monolatrous, though not necessarily monotheistic), aniconic in
representation, and lived out or actualized in a manner that rejected earlier West
Semitic deities and yet embraced their cultic objects and actions, whether massebot
and tent sanctuaries or treaties and blood sacrifices.97
Thus monotheism, as an implicit theology described throughout the biblical text, stands as the
first distinctive that helps inform our understanding of the purpose behind Israelite religious
ritual.

2.4 Distinctive Ideology 2: Covenant
The second distinctive area—covenantal relationship—stems from our definition of
monotheism as the description of a God who is unique by virtue of having no equal and who
cannot be manipulated. Seemingly the only area Yahweh can be thwarted is by the free will
decisions of humanity. This limitation is self-imposed but overcome as humanity and Yahweh
engage in covenant ()ברית. The understanding of covenant in the OT revolves around “mutual
commitment, which paradoxically recognized both the initiative of God in the arrangement and
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insisted on the reality and necessity of human choice as well.” 98 While this appropriate of  בריתis
distinct, it nonetheless has its roots in the ancient Near East. The Akkadian cognate, birītu,
describes an in-between area such as “property held in common by neighbors.” It also denotes a
clasp that holds together a chain. 99 If this image is the background to ברית, then a covenant could
be seen in terms of a bond that goes beyond simply a legally binding agreement. 100 In the
Hebrew Bible, the covenant often takes the form of the formal agreement between Yahweh and
the Israelites, as each party agrees to a set of obligations toward the other. Beginning with
Genesis 15, the covenantal relationship between Yahweh and Israel (and the patriarchs) is the
thread that weaves the narratives of the Hebrew Bible together. 101
Biblical covenants were religious agreements based on similar foundations as ancient
treaties. Throughout ancient Near Eastern history, formal agreements set the terms that
negotiated power between two parties by defining the duties and responsibilities of the respective
parties. The two main types of treaties were those between parties of equal strength (parity) and
the suzerain-vassal treaty between a superior and an inferior party. In the ancient Near East
context, the primary purpose of a suzerain-vassal treaty was to establish a system of support
between the two parties.102 However, the interests of the superior party were most important.
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Often this support system took the form of ensuring military protection and safety in return for
material goods. Matters such as loyalty to the king, the establishment of frontiers, and military
cooperation were tantamount in these treaties. For example, in the Succession Treaty of
Esarhaddon, the vassal is even commanded to “…love the crown prince designate Ashurbanipal,
son of your lord Esarhaddon, king of Assyria, as you do your own lives.” 103 The implication
from this treaty is that the vassal is expected to be loyal and to obey the king. Interestingly,
though the treaty established a relationship between the two parties, the stipulations of the treaty
were only binding upon the vassal.
Though the suzerain-vassal treaty is often associated with the Hittites, George E.
Mendenhall notes that they did not originate this treaty form, but seemingly adapted a common
ancient Near East form probably originating in Mesopotamia.104 As such, it would not be a
stretch for the Israelites to be aware of and utilize this form in various contexts. Furthermore, the
language and understanding of covenant seems to be derived from ancient Near East treaties.
From some of the comparative materials found in the biblical texts, biblical writers seem well
aware of treaty forms, and utilized these ideas in their writings and structure, most notably in the
structure of Deuteronomy.105 Indeed, all of the elements of the suzerain-vassal treaty are
contained within Deuteronomy.106 But Deuteronomy is more than simply a treaty—it also
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contains significant law codes and a different perspective on the relationship between the
suzerain and the vassal: “[In the Deuteronomic writings] the term [ ]בריתis still used, certainly, to
designate the once-for-all establishment of the covenant in history, but it often appears as well in
the sense of a constantly enduring relationship; indeed it can even be used of the obligation of
this relationship, the conditions of the covenant.” 107 Yahweh is not just called on as a witness to
this covenant as we find in secular covenants, but is a partner in this agreement. Despite God
being the superior, God nonetheless commits unwavering fealty to the Israelites. 108 So when
Moses exhorts the Israelites to love Yahweh with all their heart, soul, mind, and strength (Deut
6:5), historically we know this covenantal love is an act of loyalty and obedience and not solely a
subjective, tender emotion.109 The covenant Yahweh made with Israel signified a bilateral
relationship, even if Yahweh accepted the larger burden.
While making covenants was not unique to Israel, the audacious claim that the high God
of the universe would desire to be in this sort of reciprocal relationship with humanity was
indeed unique and unparalleled. Wright suggests that the term “covenant” was borrowed by
Israel to “…express the nature of the special relation existing between God and Israel. In this
case covenant is no longer a legal compact between human beings, but a device for explaining
the meaning and nature of Israel’s election.” 110 What stands out as remarkably distinctive in the
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Hebrew Bible is the fact that a god rather than a king makes a treaty/covenant with his people.
This unique adaptation was probably quite subversive.
Furthermore, the expectations of the covenant were based on more than just appeasing
the god/king, but on a reciprocal relationship of faith and obedience between the Israelites and
Yahweh. For example, the covenant narrative at Sinai (Exodus 19-Numbers 10), presents
detailed civil and religious laws and expectations intended to ensure a holy and just society in the
land of Israel. While the various covenants found in Exodus-Deuteronomy note that the nation
will suffer punishment and exile should the people not observe these laws, they also maintain
that the people will be restored when they repent. 111 But these covenants are based on Yahweh’s
acts in the history of Israel: “Above all there is the exodus tradition of Israel's redemption as
slaves from Egypt by its god, and of Yahweh and his unique covenant with them, given in the
form of a treaty. This is recalled again and again in every major section of the Bible.” 112 Often in
the ancient Near East, various nations or kings would attribute battle victories over other nations
to a patron deity as proof of divine grace. The resulting rituals, monuments or covenants were
proof of that nation’s obedience and obligation to the deity. Similarly, the Israelites claimed
freedom from slavery in Egypt and victory over one of the most powerful nations in the world at
that time. However, the extent of Yahweh’s salvific acts on behalf of the Israelites exceeded
simple victories or putting a king on a throne. Yahweh’s election of and subsequent
emancipation of the Israelites from slavery were unique events that framed this covenant. The
laws and expectations of the covenant are put into a completely different context—salvation and
deliverance. Thus for the Israelites, the covenant (and the keeping of the covenant) is not based
on self-serving goals but in response to what their God had already done.
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The covenant becomes far more than a structured agreement; Yahweh gives it as a gift.
The covenant is not simply something that is “cut” ( )כרתbut is “established” ( )קוםand “given”
()נתן.113 This shift in language implies that the covenant is a gracious gift: “I will look with favor
upon you and make you fruitful and multiply you; and I will maintain ( )הקיםmy covenant with
you” (Lev 26:9). This covenant is not based on the correct performance of any particular cultic
rite since it has been established before the detailed ceremonial law. Rather it expresses a desire
on Yahweh’s part to be in a reciprocal relationship with Israel. Wright sums up the importance of
this understanding of covenant to the Israelites:
Covenant, then, involved an interpretation of the meaning and aim of Israel’s
existence. Yahweh was primarily conceived under the metaphor of “Lord” or Ruler
who freely offered this compact. He did not impose it, but out of grace he offered it.
The advantages were great, because acceptance meant the bestowal of blessing from
Yahweh, a blessing which included the gift of an “inheritance,” security from
enemies, law and order—indeed the wholesome and harmonious existence
comprehended by the Biblical conception of peace (shalom). Israel on her part freely
accepted the covenant, but in doing so solemnly placed herself under obligation to
obey the Ruler and the law which he gave as the constitution of the society. The
covenant, therefore, placed the law in the center of the people’s attention. Neither
covenant nor law, however, were viewed primarily as a legal burden to be borne.
They were founded in a Divine act of grace; they were God’s gift of life. 114
This “gift” of covenant encompassed every aspect of their lives—moral, ethical, religious,
relationships, etc. The goal of the covenant was the creation of a real community between
Yahweh and the Israelites. Thus the relationship between Yahweh and Israel was given tangible
expression in terms of a treaty that was well known in the ancient Near East. Since the political
treaties of the ancient Near East demanded exclusive fealty to avoid betrayal to another political
power, the covenants that Yahweh initiated with the Israelites functions as a reinforcement
Yahweh’s oneness and uniqueness. The Torah regularly portrays one God who freely chooses
and enters into a relationship with those whom Yahweh chooses—the Israelites. They in turn are
113
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able to relate freely to this one God who is knowable, personal, and holy. The biblical authors
utilize the language of covenant to describe the subservient relationship of Israel to a loving and
holy God.

2.5 Israelite Context of their Distinctive Ideologies: The Sinai Covenant
With this understanding in place, we turn our attention to the covenant ceremony and
terms of the covenant in Exodus 19-24 that set the context for the texts we will examine later.
After delivering the Israelites from slavery in Egypt, Yahweh sought to establish the people in
the land with certain expectations, most notably allegiance to him: “I am the Lord your God, who
brought you out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of slavery; you shall have no other gods
before me” (Exod 20:2-3).115 Before the covenant could be made, the people were brought before
Yahweh to determine whether they were willing to enter into this covenant. Samuel Greengus
notes that this “preliminary negotiation” parallels similar negotiations that preceded the making
of secular treaties: “In the Old Babylonian texts we have examples of protracted negotiations; in
advance the parties worked out the provisions of the final treaty and how the oaths were to be
sworn.”116 In many of these negotiations, especially when one party was far more powerful and
possessed a high higher status, the negotiations were concise and more of a dictation than a
negotiation.
While not as demanding, Yahweh lays out a choice for the Israelites that seems obvious:
“Now therefore, if you obey my voice and keep my covenant, you shall be my treasured
115
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possession out of all the peoples. Indeed, the whole earth is mine, but you shall be for me a
priestly kingdom and a holy nation” (Exod 19:5-6a). From the outset, the Mosaic covenant is
based on God’s election of Israel. The laws that follow that are intended to regulate daily life in
Israel stem from this framework found not only here, but even at the beginning of the Decalogue.
Yahweh was laying out a relationship where the people were not merely subservient, but fulfilled
a purpose in the world as mediators between humanity and God. Notice the unique relationship
expressed with the usage “treasured possession” ( )סגלהthat goes beyond legal treaties, and
makes this covenant personal and familial as the Israelites will have a special position and
character in the world. The response and obedience of the Israelites to this covenant was
prefaced on Yahweh’s previous saving actions including, “…what I did to the Egyptians, and
how I bore you on eagles’ wings and brought you to myself” (Exod 19:4). Yahweh desired a
relationship not only with his “treasured possession” the Israelites, but with the entire world. So
what was to follow—the terms of the covenant—was not a new form of slavery to a different
king, but an enlistment by God to accomplish a mutual goal. The implication to this covenant is
that the terms would indeed bring about these lofty goals.
Moses proceeded to bring these terms back to the people and the responded in the
affirmative: “Everything that the Lord has spoken we will do” (Exod 19:8). 117 With both parties
in agreement and after a period of consecration, Yahweh appeared in a theophany which
included thunder and lighting, and a thick cloud of smoke that resulted from Yahweh descending
on the mountain in fire, and spoke to Moses so that the Israelites could hear. Yahweh then
proceeded to lay out the terms of the covenant—first the Decalogue with moral and cultic laws,
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then the Book of the Covenant with further ordinances ( )משׁפטיםthat contain stipulations
revolving around societal norms and expectations (slaves, property, conduct, worship).
The covenant terms end with Yahweh encouraging the people to be faithful and avoid
being tempted by the gods and religions found in the land of Canaan. When Yahweh had
finished speaking, the Israelites agreed to enter into the covenant, and they sealed the covenant
with various rites—setting up twelve pillars to represent each tribe, sacrificing burnt offerings,
and sprinkling blood on the people. Finally, the leaders of the people (Moses, Aaron, his two
sons, seventy elders) were called up to see a vision of Yahweh as well as participate in a meal,
the later being particularly germane to the present study. This covenant ceremony provides the
context for command by Yahweh to gather materials and build the tabernacle to house him as
well as the rituals that accompany the tabernacle. While treaties in the ancient Near East do not
concentrate on rituals, instead focusing on the obligations of the parties, Exodus-Leviticus seems
structured in such a way as to indicate that the religious rituals and cultic practices are as
imperative to maintaining covenant loyalty as the moral expectations. Indeed, even the
expectations of Decalogue can be put in one of these two categories. So even from the outset the
framework and understanding of the covenant differs from the ancient Near East.

2.6 Conclusion
The similarities between Israelite religion and that of the ancient world are staggering.
And yet, the distinctiveness of Israelite belief cannot be ignored. Throughout the OT, the biblical
writers regularly contrast these ideas with the mythical view of paganism: “All mythological and
magical rationales were replaced by historical and monotheistic ones. Several rites became
commemorative of occasions in which YHWH revealed himself to Israel. Sacrifices and
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lustrations received the general sanction of sanctification and exaltation to God.” 118 Following
Kaufmann and Oswalt, I suggest that Israelite religion is anti-mythological, and that implicit
monotheism and a covenantal relationship between YHWH and Israel are the key theological
distinctives that separate Israelite religion from that of the ancient Near East. 119 If this premise is
true—that implicit monotheism and covenant are the distinguishing factors—then it follows that
this unique theological approach would affect the purpose of the cultic practices. No longer is
Israel’s God a divine presence to be manipulated or swayed through religious rites. Nor would
any competition exist between deities, vying for the allegiance of the creation. Rather, “the cult
was intended to promote recognition of God’s sovereignty, and to strengthen and deepen
communion with God.”120 This communion could only occur as a natural outgrowth of Israel’s
unique theological approach. Thus, when placed in a covenantal context, the form of the shared
and inherited practices from the ancient Near East would take on a new ethical end. The exodus
tradition—by which Israel received redemption from their slavery in Egypt—included a unique
covenant given in the form of a treaty. This relationship provided the framework through which
all the religious practices were to be viewed and given significance: “In the Mosaic covenant the
entire gamut of behavior, whether cultic, social, or personal, is seen as an expression of either
obedience or disobedience to God.”121 As such, the Israelites did not seek merely to appease the
deity but to respond to Yahweh's redemptive acts with gratitude, transforming their cultic
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practices from a duty to a relationship based on what Yahweh had done and promised to continue
to do.
However, the writers never articulate a systematic formulation of these ideas, but instead
chose to use symbols and cultic practices to reinforce their ideological perspective. Canonically
speaking, the construction of the tabernacle (Exod 25-27; 35-40), the consecration of the temple
personnel (Exod 28-29), and the sacrificial rituals and holiness regulations set out in the book of
Leviticus provide regular actions required to sustain the covenant. These transformed cultic
practices took place in and around a tent located in midst of the people. Once establishing the
terms of the covenant (Exod 19-23), Yahweh instructed the Israelites to build a tabernacle in
which Yahweh could dwell. This building will function as more than a temple, but as the vehicle
by which Yahweh will institute and cultivate a relationship with the Israelites. 122 The relocation
of Yahweh’s residence is not just a spatial difference, but indicates a theological shift as well that
further differentiates Israelite religion. Yahweh’s presence will be ongoing and regular (see the
discussion of tamid below) and not limited to sporadic theophonies. In addition the distance
between Yahweh and the Israelites has been closed. No longer is Yahweh on a mountain or off in
the distance in a pillar of fire or a cloud. Now has descended (or perhaps “condescended”) and
resides in their midst. While the neighbors of the Israelites perceive their deity as dwelling far
away, usually on mountains, Yahweh has abandoned his elevated dwelling and closed the
distance to just a few feet. Yahweh resides among the Israelites, leaving “the mountain of
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remoteness and ineffable majesty [to tabernacle] right in the center of a human community.” 123
This decision to dwell among the people in the tabernacle indicates Yahweh’s commitment to the
covenant.
To such ends, Yahweh provided instructions to create a “home” in which Yahweh could
reside: “Have them make me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among them. In accordance with
all that I show you concerning the pattern of the tabernacle and of all its furniture, so you shall
make it” (Exod 25:8-9). The tabernacle was to be built according to the “pattern” shown to them.
The word for pattern, ( )תבניתis also translated “image” (Deut 4:16-18), “model” (2 Kgs 16:10),
and “architect’s plan” (1 Chr 28:19). The LXX uses “paradigm” (τὸ παράδειγμα) for תבנית. In
addition, this verse states that Yahweh was going to show ( )מראהMoses the pattern. The
repetition of the construction as well as the furnishing and utensils reinforce the Yahweh’s desire
for this house to be built precisely as instructed. 124 The implication of this combination of תבנית
and  מראהsuggests that Moses was given a blueprint of a tabernacle that would provide a holy
place on earth, mirror the heavenly temple, and allow Yahweh to dwell on earth:
What really gives P’s tabernacle the character of a divine “dwelling” is neither the
cherubim nor the ark as such, but the combination of this throne and footstool with a
table, a lampstand, and an incense burner; and furthermore the fact that, when the
high priest paces solemnly towards the deity, he is accompanied by a jingle of bells
and is carrying “seal engravings” stamped on stones and diadem to evoke divine
remembrance and grace. All these separate symbols are simply different facets of a
larger, all-inclusive symbolism, and taken all together, it is they that endow the
tabernacle with the character of habitation.” 125
The temple allows Yahweh to fulfill his part of the covenant—to be the God of the Israelites and
to bless them. Yahweh was housed in the back room—the Most Holy Place—and the front room
contained various pieces of furniture. But these pieces were not just replicas similar to human
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homes, but functioned in the cultic rites as well. These ideas reinforce my approach that suggests
the covenantal relationship between Yahweh and Israel set Israelite religion apart. The following
chapters will investigate the religious symbols and cultic practices of the Holy Place in order to
determine their role in a covenantal expression to better understand the contribution of those
symbols to Israelite religion as it compares and contrasts to other ancient religions.
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CHAPTER 3
THE TABLE
The apocryphal story, “Bel and the Dragon,” contains a delightful tale of Daniel’s
endeavor to mock Babylonian religion and reinforce the concept that idols, made with human
hands, are not worthy to be worshipped when the “living God,” the creator of all things, exists
(Bel 15:5). The king of Babylon is offended and appeals to the copious amounts of food that Bel
eats each day as evidence for his existence. Daniel assures the king that Bel is merely clay and
bronze and cannot eat or drink. Thus the author sets up a conflict between the priests of Bel and
Daniel, and Daniel proves that the food is eaten each night by the priests and their families who
entered through a secret door. Daniel validates himself yet again and destroys the idol and the
temple.
Though this story is polemical in nature and dated to the Hellenistic period, it nonetheless
provides a window into the presence of an ancient practice—“feeding the gods.” This concept of
providing food for the gods functioned as a prevalent motif in ancient Near Eastern religion,
especially Mesopotamian literature and in religious practice. This chapter will explore the
practice of feeding the gods beginning with its justification in the Mesopotamian myths, then
moving on to the establishment of a god in a temple and the care that was given to it. Then we
will turn our attention to the Israelite equivalent in the table of bread located in the Holy Place,
and conclude by pointing out various similarities and differences between the practices of both
groups.
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3.1 Ancient Near Eastern Practice of Feeding and Caring for the gods
Though the various Mesopotamian myths were written with a particular purpose and
agenda, many of them contain a similar motif and worldview: “The purpose of human life, the
purpose of community, was to serve the gods, to provide them with whatever care a powerful
ruling class, a landed aristocracy, would require. Paramount among these are shelter and
food.”126 Numerous myths regularly remind the reader that humanity was created by the gods to
serve them and provide them with food. Three clear examples come from Atrahasis, the Enuma
Elish, and the Epic of Gilgamesh.

3.1.1 Atrahasis
A typical expression of this human responsibility to care for the gods is found in the myth
of Atrahasis. In the beginning, the gods survived by relying on the IGIGI who were a class of
demi-gods that were responsible for doing all the work of creating and tending for the upper
echelon gods. These IGIGI dug out the Tigris and Euphrates riverbeds in addition to other
forced labor. However, eventually the work became too burdensome for the IGIGI to continue,
so they rose up and rebelled against the higher gods:
Now, proclaim war,
let us mingle hostilities and battle.
The gods heeded his words:
they set fire to their tools,
fire to their spades they put
and flame to their workbaskets.127
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After storming and surrounding Enlil’s dwelling, the decision was made to take one god, kill
him, and make humanity by mixing the god's flesh and blood with clay. This solution worked
well since now humanity functioned in the role previously held by the IGIGI:
Create a human being, that he may bear the yoke,
let him bear the yoke assigned by Enlil,
let man carry the toil of the gods.
…
I have removed your heavy work,
I have imposed your toil on man.
You raised a cry for mankind.
I have loosed the yoke, I have established freedom.128
The gods’ solution to their difficulties proves to be quite successful as humanity makes new
picks and spades and digs bigger canals to feed both themselves and the gods. Though the rest
of the myth goes on to show the capricious nature of the gods as Enlil sends plagues, drought,
and a flood to dispense with the annoying raucous from the humans, the place of humans as
providers of food and drinks for the gods is clearly established. In addition, “Through this myth,
the whole regimen of the daily offerings in the temples, which consists simply in the feeding of
the gods, is justified.”129 Thus, according to the myth of Atrahasis, humans bear the burden of
providing for the gods and should do so in meekness and with great vigor lest the gods become
angry again: “[According to the myth] Man’s existence is precarious, his usefulness to the gods
will not protect him unless he takes care not to become a nuisance to them.” 130
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3.1.2 Enuma Elish
The Enuma Elish contains similar motifs, even if secondary to the primary goal of
extolling Marduk as chief god in the Babylonian pantheon. After Marduk has defeated Tiamat
and created the world with her body, the text states:
Opening his mouth, [Marduk] addresses Ea
To impart the plan he had conceived in his heart:
“Blood I will mass and cause bones to be.
I will establish a savage, Man shall be his name.
Truly, savage man I will create.
He shall be charged with the service of the gods that they might be at ease!
The ways of the gods I will artfully alter.”131
The other gods were given positions of administration in Marduk’s court and were granted lives
of leisure at the expense of humanity. Thus, this text, like that of Atrahasis, transfers
responsibility of serving the gods to humanity and is in fact the very purpose for their creation.
As a fulfillment of these purposes, the Enuma Elish goes on to describe the creation of a great
temple for Marduk in Babylon, with the primary burden of building no doubt falling upon
humanity.

3.1.3 Epic of Gilgamesh
A final text for consideration comes from the Epic of Giglamesh. After weathering the
great flood sent by the gods to wipe out humanity, Utnapishtim describes the response of the
gods to his sacrifice:
Then I let out all to the four winds and offered a sacrifice.
I poured out a libation on the top of the mountain.
Seven and seven cult vessels I set up,
Upon their pot stands I heaped cancient Near East, cedar wood, and myrtle.
The gods smelled the savor,
The gods smelled the sweet savor
131
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The gods crowded like flies about the sacrificer. 132
Here the concepts of sacrifice and food offerings are mingled, but the story portrays the gods as
starving and flocking to the smell of the sacrifice because of their hunger. This response by the
gods betrays their dependence upon humanity (whom they attempted to destroy) for their daily
food. Thus, if humanity ceased to exist, so did the gods’ source of food.
The subservient worldview of the Ancient Mesopotamians becomes apparent in these
myths and sets a precedence of expectations that were placed upon the people:
According to Mesopotamian theology the gods are the creators of the world and of
humans; the latter had to serve the gods in return for individual and communal
prosperity and well-being. This service involved providing everything the gods
needed to lead a comfortable existence, and was formalized in order to avoid any
mistakes or negligence, which would have had disastrous consequences for the people
and their cities.133
Other extant texts describe the process of actuating this understanding, beginning with setting up
the god in the temple and followed by specific daily meals. These texts and two concepts along
with the procedures required will be handled in turn.

3.1.4 Incarnating the Deity
In order for the gods to be worshipped properly, they needed more than a location. Their
very existence had to be manifested visibly and publicly:
The Mesopotamians envisaged the cult in an anthropomorphic way: although the
gods were thought to reside in heaven and the underworld, in every Mesopotamian
city many gods also lived in their own temples. Furthermore, each city also had its
own main god, a city patron, who resided in the major temple, where he or she was
represented by an anthropomorphic statue. The statues were considered to be
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manifestations of the gods on earth; rather than being mere images they were
regarded as extensions of the personality of the gods. 134
More effort and activity was involved than simply setting up a molded idol in front of an altar
and then sacrificing animals. The process of incarnating the deity may be broken into two
parts—setting up the location or “home” for the deity in the temple and setting up the image of
the deity as the “body” to house it while on earth.
As with most religions, the priesthood in Mesopotamian religion functioned as an
intermediary between the divine and humanity: “Religious personnel occupied a central place in
Mesopotamian religious life, for only they had the ability to communicate with the unseen forces
that directed mortal lives, acting on behalf of the community as well as of individuals.” 135
As such, the priests and other personnel set up the temple as the focal point for this encounter
with the divine. By the third millennium BCE, in the understanding of the Mesopotamians, the
temple had evolved into the god’s home.136 In addition, a close connection existed between the
physical structure and the deity’s image: “The temple, known simply as E / Bitu (“house”), was
both the home, and in some transcendental sense, the embodiment of the deity. Within the
temple the god was more precisely located within his or her image.” 137 The image, in relation to
its place in the sanctuary paralleled the relationship of the king in the palace: “The god lived in a
sanctuary with his family and was served in courtly fashion by his officials, who relied on
craftsmen and workers to provide them with the material needed to fulfill their functions in a
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way that befitted the status of the god and his city.”138 Julye Bidmead describes the image’s
location in the temple:
In all temples each of the deities had an inner sanctuary, a cella, where his or her
statue stood on a pedestal. The cella was the holy of holies, and only the high priest
and other privileged members of the clergy were permitted to enter…To maintain
their privacy and to shield themselves from the outside world, the gods lived behind
linen curtains when they were in their cellas. 139
Though more could be said about the architecture, set up, and prominence of the temples in
Mesopotamia, the scope of this chapter does not allow for a full treatment; rather, rites associated
with the image of the deity takes precedence due to the intriguing parallels to the Israelite table.
The significance of the idol, or more precisely “the image of the deity” cannot be
overestimated. Although we must be careful not to assume that the image held the same
importance through all time as the relationship between the cult image and the deity “probably
differed on both diachronical and synchronical axes; it changed through time and in different
regions,”140 clearly it was the focal point of the religious activity in Mesopotamia and was one of
the most important symbols in the community. 141 The image of the deity contained the presence
of the deity if “it showed certain specific features and paraphernalia and was cared for in an
appropriate manner, both established and sanctified by the tradition of the sanctuary.” 142 Their
understanding of the presence of the deity in the image can be seen in the way they viewed its
removal—if the image was carried off, the god’s presence also left, expressing anger against the
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city or country. In addition, numerous cheap replicas have been unearthed and the presence of
these idols suggests that the image was significant in private worship as well. 143 Thus the image
served as the central focus of sacrificial activities and was present in the various annual
ceremonies in the city.
Though the common people may have had a cheap replica, the actual image was far from
cheap. In fact, the materials used were of the highest quality: “The Mesopotamian statue was
often crafted out of a wooden or bitumen core, plated with gold or silver, and clothed in costly
robes with gold or silver spangles.”144 In addition,
[The images] had characteristic staring eyes made of precious stones set in a
naturalistic way and were clad in sumptuous garments of characteristic style, crowned
with tiaras and adorned with pectorals. The garments were changed in special
ceremonies according to ritual requirements. Images always had human shapes and
proportions.145
Thus, as expected, the divine image was made and plated with the best materials, clothed in the
best garments, and received the best treatment: “The image was bathed, anointed, and dressed in
fine garments, and served food and drink. Sweet-smelling incense from Mediterranean forests
was burned in braziers during meals, served in the morning and afternoon.” 146 The parallels
between the accommodations for the divine image and for the king are obvious.
However, before an idol could become an image—a dwelling place for the deity—certain
secret rituals were performed to transform the lifeless piece of wood into a vessel to hold the
divine presence: “During these nocturnal ceremonies they were endowed with ‘life,’ their eyes
and mouths were ‘opened’ so that the images could see and eat, and they were subject to the
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‘washing of the mouth,’ a ritual thought to impart special sanctity.” 147 In the minds of the
Mesopotamians, these rituals transformed the idol—made by human hands—into the actual
presence of the deity. Therefore, their offerings were not brought to a representative statue, but to
the actual god. In order to actuate this transition, the statue had its mouth washed and then its
eyes and mouth opened to bring to it to life.
Purification of the mouth was required to facilitate communication between human and
divine: “The ‘washing of the mouth’ was essentially a purificatory rite which prepared the
object/person for contact with the divine. It washed away impurities.” 148 Christopher Walker and
Michael B. Dick cite a tripartite format of these rites:
1) separation of the individual from current states [preliminary rites];
2) reshaping, intended to prepare the individual for its new status [liminal rites];
3) reintroduction of the changed individual [postliminal rites].149
Some have observed similarities with a rite found in Isaiah 6, but a significant difference
between these practices and those in Isaiah 6 is the cleansing of both the priest and the deity. 150
The “washing of the mouth” purified the cult image from any human contamination as well as
the human agent:
In the beginning of bārû’s OB prayer to Shamash prior to extispicy, the priest
approached the deity with “washed mouth” and brought water to Shamash from the
Tigris and Euphrates so that the warrior god too might battle. Thus both parties were
cleansed for their communication.151
When both parties were purified through the washing of the mouth, the mouth and eyes were
then opened and life was imbued into the image. These two procedures seemed to be linked in
Incantation Tablet 1/2:
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“Asalluḫi, the son of Eridu, recited the incantation, he cleansed and made bright the
mouth of God.”152
Christopher Walker suggests a two-day ritual, the first containing the mouth washing and the
second the mouth opening. He also states that each occurrence of a mouth opening is preceded
by the mouth washing.153 Until the mouth of a statue is opened, the deity is not incarnate in the
statue and cannot eat, drink, or smell:
This statue which Ninkurra, Ninagal, Kusibanda, Ninildu, Ninzadim have made,
This statue cannot smell incense without the ‘Opening of the Mouth’ ceremony.
It cannot eat food nor drink water.154
In other words, it cannot participate in or accept the offerings from its supplicants until this
ceremony is preformed. Thus the “opening of the mouth” enabled the statue to function as the
deity: “…die Mundöffnung die Lebensfähigkeit und die Lebensfunktionen des Kultbildes
aktiviert und es mit positiven Kraften ‘auflädt.’” 155 Furthermore, “The material form [of the
statue] was animated, the representation not standing for but actually manifesting the presence of
the subject represented. The image was then indeed empowered to speak, or to see, or to act,
through various culturally subscribed channels.” 156 Once the deity had been incarnated in the
statue, it could be worshiped, served, and attended.
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3.1.5 The Divine Meal
As stated and shown earlier in the myth texts, ancient Mesopotamians believed that the
gods created humanity to serve them. Thus, it would seem logical to them to care for the image
of the gods through their upkeep, clothing, and feeding. With the materials and cloths for the
image having already been discussed, this section outlines the procedures for feeding the gods.
Within the temples the gods received offerings as their daily food: “The institution of daily
sacrifices is vouched for in the case of the larger religious centers like Babylonia, Nosippa,
Sippar, Cuthah, as well as Nineveh for the late periods.”157 These sacrifices functioned as meals
for the deity that had been incarnated in an image and set up in the temple. 158 Karen Rhea
Nemet-Nejat describes generally these daily meals:
According to a detailed text from the Seleucid period, the divine statues in the temple
of Uruk were served 2 meals daily. The first meal was served in the morning when
the temple opened, and the other was served at night, immediately before the days of
the sanctuary were closed. Each meal included 2 courses, called “main” and
“second.” From the descriptions of divine meals the following sequence can be
reconstructed. First, a table was placed before the image. Water for washing was
offered in a bowl. Then a variety of beverages, special cuts of beef, and fruits were
brought to the table.159
Twice a day, at fixed times—the cool of dawn when the temple was opened and in the evening
just before the close of the temple gates—services were held to feed the image of the god. Each
meal consisted of two courses differentiated only by the quantities served rather than by their
contents.160
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The text TU 38 dates to the second century B.C.E. and contains ritual instructions for the
daily offerings in the temples of Anu, Ishtar, and Nanajagives. This text provides the best
description of the contents of these meals as it describes in great detail the quantity of the
products required for the regular offerings:
Every day for the entire year, for the main meal of the morning, you will arrange…18
golden šappu-containers on the offering table of Anu.
…
For the second meal of the morning and the main and second of the evening ditto, but
no milk will be served for the main and second of the evening.
…
Every day of the entire year: 1 pūru-bowl (containing) 3 Kor, 3 pānu of barley and
[emmer]…which the millers in the kitchen will deliver every day for the 4 meals of
[Anu], Antu, Ishtar, Nanaja, and the (other) gods, residing in Uruk, to the bakers.
…
The oxen and sheep for the regular offerings, which will be served every day of the
year…
For the main meal of the morning, during the whole year: 7 first-quality sheep , fat
and pure, which have been fed barely for 2 years…161
This is just a minor selection of the texts that prescribe in considerable detail the expected food
for the meals. Other texts list prayers to be recited as well as the sacrificial apparatus required.
Before performing the ritual and presenting the food to the god, the priest first washed his
own hands as a sign of purification. Then, the priest and the deity (by virtue of the previous
mouth washing ceremony) would be cleansed and ready to proceed with the meal. All of these
actions took place on a table that the image itself was also placed upon. Linen curtains were
drawn while the god ate, keeping his actions concealed from the people gathered in the temple.
At the conclusion of the meal, the curtains were taken back and then drawn again when the god
washed his fingers: “Every contact between the world of physical reality and the world of the
god was hidden from human eyes.”162 Linssen suggests a practical reason for such a charade:
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Although this practice may have originally reflected palace protocol, in the temple its
main purpose was not to disclose to outsiders that the gods did not really consume the
offerings and that after the divine meal was finished it was the priests who disposed
of the food and drinks, which as substantial “leftovers” were presented to the priest
and other temple personnel.163
One might take note of these sumptuous meals that seemingly went to waste each day
since the image did not, in fact, consume the food. We can be sure that the food was eventually
eaten: “After a decent interval, the remains of the god’s repast were removed, to be sent to the
king or consumed by the temple staff.” 164 Oppenheim suggests that the food was considered
“blessed” because of its contact and proximity to the divine, and its subsequent consumption was
capable of transferring that blessing to the one who ate of it.165 It is no surprise, then, that the
king would be first in line to receive the meal. However, if the king did not eat the meal, likely
the food was distributed among the sanctuary personnel: “Ultimately, the offerings nourished all
the attendants of the temple and therefore the needs of the divinities must always have matched
the needs of the temple staff.”166
The worldview of ancient Mesopotamia, as conveyed in their myths, placed humanity as
clearly subservient to the gods. In fact, the very success of their civilization was dependant upon
the quality of service the people performed for the gods. To such ends, various rituals and cultic
practices developed to facilitate appropriate homage and care for the gods. By installing the gods
in their temples in the form of an anthropomorphic image, the Mesopotamians could care for the
gods as if they were kings. Their cultic rituals reflected similar actions that one might offer to a
king from presenting the best of their flocks and fields to giving the choicest materials to be
made into beautiful garments. Therefore an image was made, imbued with the very presence of
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the deity, and then served as if it were actually the god. Every need of the image was met, with
the expectation that the deity would be pleased and reciprocate with blessing for the city or
kingdom.

3.2 Israel and its Table
“The God who made the world and everything in it, he who is Lord of heaven and earth, does
not live in shrines made by human hands, nor is he served by human hands, as though he needed
anything, since he himself gives to all mortals life and breath and all things.”
Acts 17:24-25
Though the Bible has utilized numerous examples of anthropomorphic language to
describe God, God is not depicted as having true physical hunger or needing food for sustenance.
Likewise, the God of the Bible does not need humans to provide daily food rations. Psalm 50
states that even if God were hungry, he would not tell humanity; after all, the entire earth is
God’s. This fact leads God to ask, rhetorically, “Do I eat the flesh of bulls, or drink the blood of
goats?” The answer to God’s question is a resounding, “No,” and the sacrifices are not offered to
feed God but for the fulfillment of vows.
Yet, the Israelites were surrounded by cultures that indeed brought food to the gods to
satiate their appetites. This chapter has so far surveyed the Mesopotamian practice of setting up
an image in the temple, followed by the daily meals brought before the image in the morning and
the evening. This image was considered a manifestation of the god and thus devotees assumed
the deity consumed the meals provided (despite the disposal of the food after the meal by the
priests). Likewise, Canaanite religion had similar sentiments. Umberto Cassuto describes the
dishes used in Baal worship on which “the priests of the pagan temples put the portions of meat
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for the meals of the gods.”167 This reference seems to indicate similar tableware and food as
found in Mesopotamia.
Despite the clear resistance of the Biblical literature towards using anthropomorphism in
regard to feeding YHWH, an intriguing cultic accoutrement remained—a Table with bread on it
was expected to be before YHWH at all times. Martin Noth sees clear parallels between the table
and the divine meal: “The custom of setting bread before the ‘Presence’ of the deity, maintained
in the Old Testament simply as tradition, originally represents the feeding of the deity.” 168
Thomas Dozeman suggests a different origin: “The imagery of feasting with Yahweh on the
cosmic mountain has already appeared in Exodus (18:12; 24:11), and the table in the tabernacle
may represent a way of ritualizing the imagery, while restricting the experience to the priesthood
who will later become the only ones allowed to eat the food from Yahweh’s table.” 169 Regardless
of the origin, the existence of a table containing food in the dwelling place of YHWH elicits a
wide range of speculation regarding its purpose and function in the Israelite cult.
The practice of displaying bread in the temple/tabernacle is attested early on in Israel’s
history. For example, when David was fleeing Saul, he stopped into the temple at Nob and
partook of the bread (1 Sam 21:1-6). In addition, the temple of Solomon also included a golden
table for the bread (1 Kings 7:48). Even later, the arch of Titus shows a table among the
furnishings at Herod’s temple carried off when Titus conquered Jerusalem in 70 CE that many
interpreters assume was the table that held the bread. 170 This Table is designated in a variety of
ways: “the Table of the Presence” (Num 4:7), “the Pure Table” (Lev 24:6, 2 Chr 13:11), “the
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Table of the rows” (2 Chr 29:18), “the golden Table, upon which is the Bread of the Presence” (1
Kgs 7:48). Likewise the bread found upon the table is referenced in various ways: “the bread of
the Presence” (Exod 25:23,30; 1 Kgs 7:48), “regular bread” (Num 4:7), “the bread of rows” (1
Chr 9:32, 23:29). The following chart lays out the frequency and variety of descriptors (though a
more thorough examination of the terms employed can be found in the subsequent sections):
Table 1: Table and Bread Descriptions
Reference
Table Description
Exod 25:23,30
table of acacia wood ()שׁלחן עצי שׁטים
Exod 26:35
the table ()שׁלחן
Exod 40:4,22
the table ()שׁלחן
Num 4:7
table of the face ()שׁלחן הפנים
Lev 24:5,6
the pure table before Yahweh
()השׁלחן הטהר לפני יהוה
1 Kgs 7:48
the golden table ()השׁלחן זהב
1 Chr 9:32
1 Chr 23:29
1 Chr 28:16
2 Chr 2:4 (HB 3)
2 Chr 13:11
2 Chr 29:18
Neh 10:33
(HB 34)

Bread Description
bread of face לחם פנים
regular bread ()לחם התמיד
twelve cakes ()שׁתים עשׂרה חלות
upon which is the bread of the
face ()אשׁר עליו לחם הפנים
the bread of rows
()לחם המערכת
the bread of rows
()לחם המערכת

the table of the rows ()שׁלחן המערכת
the pure table ()השׁלחן הטהור
the table of the rows ()שׁלחן המערכת

rows ()מערכת
bread ()לחם
the bread of rows
()לחם המערכת

Despite its regular appearance in OT texts, the purpose of this table remains a matter of
speculation. Therefore, we turn now to an examination of the function of the Table in light of
ancient Near East practice of feeding the gods. The fullest understanding for the table must be
taken from three main sources. Exodus 25:23-30 supplies the blueprint for the table, Numbers
4:7-8 gives directions for preparing the table for transport, and Leviticus 24:5-9 provides
instructions for the priests for the cultic practices. The contextual approach requires
consideration of both similarities and dissimilarities between the Mesopotamian divine meal and
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the portrayal of the similar concept in the biblical account. 171 Finally a few conclusions and some
suggestions will be made regarding the possible appropriation of the divine meal in the
Yahwistic Cult.

3.2.1 The Blueprint: Exodus 25:23-30
In keeping with the rest of the tabernacle directives, the Israelites are given clear
instructions regarding the size, shape, and materials that should compose a table that will be
made for the Holy Place. The use of the word  שׁלחןindicates that its function seems to be for a
dining table from which food was served, often located in homes, especially of the wealthier
among the Israelites.172 In keeping with ancient Near Eastern expectations of honor and shame as
guests entered one’s home, the dining table would have represented hospitality and welcome. 173
In the broader context of these instructions, Moses Aaron, and the elders of Israel had just
feasted with Yahweh on Mt. Sinai (Exod 24:9-11), possibly making this table a reminder of that
event and the intimate relationship between the two parties.
Several physical similarities may be noted between the table and the ark: both were
rectangular objects made of acacia wood and overlaid with pure gold ()זהב טהור, both had a
decorative molding around the top, both had rings attached in which four poles were inserted for
transportation without touching, and the height dimensions were the same—one and a half
cubits. But the size of this table is actually quite small—two cubits long, one cubit wide and one
and a half cubits high (roughly 3’ long by 1’6” wide by 2’3” high).
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As noted, like the ark, the instructions for the table called for some sort of gold band ( זר
 )זהב סביבthat goes around the edge of the top of the table. But establishing just what this “band”
constitutes is difficult because of the somewhat confusing description combined with the
uncertain origin of זר.174 Stephen T. Hague suggests that, “[ ]זרconveys the original notion of that
which is pressed or bound, suggesting the process of manufacturing such objects.” 175 When
combined with the understanding from the Akkadian cognate, zirru, which means “reed
fence,”176 we get the idea that this is some sort of enclosure around the perimeter. Seemingly this
feature of the table served as a decorative border as it encircled ( )סביבthe table.
Furthermore, the artisans were instructed to make another band a handbreadth ( מסגרת טפח
)סביב. The second instruction could be considered a repetition of the first but using a different
term. However, this instruction is followed immediately by further clarification to build a זר
around the מסגרת. So the  מסגרתand the  זרare not the same thing. Rather, the  מסגרתfurther
decorates the זר. The word  מסגרתis a feature found only on this particular accoutrement, but it
appears again in connection with the laver in Solomon’s Temple (1 Kgs 7:28-36; 2 Kgs
16:17).177 The stem  סגרdenotes the action of “closing,” making this feature similar to the  זרas an
enclosure of sorts, perhaps even a frame.178 So we get the idea of two enclosures around the top
of the table. Douglas K. Stuart suggests that the table had two moldings, “…one at the bottom
edge of the top structure and the other just inches above that at the top edge of the top.” 179 So
seemingly these instructions describe two parallel bands around the top of the table, perhaps as a
practical measure to keep the utensils from sliding off during transport.
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Four gold rings ( )ארבע טבעת זהבwere to be affixed to the corners ( )הפאתso that poles
could be inserted for easy transport. Another theory concerning the use of poles could be
suggested. Perhaps, like the ark (and the altar of incense), this table was to be moved without the
direct contact of human hands since it was considered especially holy due to its proximity to the
presence of Yahweh. Regardless, the craftsmen were instructed to attach the rings upon the four
corners which were on its four “feet” ()רגליו. We might infer that the “feet” would be located at
the bottom of the table on the legs, but verse 27 further clarifies that the rings should be close to
the מסגרת, putting the rings up near the main body of the table. Furthermore, for carrying
purposes, having the rings too low would have made carrying the table precarious and unstable.
So it seems as though the rings were placed higher up on the table legs, probably on the bottom
of the table body, but close to the rim so that the table would always be kept upright.
In addition, the Israelites were instructed to make four objects also of pure gold that
would be displayed on this table. These objects seem to be a mixture of containers and tools, but
are referred to in other texts as “service vessels” ( )כלי השרתand also as “sacred/holy utensils” or
“vessels of the sanctuary” ()כלי הקדש.180 The first container ( )קערהis often translated as a dish of
some sort.181 This word in the Talmud is understood to be the molds in which the loaves of the
bread were placed after baking so that they would retain their shape 182 but they could also be the
pans in which the dough is baked or the plates on which the cooked bread was set.
The second utensil, כף, is a word that literally means the “palm (of the hand)” indicating a
palm shaped vessel or bowl.183 Nahum M. Sarna suggests that these were ladles that contained
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the frankincense mentioned in Lev 24:7 (see discussion below). 184 However, “ladle” seems like a
stretch as a translation though the connection with frankincense is intriguing. The NRSV follows
this suggestion by translating this first phrase, “its plates and dishes for incense.” This
frankincense was placed on the table of the bread of display and that was burnt when the loaves
were removed each Sabbath. It seems plausible that they were bowls that held the incense rather
than ladles. However, this is an interpretive choice because there is no mention of incense in the
text.
The third container, קשׂוה, is often translated “jug, jar, or pitcher.” The Ugaritic parallel,
qs, means “cup” in texts 51.IV.45 and Anat V.41 and appears to be the cognate of קשׂוה.
Seemingly this vessel was intended to hold some sort of liquid, perhaps water to help knead the
dough. But Numbers 4:7 refers to these same vessels as “—קשות הנסךjugs of libation.” Possibly
using this phrase as an interpretive guide, many interpreters connect the next clause of Exod
25:29 often attached to the  מנקיהto this vessel as well. 185 So in harmony with Num 4:7, these
vessels, together with the bowls ()מנקיה, were used to pour out libations ()אשר יסך בהן. However,
when the vessels are listed in Exod 37:16, the first 3 are written with the pronominal suffix while
the final utensil is written without a suffix, suggesting that only the bowls are used for offering
libation: “And he made the vessels of pure gold that were on the table, its plates, its ladles, its
cups and the bowls with which to offer drink offerings” (translation mine). As such, these vessels
would more likely be the cups that went along with the dishes to complete the table setting.
The final vessel, the מנקיה, only appears in lists of cultic accoutrements (Exod 25:29,
37:16; Num 4:7; Jer 52:19), making the translation difficult to ascertain, much less the function.
The literal meaning of the root word  נקהhas to do with cleansing and pronouncement of
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innocence186 suggesting that they were utensils for clearing ashes from the oven that baked the
bread or for cleaning the table.187 However, these definitions don’t take into account the
modifier, אשר יסך בהן. This vessel is linked with some sort of drink offering. In Akkadian, nakû
follows the usage here dealing with pouring out libations and drink offerings. This presents a
difficulty, however, since Exodus 30:9 expressly prohibits libations to be offered on the incense
altar in the Holy Place, though it could have been offered on the altar of burnt offering. Martin
Noth suggests that the offerings were to be poured out onto the ground in front of the table in the
presence of YHWH.188 Num 28:7b seems to allow for an alcoholic offering that was perhaps
consumed with the bread (see below). However, since the priests were not allowed to drink
alcohol while officiating (Lev 10:9; see also Ezek 44:21), perhaps that aspect of the meal was
eliminated as it is not included in any of the other cultic instructions. Jacob Milgrom suggests
that these vessels were a vestige of an earlier provision for the deity that was similar to ancient
Near Eastern practice.189 So either some ritual not otherwise recorded took place in connection
with the bread, or these libation vessels were simply symbolic—full of wine but not poured out
or consumed. As such, they would be a remnant of the some ancient ritual.
Table 2: Comparison of Hebrew and Greek in regard to the vessels
Hebrew
Translation
Greek
Translation
קערה
Plate/platter
τὰ τρυβλία
Dish
כף
Incense (?) Bowl/Ladle
τὰς θυίσκας
Censor
קשׂוה
Libation (?) Pitcher
τὰ σπονδεῖα
Bowl
מנקיה
Libation (?) Bowl
τοὺς κυάθους
Cup
Taken as a whole, these vessels can function on both practical and symbolic levels.
Cornelis Houtman suggests that this is dinner service in keeping with a meal since a royal house
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requires a table set with fine dinner ware.190 As such, the setting would be complete with plates,
bowls, and cups. But these implements were not just symbolic in nature, but were employed in
various rituals in the tabernacle, especially in the preparation of the bread and possibly other
cultic practices (such as pouring out a drink offering). Other than these scant details, little more
is given regarding the function of these containers. We can assume they were kept on the table
alongside the bread, but such an assumption is based on the details given in Numbers 4 (see
below).
The actual bread continues to hold great interest for scholars. While its material content is
described clearly in Leviticus (see below), the symbolic significance of the bread seems bound
up in the phrase לחם פנים.191 The word  פניםcomes from the root  פנהand is most often rendered as
“front” in the singular and “face” in the plural.192 For example, after encountering his gracious
brother Esau, Jacob states, “To see your face is like seeing the face of God” (Gen 33:10). With a
verb of motion or with a prepositional ל,  פנהmeans “in front of” or “before.” For example, in
Leviticus 5 the people collected all the items Moses commanded and brought them in front of the
Tent of Meeting (Lev 9:5). But  פנהcan also be viewed more figuratively as in Exodus 33:14:
“[Yahweh] said, ‘My presence will go with you, and I will give you rest.’” In this case the “face”
of God represents God’s presence in the midst of the Israelites.
Each of these renderings, whether figurative or literal indicate a location in front of
someone or something. However, the interpretation of  פניםin combination with  לחםis
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problematic since the literal rendering “bread of the face” doesn’t make much sense. 193 This
genitive clause can be viewed a few different ways. On the one hand it could be a simple
genitive of possession—“the bread belonging to [Yahweh’s] face.” The implication of this
translation is that this bread belongs to Yahweh and no one else. 194 While this understanding
aligns with the exclusive worship that Yahweh demands, it seems to be a strained grammatical
reading.
A better approach to this phrase would be to understand it as an attributive genitive in
which the bread would be characterized by the presence of Yahweh. 195 Such an understanding
combines the ideas of face/presence and location (before). 196 Roy Gane goes even further and
states, “The simplest interpretation of (hap)pānîm as used with the bread is that it refers to a
location with respect to the divine presence residing above the ark behind the pārōket-veil.”197
Gane reflects an interpretation that is likely behind many older versions which render this phrase
with a poor translation of “showbread” or “shewbread” as in the KJV. This understanding comes
from Luther (“Schaubrot”) which he derived from the Vulgate, pans propositionis. Though
newer versions typically translate this phrase figuratively—“bread of presence” or “bread of
display.”198 It has also been taken as the bread at which YHWH gazes and which he graciously
accepts or perhaps YHWH’s personal, even, private bread. 199
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Perhaps the best way to understand this bread is to combine location with attribute—the
bread was to be set before the face of Yahweh at the place where Yahweh was present. This
bread not only belongs to Yahweh, but is located spatially before Yahweh as represented by the
ark in the Most Holy Place. The commonly employed translation of “Bread of Presence” seems
to come closest to conveying these themes.
Regardless of the translation, this bread was located within the tabernacle, in close
proximity to the Holy of Holies (Exod 40:22). This section of instructions ends by stating the
purpose of this table—to hold the bread before Yahweh continually ()לפני תמיד. While other
offerings were periodic and offered with ritual at certain times, the bread was to be continually
offered ( )תמידbefore Yahweh. In combination with לחם פנים, a word play is set up with the literal
rendering, “the bread of the face before my face continually.” So the bread that is produced and
dedicated to YHWH should be set in YHWH’s presence before him at all times.
Little more can be gained from this passage since its main purpose is to provide
directions for constructing the table and containers rather then the cultic function of the bread
and table.

3.2.2 The Transportation Requirements: Numbers 4:7-8
Although the context of this passage concerns the transport of the tabernacle, it
nonetheless contributes more data to our understanding of the setup of this table. An official title
is given, “Table of the Presence” ()שׁלחן הפנים, and though it is not called this in Exodus, clearly it
refers to the same table. Again, this phrase is in a genitive relationship and, like the bread, the
table belongs to YHWH and is placed before YHWH.
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This passage adds an additional tablecloth on top of the table, on which the containers sit.
The containers listed are the same ones as those in the Exodus passage though the jars ( )קשֹׂותare
in construct with “the drink offering” ()הנסך. This is the same root as the Exodus passage ()נסך,
but in the nominal form. Later in Num 28:7b, a drink offering of strong drink was poured out in
the sanctuary to Yahweh.200 However, when such the anthropomorphic view of Yahweh as a god
needing to be fed and cared for was rejected, this drink offering was also rejected and relegated
to the altar outside in the courtyard. Furthermore, based on Exod 30:9, nothing (like a drink
offering) was allowed to be offered on the interior altar except for incense (see chapter 5).
This passage also combines phrases to describe the bread as “continual” ()לחם התמיד.
Once the table is set up according to specifications, the Kohathites were instructed to cover the
entire assemblage with two more coverings (one of cloth and the other of porpoise skin) and
insert the poles for transportation. Little more insight can be gained from this passage regarding
the function of the table, though the introduction of the titles for the table and bread is intriguing
as it blends the ideas from the Exodus passage in its descriptions. 201

3.2.3 The Instructions for Cultic Use: Leviticus 24:5-9
With the blueprint of Exodus 25 in place, this passage focuses on the cultic preparation
and practice involving the bread and the table. 202 John Hartley also makes the following contrast
between these two sets of instruction: “This account in Leviticus treats the ongoing
replenishment of perishable materials used in the operation of the cult, whereas the account in
200
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Exod 25–40 was primarily concerned with the initial implementation of the cultic practices.” 203
Regardless of the reasoning behind the differences, this passage is vital for filling out the missing
details focusing on how the table and bread actually functioned. The number of loaves required
is twelve loaves per Sabbath cycle (see below), and although the text does not explicitly state
such, “As noted by Ibn Ezra, the twelve loaves clearly represent the Twelve Tribes of Israel.” 204
The twelve loaves probably had the same function as the two onyx stones attached to the
shoulder pieces of the ephod as a remembrance before YHWH (Exod 28:12, 21).
The recipe for these loaves included two-tenths an ephah of fine flour ()סלת. According
to the Talmud (b. Menaḥ 76b) the flour is to be sifted eleven times. Though the word “ephah”
( )איפהis not used in the measurement, this measurement is assumed, resulting in large loaves—
about three and a half pounds per loaf. 205 Due to the small size of the table compared to the large
size of the loaves, accommodation had to be made for the rest of the accoutrements. Thus, the
text describes an arrangement of the loaves in two rows, with six in each row. Rows would still
not allow for much space, so some scholars have speculated that the bread was stacked into two
piles instead of rows.
The presence of another element makes its first appearance in this passage—pure incense
( )לבנה זכהis prescribed for each row of bread. Though the purpose of this incense could refer to
sprinkling the incense on the loaves, the command for the priests to eat the bread (v. 9) and the
offering of the incense to YHWH by fire makes this practice doubtful. Rather, bowls or goblets
with the incense in them were likely laid on top of the bread. The incense functions as a
“memorial portion” ( )אזכרהfor YHWH. Seemingly, as it is burned, it became a pleasing aroma to
203
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YHWH (Lev 2:2, 9, 16). Hartley suggests that when God smells the incense and remembers the
bread of the Presence, it leads God to participate in covenant fellowship with his people. 206
The priests were instructed to set new, fresh bread on the table each Sabbath day, and
then they were instructed to eat the old bread in a holy place to dispose of it. Again, the
command of continuity before the presence of YHWH remains a key component of the bread’s
function. This action of replacing the bread is called an “everlasting covenant” (  ) ברית עולםfor the
Israelites (Lev 24:8). After the replacement of the bread, the priests (Aaron and his sons) alone
are commanded to eat the bread in a holy place. If Leviticus 6 can serve as any guide, then likely
this place was the courtyard of the tent of meeting (Lev 6:16). Jacob Milgrom summarizes the
meal with the following: “The bread and the beer are displayed to the Deity and not ‘consumed’
by the Deity. The bread (and originally, the beer), is given to the priests in its entirety, but only
after being displayed for an entire week. Being unleavened, the bread would not go stale.” 207
These leftovers were the priest’s portion, holy to him. The theme of holiness, so prevalent in this
section of Leviticus, stamps this ritual as well: the holy portion must be eaten in a holy place by a
holy person.

3.2.4 Summary and Observations
As seen from these three texts, the “Bread of the Presence” consisted of twelve loaves of
bread that were arranged in two rows on a gold table in the Holy Place of the tabernacle, before
God’s presence which was behind the curtain of the Most Holy place. It was replaced once a
week on the Sabbath day and the old bread was eaten by the priests in the courtyard: “die
Schaubrote werden durch Weihrauch besonders geweiht, ihre Bestimmung wird als 'Azkara
206
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gekennzeichnet, dementsprechend sind sie unter die 'Ischaeh-Gaben zu rechnen, deren Verzehr
der hohepriesterlichen Familie obliegt, um sie vor Profanierung zu schützen.” 208 In conjunction
with the burned incense, the bread functioned as a reminder of the covenant between YHWH and
the Israelites.
Based on the bread always being present and its order in following the ark in all the
accounts (prescription, construction, installation, and transport), Milgrom suggests that the table
was “the most important sanctum except for the ark.”209 The location of the table and bread as
well as the materials used for the table reinforce the suggestion that it held an elevated status
among the tabernacle furnishings. The furnishings inside the tabernacle are made of gold
(lampstands, altar, table, containers), while the court furnishings are mostly of bronze (wash
basin, altar). More importantly the table was one in close proximity to the Ark—the symbol of
the presence of God. Clearly a hierarchy of importance and holiness existed in the tabernacle. It
began with the Most Holy Place furnished by Ark of the Covenant in which the high priest
entered once a year on the Day of Atonement. It moves down to the Holy Place, still inside the
Tent of Meeting, containing the three gold pieces of furniture. Next, the courtyard, with the
bronze altar was the location for the standard grain and animal sacrifices. Beyond this area the
twelve tribes surrounded the tabernacle. Thus as an object or person drew closer to the Most
Holy Place, the more holy they became. Also, the levels of holiness were delineated by
curtains—the curtained wall around the tabernacle complex, the curtain at the entrance to the
Tent of Meeting, and finally the curtain sectioning off the Most Holy Place. 210 Therefore, due to
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its nearness to Yahweh, the bread was considered holy and had to be handled in the proper
manner.
However, the contrast between the rites performed in the courtyard versus those in the
actual sanctuary generates interesting distinctions. The animals and other offerings brought by
private individuals are sacrificed on the altar or distributed in the priestly court around it. But the
sacrifices and rites in the sanctuary maintain the covenantal relationship between YHWH and the
Israelites and not the sacrifice on the Day of Atonement alone. Seemingly the combination of the
burning of the lamps each night, the burning of incense at morning and evening and the offering
of the bread before YHWH—all of which took place in the sanctuary—functioned as covenantal
symbols mediated by the priests. More importantly, only the bread of the presence was continual
as the lamps were extinguished and the incense was burnt up after a time. Thus, the bread is
given to YHWH, who then returns the bread to the priests for their portion. The Levitical passage
gives the impression that this reciprocal relationship symbolizes the larger relationship between
YHWH and the twelve tribes of the Israelites.
Stuart summarizes the purpose of the bread and the table: “The ‘bread of the Presence’
derives its name from its function: it was the bread in Yahweh’s presence, that is, inside his
house (tabernacle) for him to enjoy along with the other food stuffs that constituted the sacrifices
for his people.”211 The lighting of the lampstands, the offering of the bread, the burning of the
incense, and the pouring out of the drink offerings in the Holy Place in conjunction with the
burnt offerings in the courtyard pleased YHWH and mediated the covenant. While other
offerings facilitated individual propitiation, the bread functioned as a continual reminder of the
covenant between YHWH and the Israelites.
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3.3 Similarities and Differences from “feeding the gods”
The nature of Israelite sacrifices and the polemical nature of our biblical sources argue
against the purpose of the table as a dinner setting for YHWH. The differences between the
practice of the Mesopotamians and that of the Israelites are compelling, but the similarities must
not be overlooked either as we attempt to piece together the development of this practice of
setting out food before YHWH. As described earlier, the sequence of the divine meal in
Mesopotamia begins by placing a table before the image, with water for washing in a bowl.
Various beverages and other liquid dishes are set out on the table, followed by meat and fruit
while musicians played throughout the meal. Finally the table was cleared and water was offered
to the image to wash a final time.212 All of these actions took place on a table that the image
itself was also placed upon. Linen curtains were drawn while the god ate, keeping his actions
concealed from the people gathered in the temple. The basic principle of consumption underlying
this practice was that “food was placed in front of the image which was apparently assumed to
consume it merely by looking at it, and the beverages were poured out before it for the same
purpose.”213 We can be sure that the food was eventually eaten, just not by the deity: “After a
decent interval, the remains of the god’s repast were removed, to be sent to the king or consumed
by the temple staff.”214 Conversely, the biblical text does not suggest that YHWH eats the food,
but in fact gives it to the priests to eat.
Obvious similarities can begin with the presence of food, on a table, placed “before the
god.” Though we do not know the contents and quantity of the drink offerings provided to
YHWH, the bread quantity is explicit—two tenths an ephah of fine flour (Lev 24:5). The
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Mesopotamians included other courses such as meat, milk, and fruit in addition to the bread, the
quantity of which was 30 loaves.215 However, the Mesopotamian practice called for two clear
meals each day, while the Israelites merely replaced the bread once a week, keeping the bread
before YHWH continually. This weekly renewal rather than a daily meal suggests a distancing
from both the practice of feeding the gods as well as utilizing too much anthropomorphism.
The proximity of the food before the Deity provides its significance. Oppenheim suggests
that for the Mesopotamians, the food was considered “blessed” because of its contact and
proximity to the divine, and its subsequent consumption was capable of transferring that blessing
to the one who ate of it.216 Interestingly Lev 24:9 relates a similar notion: “[The loaves] shall be
for Aaron and his descendants, who shall eat them in a holy place, for they are most holy
portions for him from the offerings by fire to the L ORD, a perpetual due.” The food, after coming
into contact with the divine became holy. It is no surprise, then, for the Mesopotamians that the
consumption of this food was reserved for the priests or the king who perhaps required a special
blessing from the divine to function in their capacity properly. However, they ate privately with a
superstitious motivation. The Israelite priests, on the other hand, did not partake of the holy
bread with an air of self-importance or even out of necessity, but their public consumption of the
bread served as a sign of God’s provision and God’s dedication to the covenant.
In the Mesopotamian mindset, providing the gods with food was expected of them so that
the people might remain in the good graces of the deities and thus avoid their wrath. For the
Israelites, the bread of the presence was a rich symbol of covenant faithfulness for both the
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Israelites and YHWH.217 Indeed the Israelites did not equate this bread with meeting any needs:
“It is suggested, therefore, that the bread represents the concept that YHWH is Israel's resident
Creator-Provider who, unlike other ancient Near-Eastern deities, acknowledges no dependence
upon human food.”218 The God of the Israelites did not need to be fed constantly; rather the
bread functioned as a constant reminder of covenant expectations. The Israelites remained
faithful to the expectations of the covenant, symbolized by constantly providing bread before
YHWH.219 Likewise, YHWH remained faithful to the Israelites and blessed them through
provision and presence. Thus, as the priests partook of the bread (which the people provided to
YHWH), they proclaimed for all to see that God would continue to bless them in a manner
similar to the manna in the Wandering/Wilderness Period.
In conjunction with this symbolic, provisional purpose of the bread was the
understanding of the presence and communion with the divine. For the Mesopotamians, the
presence of the deity was bound up in the image. Though the deity was present in their temples
and in their cities, the human and the divine remained very separate:
There is no trace in Mesopotamia of that communion between the deity and its
worshipers that finds expression in the several forms of commensality observed in
the sacrificial practices of circum-Mediterranean civilizations, as shown by the OT in
certain early instances and observed in Hittite and Greek customs. The
Mesopotamian deity remained aloof—yet partaking of the ceremonial repast gave
religious sanction, political status, and economic stability to the entire temple
organism, which circulated products from fields and pastures across the sacrificial
table to those who were either so to speak, shareholders of the institution or received
rations from it.220
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In a similar way, the Bread of the Presence incorporated the entire community into the ritual, and
the end result was not separation, but communion. The table with the twelve loaves of bread on it
represented the twelve tribes in fellowship with God. Though the priests ate the bread, the people
provided the resources for the ritual. William Robertson Smith describes the significance of a
meal partaken by human and divine together:
The act of eating and drinking together is the solemn and stated expression of the fact
that all who share the meal are brethren, so that the duties of friendship and
brotherhood are implicitly acknowledged in their common act. By admitting man to
his table the god admits him to his friendship; but this favor is extended to no man in
his private capacity; he is received as one of the community, to eat and drink along
with his fellows, and in the same measure as the act of worship cements the bond
between him and his god, it cements also the bond between him and his brethren in
the common faith.221
God opened up his “home” to the Israelites, and the priests participated in a meal as
representatives. The priests then presented the offering of the people to YHWH who accepted
their offering and bestowed his blessing and approval on their sacrifice which was symbolized by
the priests’ consumption of the bread. 222 In this way, the offering of the bread was
“simultaneously a gift to the deity as well as the gift presented by the deity.” 223 This ritual
involved and benefited the entire community, even if the priests mediated the majority of it.
Therefore, “YHWH himself is the host who presents himself to his believers, giving divine
strength, divine life.”224 The result was communion between YHWH and the Israelites—a
fellowship not seen in other ancient Near East religions. 225
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3.4 Conclusion
The existence of a table in the presence of YHWH was not a coincidence. Many aspects
of the Yahwistic cult likely were based on practices of other religions, tailored for their specific
worship. On this point I agree with Haran: “For [Yahwism], like all religions throughout history,
did not create all its practices out of nothing, but adapted to its purposes many existing forms and
conventions which it imbued with a new spiritual meaning.” 226 If this is the case, how is the table
with the Bread of the Presence an appropriation of the divine meal? I believe this question can be
answered by viewing the Exodus and Leviticus texts together and noting the covenantal context
into which the writers of Leviticus place the table and bread.
It would be impossible to ascertain whether the Israelites at any time in their history
actually considered the bread of the presence as food for God. Even if the bread was originally a
meal presented to YHWH, the themes of Exodus focus on Israel’s dependence upon God for
their sustenance and not the other way around. Therefore, though Exodus conveys an adapted
ancient Near Eastern practice of preparing a table of food before the deity, it is merely one of the
various rituals and appurtenances in the tabernacle. One might even suggest that before Exodus it
was an empty ritual that had lost its meaning. However, as discussed before, the status both in
location and with materials used to produce the table and vessels reveals a special place of
prominence in the cult.
The writers of Leviticus elevated the significance of the table and the bread by putting it
into a covenantal context. Lev 24:8 calls the regular offering of the bread an “eternal covenant”
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()ברית עולם. This is the only offering that receives such a designation. In addition, the
association of the bread with the Sabbath brings in allusions to creation and redemption as well.
Just as YHWH created the world, redeemed the Israelites from slavery, provided for their needs
in the wilderness, and established them in the Promised Land, the bread serves as a reminder that
YHWH continues to sustain the Israelites. Furthermore, just as the bread is always before
YHWH, so the welfare of the Israelites maintains a prominent place in the working of YHWH in
the world. The offering of the Bread of the Presence was a recognition of YHWH as the giver of
daily bread and an appreciation of that fact.227 Thus, if the Ark speaks of communion and
reconciliation through atonement, the table symbolizes gratitude for YHWH’s providing.
In addition, Leviticus also introduces a significantly new understanding that was foreign
to many religions—that YHWH sought a relationship and communion with the Israelites. In
Mesopotamia, the divine meal consisted of food fit for a king (inaccessible to most people) in a
temple (a location off limits to non-temple staff). Despite their anthropomorphic depictions of
the gods, deities of the ancient Near East remained aloof, distant, and unapproachable. Yet the
biblical texts make an intriguing move—while refraining from using anthropomorphic language,
the symbolism of the bread invites the Israelites into fellowship with YHWH. This ritual of
displaying bread before YHWH was no feast; it included a simple meal of bread and some
liquid—basic necessities. Though it began behind closed doors, after the bread was sanctified by
virtue of its proximity to YHWH, it was partaken in sight of all Israel symbolizing the
accessibility of YHWH to all the people. The Israelites were reminded that YHWH was near and
was inviting them into fellowship with him. While at the one time eschewing the
anthropomorphic depiction of feeding the gods, the biblical account embraces the communion of
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the divine with humanity, symbolized in a meal blessed by YHWH. Leviticus transforms the
humanized language and concepts of the Mesopotamian and Egyptian divine meal into a
symbolic participation with the divine.
The divine meal in Mesopotamia reinforced two key ideologies: the gulf between
humanity and the divine was insurmountable and humanity existed merely to serve the gods. Not
content with such a view, the Israelites adapted this meal, and placed it in the context of
covenant reminder and renewal. This sacrifice was not given to avoid the wrath of the divine or
out of obligation to provide for God, but to foster an intimate relationship with YHWH. The
table and the bread symbolized God’s willingness to fellowship and commune with the Israelites.
Since eating together often functioned as an act of fellowship, a regular invitation to share a meal
was an extension of the relationship between Yahweh and the Israelites (even if vicariously
through the priests). The table which held the Bread of the Presence was another memorial for
the Israelites that symbolized God’s gracious acts in the past with the expectation of his future
provision.
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CHAPTER 4
THE LAMPSTAND228
“It is you who light my lamp; the LORD, my God, lights up my darkness.” Psalm 18:28
One of the great promises given to the Israelites as they are entering into the Promised
Land centers around abundant harvest. After all, they were entering into a land “flowing with
milk and honey.”229 In addition to this imagery, this concept can be expressed with the phrase
“each man will sit under his own vine and fig tree.”230 This phrase combines safety, leisure and
abundance as tangible proof that Yahweh has blessed the people and upheld the covenant
expectations. In the ancient mindset, obedience and favor with the gods resulted in fertile land
and abundant harvest. The Israelites too equated these concepts of obedience and blessing: “If
you follow my statutes and keep my commandments and observe them faithfully, I will give you
your rains in their season, and the land shall yield its produce, and the trees of the field shall
yield their fruit” (Lev 26:3-4). Furthermore, fertility has a close association with sunlight and
rain, as the two main components required for growth. So it is not surprising that light and
fertility are combined into one cultic element—the lampstand. As such, this chapter examines the
menorah as an Israelite cultic accoutrement set in the ancient Near Eastern context of light and
fertility.
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4.1 Ancient Near East Fertility and Light Background
Despite having an abundance of cultic appurtenances and elaborate temples in
Mesopotamia, no evidence of a similar lampstand exists, presumably because torches provided
the necessary light (though other stands are depicted in pictorial representation). 231 Nonetheless,
Joan Taylor goes as far as to say, “It is well-known that the origin of the iconography of the
menorah is to be traced to Near Eastern representations of the sacred tree.” 232 Because the
lampstand contains multiple vegetal images (see below), scholars have assumed that it originated
from the ancient Near Eastern iconography of the Sacred Tree or a Tree of Life mythology that is
present both in the OT as well as the ancient Near Eastern myths. 233 In the ancient Near Eastern
myths, the fruit of this Sacred Tree bestowed eternal life on the gods and eventually the location
of the tree was equated with the gods’ heavenly dwelling and, by extension, the presence of the
gods. The Sacred Tree was thought to represent regeneration and immortality, and was a symbol
of the means to ascend to heaven. For example, in Mesopotamia the divine tree grew in the
mythical Paradise and was fed by the Water of Life. But the mythical typology of the Tree of
Life is represented by various deities and cultic practices. Due to the prevalence of these images,
any understanding of the function of the lampstand must include an understanding of these
influences.
4.1.1 Light
Light and fertility are inseparable because of the contribution light makes to the
photosynthesis and growth process. In the ancient Near East, the god Shamash/Shapsh subsumed
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the imagery and the qualities of light as symbolized by the sun. Shamash was the common
Akkadian name of the sun god in Babylonia and Assyria, corresponding to Sumerian Utu. Both
of these names “denote the visible sun as well as the invisible power in it.” 234 As he is presented
in hymns and prayers of supplication, Shamash is provided with a team of swift mules (originally
storms), a chariot and a driver for his daily journey across heaven (just as the sun moves across
the sky). As such, Shamash was considered the light or lamp of the gods.
In his article, “Shapsh, Lamp of the Gods,” Wiggins attempts to “collate the information
available on Shapsh from the Ugaritic texts and draw some preliminary conclusions regarding
her character.”235 Based on the Baal Cycle, Wiggins notes the following characteristics of
Shapsh: she is a royal messenger, works primarily for El, warns pretenders when they are about
to trespass the will of El (thus “enlightening” the will of El), guides people into the underworld,
and sees everything since all the world receives the sun’s light (as such she is asked for
assistance in finding the fallen Baal). 236 Basically Shapsh could be compared to the “all seeing
eye” in the sense that she was aware of all the events that occurred on the earth and in the
underworld because, like the sun, her daily circuit took her around the cosmos. But she does
more than possess knowledge—she also informs. Thus she gives full meaning (literal and
figurative) to her function as one who enlightens or illuminates.
This role as wise council, if shared by the Mesopotamians, naturally leads to the attribute
most commonly associated with Shamash—justice. Just as the sun disperses darkness, so
Shamash brings wrong and injustice to light. Jacobsen describes Shamash as “the power in light,
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the foe of darkness and deeds of darkness.” 237 For example, in the Vassal Treaty of Esarhaddon,
Shamash is called in as a witness and a similar descriptor is used:
“May Shamash, the light of heaven and earth,
not give you a fair and equitable judgment,
may he take away your eyesight;
walk about in darkness!”238
Furthermore, Hammurabi attributes to Shamash the inspiration that led him to gather the existing
laws and legal procedures into a code, and in the picture accompanying the code the king
represents himself in an attitude of adoration before Shamash as the embodiment of the idea of
justice.
Another intriguing source for this combination of light and fertility can be found in the
Shamash iconography. At times, Shamash is represented as a flaming god but then also usurps
the position and status usually reserved for the sacred tree. 239 Meyers concludes, “The merger of
astral light and arboreal life is a not infrequent event on the thematic level.” 240 So even before the
advent of the lampstand, the people of the ancient Near East understood the connection between
light and fertility both thematically as well as practically even if they did not understand the
science of photosynthesis.
4.1.2 Fertility
The lampstand, in form, was designed to resemble a tree, specifically the almond tree. 241
Perhaps this design choice was more than simply stylistic, but an intentional representation of
something more. If, as has been stated, the Israelites were preoccupied with fertility like their
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ancient Near Eastern neighbors, then it would follow that the cult would have been influenced by
these preoccupations as well. Joan Taylor goes as far as to state, “Recent archaeological
discoveries may suggest that the menorah was designed with the usual form of an asherah—the
cultic symbol of the goddess Asherah—firmly in mind.”242 The archaeological findings to which
Taylor refers are stylized trees on pots, pitchers, ewers, etc. 243 These stylized trees were thought
to represent the goddess Asherah and are asherim—her cultic symbol.244 Indeed much debate has
occurred regarding the exact nature and connection between the goddess Asherah and the
asherim cultic accoutrements as well as the identification of Asherah with Athirat or Astarte. 245
From the texts of ancient Near East, we find a figure referred to as 'atrt (generally
vocalized as Athirat). The texts portray her as the consort of the supreme god El and she is
sometimes called ’ilt (“goddess”).246 The goddess Asherah, as a consort to El, was the great
matriarch—mother goddess or procreatress (qnyt ’ilm)—of the Canaanite pantheon.247 In the
myth found in CTA 4.III-V, she features prominently in the text concerning Baal's desire for a
house. In this story Baal and Anat appeal to Athirat to intercede with El to grant Baal a house,
indicating that she had significant influence over El as well as the rest of the divine realm.
While this identification of Asherah seems well established, the exact nature of her
representation in physical form is not. As a fertility goddess, the association with trees seems
natural. But scholars have gone back and forth debating whether the asherim were poles or living
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trees.248 On the one hand the rabbinic literature interpreting the asherah never describes it as
some piece of wood inserted into the ground like a pole. On the other hand, the biblical text
describes the asherim as items that are “made” ()עשה.249 However, Deuteronomy 16:21-22 states,
“You shall not plant any tree as a sacred pole beside the altar that you make for the Lord your
God.” This prohibition suggests that either at pagan shrines or at sacred Yahwistic locations
there were live trees (asherim?) near the altar but beside Yahweh’s (centralized) altar these trees
were forbidden.
Taylor suggests that the asherim are not poles or merely trees but extensively pruned
living trees that have been stylized a certain way. She defends this assertion by noting that the
iconic representations of Asherah are always living trees since life was inherent in her identity.
These representations are either natural trees, stylized trees, or freshly cut branches where
vitality still remains in the branch.250 Othmar Keel surveys the archaeological evidence of trees
as cultural icons in the ancient Near East from the Early Bronze Age through the Hellenistic
period to connect tree images with goddesses. He suggests that a tree or a grove of trees in a
sacred location functioned as a manifestation of the goddess. 251 Furthermore, he summarizes the
ideological function of icons: “The motif [of a human sitting in front of a tree] stresses the age
old Near Eastern concept of a tree as a symbol and signal of the presence of a divine power
namely of prosperity and blessing which ultimately reside in the earth.” 252
Taylor’s theory combined with Keel’s archaeological evidence regarding tree
iconography contains great promise not only in understanding the asherim, but has significance
for the present study. This iconic representation of Asherah—whatever it was—functioned as an
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idol that physically manifested the goddess Asherah, and regularly draws the ire of the biblical
writers.253 But the comparison between a stylized tree and the floral design of the menorah
cannot be overlooked. In fact, Yarden suggests that the stylized design of the lampstand arose as
part of the struggle against the prevalence of the cult of Asherah. 254 This suggestion does not
seem so farfetched when we view the appearance of the lampstand as an almond tree that has
been trimmed in such a way as to have the blossoms covering the branches. Taylor further states,
“It therefore seems likely that the iconographical concept lying behind the menorah owes much
to the actual forms of asherim, images of the goddess Asherah.” 255 But before we equate the
menorah with the asherim, we should remind ourselves of the stark differences between the two,
beginning with the obvious difference—the asherah was made of wood (and possibly living)
while the lampstand was beaten out gold. Also, on a practical level, the purpose of the menorah
was to provide light while the asherim represented the goddess as an idol and something to be
worshipped—an abominable concept to the biblical writers.

4.2 The Israelite Lampstand
We turn now to the Israelite representation of light and vegetation—the lampstand. The
presence of light in the Tabernacle was one of necessity. With no windows, and all other light
blotted out by the curtains that lined the Tabernacle, the priests required a source of light in order
to fulfill their duties. A crude and rudimentary lamp, indicative of Iron Age I would have met
their needs.256 And yet, the menorah is by no means a crude lamp. Descriptions of the design and
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usage of the lampstand are scattered throughout the Sinai narrative in Exodus and referenced
once in Numbers and Leviticus. Yet the instructions given to Moses are not for a simple lamp,
but for an ornate stand on which to set the lamps that would illuminate the inner rooms of the
Tabernacle. Basically, the menorah was a lampstand with seven branches, each holding an oil
lamp. As a ritual object, the menorah (along with the ark of the covenant, the table, and the
incense altar) was one of the most important cultic vessels. Haran has suggested that the menorah
deserves an elevated status among the accoutrements and considers it an integral part of the
religious rituals.257 What follows is a reassessment of the Tabernacle lampstand followed by
some suggestions as to its ideological significance.
4.2.1 Form of the Lampstand
The biblical descriptions of the lampstand (mostly found in Exodus-Leviticus) contain
many technical terms that are very specific in their meaning. 258 In regard to the origin of the
design of this lampstand, Meyers suggests that  קנהand  ירךcontain botanical imagery from the
Egyptian reed plant (see below).259 Sarna agrees, and notes that the lampstand shares various
affinities with Egyptian design, especially in regard to the terms used. He concludes, “It is the
extraordinary cluster of botanical terms and motifs that provides the strongest evidence of the
world of ancient Egypt, where art and architecture are distinguished by renditions of plant life.
Typical are the treelike columns with their floral decorations on the capitals.” 260 So, stylistically
speaking, the Israelites seem to be indebted to the Egyptians, and especially the plant life found
therein. Exodus 25:31-40 provides an in depth description for fabricating the lampstand followed
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by an almost word for word retelling of these instructions noting their completion in Exod 37:1724.
To begin with, the artisans were expected to use a talent of “pure gold” (  ) זהב טהורto
fashion the lampstand along with its utensils. The Israelites used ordinary gold for other utensils,
hooks, clasps, rings, and to overlay the frames and pillars of the tabernacle (Exod 26:6, 29, 37)
but the sacred items in the Holy Place of the Tabernacle required a higher quality of gold.
Though  טהורtypically is used in the priestly context of ritual or cultic purity, Meyers suggests
that in non-cultic passages this phrase describes certain technical properties of the metal—it has
become “pure” through some sort of washing (perhaps polishing) and is therefore bright. 261 In
addition, the lampstand is the only vessel in the Tabernacle that is described as “pure” (Exod
31:8; 39:37) which may either remind the reader that it was solid gold, hammered out of one
piece (not overlaid with gold) or it may indicate a possible ideological meaning—its proximity to
the Most Holy Place required a higher quality of material.
The rest of this passage describes the appearance of the lampstand. Verse 31 provides a
general picture: “Hammer out its base and shaft, and make its flowerlike cups, buds and
blossoms of one piece with them.” However, this description utilizes obscure words that are
often difficult to reconcile with one another. While we can render the terms in various ways,
attempting to reconstruct an exact picture of this lampstand may remain impossible. These
instructions seem to describe a stand with a base, shaft and three branches on either side of the
shaft creating seven branches in total.262
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It begins with the main body of the lampstand. The  ירךis connected to the  קנהthough
each is an independent part combined to form some sort of standing structure. This word ירך
typically is translated “base” but it comes from an anatomical term literally meaning “thigh.” 263
Though the move from the fleshy part of the leg to the supporting element of the lampstand is a
bit of a leap, it is nonetheless supported by the Syriac translations. 264 The word translated as
“shaft” ( )קנהis a botanical term meaning “stem” or “branches.” 265  קנהis also the generic word
for “reed” describing the grass that grows throughout Israel near bodies of water. 266 Interestingly,
 קנהusually appears in the Old Testament in Egyptian contexts, and perhaps refers to the reeds
that can be found in the Egyptian marshlands. 267 Indeed, the reed came to symbolize the nation
of Egypt itself. However, Rachel Hachlili suggests that  קנהcontains no botanical imagery and
should be translated as “reed” in the sense of a hollow tube. 268 Her translation reflects the LXX
which uses οἱ καλαμίσκοι from a root also meaning “reed” or “measuring line” (Ezek 40:3),
indicating a straight rod of some type.269 Whether referring to a reed plant or a tube, the קנה
seems to describe a thin, straight cylinder of some sort that functions as the main body of the
lampstand and is structurally strong enough to support the rest of the lampstand.
Taken together, these two terms form a hendiadys “denoting a cylindrical form that flares
outward at its lower end, thereby forming a stable base.” 270 The design of most of the ancient
Near Eastern lampstands featured this gradual increase in the width toward the bottom and is
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likely what is meant by the combination of these two words rather than the boxlike form featured
on the menorah of the Arch of Titus.271 Such an interpretation allows for a free standing base on
which bowls, lamps, and other ornamentation such as the branches and flowers could be placed.
The writers also utilized the word  קנהto describe the branches that are distinct from the
main shaft (see footnote 35). The instructions call for six branches ( )קניםto “extend from the
sides of the lampstand—three on one side and three on the other” (Exod 25:32). 272 Though most
pictorial recreations suggest curved branches, the text does not specify a shape. In keeping with
the cylindrical background of קנה, straight branches seem likely, though impossible to prove
without archaeological confirmation. If the main shaft also functioned as a holder for a lamp,
then the design appears to have room for seven total lamps—three on each side of the shaft.
Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the lampstand centers around the floral design. The
description of the lampstand in Exodus contains the most detailed botanical depiction within the
Hebrew Bible by utilizing much of the vocabulary of plant forms in ancient Israel, which offer a
variety of translational choices: calyces, bulbs, almond blossoms, petals, branches, and bowls. A
closer examination of the technical terms used will help picture these decorations.
Each branch of the menorah is to be decorated on top with three  גבעיםwhich are shaped
like almond-blossoms ()משׁקדים. Typically the word  גביעrefers to a drinking vessel such as a
goblet.273 Likewise the LXX renders  גבעיםwith οἱ κρατῆρες—a hollow bowl. 274 But such
renderings make little sense on the lampstand, especially attached to the branches. Perhaps the
Akkadian cognate can offer some insight. Gullatu also means “bowl” but can also describe a
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column base or the circular molding on a pillar. 275 If we let this usage inform our understanding,
then these instructions indicate some sort of cup-shaped receptacles that are decorative,
encircling each branch.
These cups were also ornamented with calyx ( )כפתורand petals ( )פרחto make them look
like an almond-blossom. The choice of “calyx” to define  כפתורis an interesting one. A calyx is
the outer case of a bud which contains the petals but  כפתורrefers to the knobby fruit of a tree. 276
All uses of  כפתורcan be found in Exod 25 and 37 with Amos 9:1 and Zeph 2:14 being the only
exceptions. Both of these latter references seem to indicate the topmost portion (capital) of a
column or pillar which were often ornamented with a floral design. A  פרחis a sprout, bloom, or
bud. In other words, it is a budding flower. 277 The LXX is even more specific, calling it a white
lily (τὰ κρίνα).278 In Egypt the lotus blossom (water lily) was highly popular as a floral
decoration of columns as it symbolized budding life. So it is no surprise that floral decorations
were utilized by the Israelites. Perhaps what is being described here is a cup that has fruit and
flowers adorning it.
The utilization of numerous botanical terms, as well as the basic form of the lampstand,
indicate an object shaped like a tree—specifically an almond tree—complete with almond
blossoms and fruit, possibly the almonds themselves. 279 As such, each branch would have 3 of
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these ornate cups on it, and one ornate cup would separate each row of branches on the main
shaft.280
Table 3: Comparison of Hebrew and Greek Lampstand Terms
Hebrew
קנה
גבעים
כפתור
פרח

Translation
shaft/branch
cups
bulbs
buds, blossom, flower

Greek
οἱ καλαμίσκοι
οἱ κρατῆρες
οἱ σφαιρωτῆρες
τὰ κρίνα

Translation
reeds, branches
bowls
thong
lily

Regardless of how the lampstand looks, verses 31 and 36 indicate that it should be
hammered out in one piece ()ממנה יהיו. However, creating all the above mentioned elements—
together with the central shaft—from a single block of gold without assembling from individual
parts seems an impossible task for even the most skilled goldsmith. More likely, the base, shaft,
and perhaps the branches were hammered from the original piece of gold with the ornamentation
added secondarily.
Next, they were instructed to make seven lamps ( )נרתfor the menorah. These lamps were
small oil receptacles, perhaps with a spout for a wick, that would sit atop the lampstand and
provide the functionality of illumination. The text leaves unclear whether they were all of one
piece with the rest of the menorah or were separate and removable. 281 The MT employs a hiphil
of עלה, which typically is associated with offering up a sacrifice through fire. But most
translations view it with the connotation of mounting the lamps (i.e. “lifting the lamps up to the
top of menorah”). While this is perfectly acceptable, I agree with Sarna who sees this phrase as
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parenthetical, dealing with “daily utilization of the menorah, not with its construction.” 282 In
other words, the lights will be “offered by fire” according to their function rather than “mounted”
onto the lampstand, though such a translation does not resolve the issue of whether the lamps
were removable.
In conjunction with lighting the lamps, the end of verse 37 instructs the priests to point
the lamps forward so that they light “opposite its face” ()על־עבר פניה, i.e. upon the table. The
lamps were to be positioned in such a way that they lit the space in front of the lampstand, in the
direction of the table and incense altar. Numbers 8:1-4 also indicates that its light is directed
forward. We assume this direction is toward the table, but if the lampstand was turned it would
shine on the altar of incense. Various texts make clear the location of the lampstand should be
just outside the curtain separating the Holy Place from the Most Holy Place and on opposite side
from the table on the south side of the tabernacle (Exod 26:35, 40:24). Thus if the lampstand was
on the south side, the wicks would face northward. 283
Despite significant detail, the specifics of how to construct the lampstand, including
dimensions, are not definitive. However, this should not make us doubt its historicity:
Our analysis of the biblical sources for the tabernacle menorah…has indicated that
this artifact is firmly grounded in ancient artistic and technological traditions. In this
way, its authenticity as a cult object becomes affirmed even though its appearance
may not be recoverable given our present limited knowledge of the procedures and
shapes reflected by the text.284
Indeed, we must concede that though these texts from Exodus outline the appearance in great
detail, they tell us little about the actual measurements, dimensions and proportions. In fact, the
size of the lampstand is not mentioned by Josephus or in the Midrash either. The Talmud states
282
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that its height was 18 handbreadths (three short cubits).285 Though this dimension comes from a
late writing that may not reflect the earlier lampstand, this Talmudic passage also describes legs
on the lampstand which may reference the tripodal lampstand from earlier periods. 286
Furthermore, Meyers suggests that the word “lampstand” is ambiguous and may be referring to
different things—the full menorah with the six branches and one central shaft (Exod 26:35, 40:4;
Num 8:2–3) or only the central shaft (the actual stand for the lamps) with the branches thus “part
of the symbolic shape of the appurtenance but not part of its functional aspect” (Exod 25:31–35;
37:17–21).287 In the second case, the lamps would not be part of the lampstand but were on top
of the stand. In addition, some texts seemingly indicate a single lamp illuminating the Holy Place
and not seven lamps (Exod 27:20; Lev 24:2–3). 288
The parallel passage in Numbers 8:1-4 adds little to our understanding of the lampstand.
Hachlili suggests that these verses are describing a less stylized menorah comprised of “a flaring
shaft terminating in a concave base, supporting a bowl or lamp with a floral capital decoration on
the upper shaft under the bowl…[which] was common in the ancient Near East for candelabra,
cult stands, incense stands, and thymiateria made of pottery, bronze, and stone.” 289 She bases this
suggestion on the fact that there is no mention of the seven arms present in the Exodus passage.
However, if, as verse four states, the lampstand was made according to the pattern that Yahweh
showed to Moses, then it likely would be cast with the seven arms rather than the single bowl
lamp that she suggests.
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Exodus 27:20-21 and Leviticus 24:1-4 parallel one another in content and provide little in
the way of form description, focusing instead on the facilitation of this cultic instrument in the
Holy Place. These texts (along with a tangential reference in Exod 30:7-8) state that the light
must be kept burning from evening to morning. Unlike the table, which the priests tended once
per week, Aaron and the priests were commanded to tend to the lampstand twice daily. He was
expected to light the lamp at twilight and then trim the wicks in the morning. The texts go further
and call this ritual a continual light ( )נר תמידindicating that the lamps were lit regularly—without
fail—and according to the cultic routine (Exod 27:20; Lev 24:2). 290
To summarize, the menorah was a floor-standing candelabra made with a base and shaft
of hammered gold, with seven branches on it (six branches and the shaft functioning as a
branch), and floral ornamentation on those branches, resembling an almond tree. It was located
just outside the curtain to the Most Holy Place, opposite the table. The only stated function of the
lampstand was to light the Holy Place as Aaron and his sons tended it in the evenings so that
they could perform their duties.

4.3 Synthesis and Functional Suggestions
Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the lampstand may be found in the combination of
two significant ideologies from the ancient Near East—light and fertility. As noted above, the
basic function of the menorah was a practical one—to provide light in a dark room. As such, the
light given off by these lamps would have illuminated the Holy Place, especially at night. Like
290
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the table, it may not have had a clear cultic purpose. However, the close association of the
lampstand with the table of the bread and its location in the Holy Place suggests it had a
theological purpose. This practical piece of cultic furniture can also function on a symbolic level,
conveying ideas of presence and life.
4.3.1 Presence
Throughout the Old Testament, the biblical writers associate light with the glory ()כבוד
and presence of Yahweh manifested in the “consuming fire” from the Sinai narrative. For
example, Psalm 78:14 recalls the Exodus event and proclaims, “In the daytime he led them with
a cloud, and all night long with a fiery light.” Light is always something beneficent in the
biblical text, often contrasted with the sinister connotations of darkness: “It is you who light my
lamp; the LORD, my God, lights up my darkness” (Psalm 18:28).291 Isaiah 60 makes most use of
this light imagery, contrasting the dark, exilic life with the bright, restored life:
For darkness shall cover the earth, and thick darkness the peoples;
but the LORD will arise upon you, and his glory will appear over you. (Isaiah 60:2)
Each of these references associate light with God’s presence among the Israelites. Presence also
carries with it the connotation of knowledge. In regard to light as knowledge, Deut 11:12 states
that the eyes of Yahweh will be on the land of Canaan as the Israelites enter in and settle.
Combining the images of eyes and light, the prophet Zechariah (though set in a later context)
equates the seven branches of the menorah with the eyes of Yahweh (Zech 4:10) suggesting that
the lampstand represented Yahweh and Yahweh’s ability to see and know.
These references taken together seem to indicate that the lampstand could have
functioned as a representation of the presence of Yahweh—a sort of cosmic flashlight that could
291
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illuminate the darkest corners of the earth and bring light to humanity. Just as the light of
Shamash could go back and forth seeking knowledge as the sun arcs across the sky, so Yahweh
could see what was going on in the world, especially among the Israelites. But the menorah
reveals something more as Yahweh does not share Shamash’s limitations. Yahweh is not
confined to the daylight hours to observe the activities of humanity: “God forfeits none of his
power, even if the sun itself ‘goes down.’ The lamp before the holy of holies extends this
daylight symbolically through the darkness, signaling thus God’s unbroken life: in this sense it is
an ‘eternal light.’”292 The lampstand burns at night, so Yahweh is not limited to the daylight—
Yahweh could always see the people and see their obedience, their plight, and their defiance.
Furthermore, Yahweh could do more than see and report. Yahweh could intervene on their
behalf if necessary. Douglas K. Stuart makes an interesting suggestion in regard to the purpose
of the lampstand:
“At night the light from the seven oil lamps that the lampstand held would have made
the tabernacle the brightest thing in the Israelite encampment…and certainly the
brightest lit ‘living quarters’ in the entire encampment since no individual family
would have chose to use the large amount of oil necessary to keep seven lamps lit in a
single tent. In all probability, having the lights on meant then much the same thing
that it means now: someone’s home. In this case, symbolically, ‘Yahweh was home’
among his people.”293
Though his assessment agrees with my earlier discussion (see Chapter 2), the tabernacle was
more than a home. It also included a throne room that the King of the Universe dwelled in from
time to time as the glory of God descended. But, the lampstand was a symbol that reminded the
Israelites of God’s presence even when they couldn’t see evidence of that presence. Thus the
lampstand in the Holy Place, like an illuminating beacon, was a reassuring reminder to the
Israelites of the continual presence of the God who had covenanted with them.
292
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4.3.2 Life
Though the motif of light as presence seems inherent in the functional nature of the
lampstand, we would be remiss to overlook the vegetal imagery that adorns it. Based on the
intriguing parallels to the asherim and the excessive detail that went into the design and creation
of the menorah, we should not assign the function of the lampstand merely to the light imagery.
Throughout the Old Testament, light intimates life itself. 294 Perhaps the most explicit equation of
light to life can be found in Job 33:28-30:
He has redeemed my soul from going down to the Pit, and my life shall see the light.
God indeed does all these things, twice, three times, with mortals,
to bring back their souls from the Pit, so that they may see the light of life. 295
Conversely, death is pictured as an existence without light:
They will go to the company of their ancestors,
who will never again see the light. [Ps 49:19 (HEB 20)]
Based on this connection, Meyers makes a persuasive case that the lampstand represents a sacred
tree.296
Clearly the design of the lampstand is intended to convey the image of a tree. But to what
ends? What does a decorative tree contribute to the overall ideological function of the
lampstand? The theological and ideological import remains unclear, but the lampstand invites
comparison to the idyllic the tree of life in the Garden of Eden (Gen 3:22-24). If viewed as a
representation of the tree of life, “It relates the divine presence in the tabernacle to creation and
holds out hope that Yahweh is able to restore fertility even in the wilderness.” 297 If the lampstand
was intended to remind the Israelites of the tree of life, then it would symbolize Yahweh’s gift of
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life to his people. Likewise, Meyers suggests that most examples of the tree of life motif in the
ancient Near East represent the “fertility-granting and life-giving powers of various deities.” 298
This preoccupation with fertility and life was so prevalent in the ancient Near East that the use of
fauna and flora in the Israelite cult should not surprise us.299
Furthermore, the Israelite cult conceived a different function for the lampstand as it
incorporated “a complicated and repetitive series of embellishments which cannot be seen as
mere decoration and which must be taken as an indication of alteration in focus.” 300 Meyers goes
on to note the three levels of meaning in the motif of the sacred tree represented in the menorah:
a physical meaning whereby an artistic motif expresses life and light; a thematic meaning where
the deity sustains life in this world and secures it in the next life; and a symbolic meaning where
the notions of fertility and immortality associated with pagan tree have been removed and
replaced with the “organizing principle of God's presence in the cosmos into visible focus in the
midst of the people.”301 In other words, Meyers suggests that the lampstand stood as a symbol of
God’s nearness and approachability.
However, what distinguishes this “tree of life” is its appearance. While its general form
may reflect other cultic stands from the ancient Near East, the overall style differed drastically.
This lampstand possessed a unique design—unlike anything else that has been found in the
ancient Near East. It was not an actual tree (like an asherah) but it is adorned with vegetal
decorations to make it appear like a golden tree. Stuart suggests that the lampstand was made to
resemble an olive tree, symbolizing “God’s provision, Israel’s nationhood, and miraculous divine
298
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intervention.”302 While olive trees eventually came to represent the nation of Israel (Jer 11:16;
Hos 14:6), and olive branches symbolized peace and God’s favor (e.g. Gen 8:11), these seem to
be secondary appropriations of the olive tree and not inherent in the original context. More
importantly, the actual design of this lampstand nowhere mentions olive trees other than using
their oil to fuel the lamps.
Rather, each time the cups are described in Exodus 25:31-39 the text makes it clear that
they should resemble almond blossoms—complete with the fruit and flowers. 303 The term for
almond blossoms ( )משׁקדcomes from the root  שׁקדwhich means “to be vigilant or watchful.” 304
The correlation comes from the watchfulness and expectation of the blooms of the almond tree
as they appear in January or February in Israel, signaling the changing of the seasons. Indeed this
connection forms the basis of Jeremiah’s call:
The word of the Lord came to me, saying, “Jeremiah, what do you see?”
And I said, “I see a branch of an almond tree (šāqēd).”
Then the Lord said to me, “You have seen well, for I am watching (šōqēd) over my
word to perform it.” (Jer 1:11-12)
This blossom visually confirmed Yahweh’s watchfulness and intentions to accomplish his
purposes, which included restoration. Based on these references, I suggest that the almond flower
is a symbol of life renewed and sustained, stemming from Yahweh’s continuing interaction in
the world. As the people gazed upon or considered the lampstand, they were reminded of
Yahweh’s covenantal promises to bless them and the land. 305
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4.3.3 Synthesis
Hachlili disagrees with the interpretation of the menorah as a stylized tree (based on her
interpretation of  קנהas a hollow pipe or tube rather than a reed). She concludes that the menorah
is “unique form” in the ancient Near East, and that its inherent symbolism is of light, not plant
life.306 But I suggest that the lampstand, because of its vegetal form, incorporates both light and
life. These two ideological concepts are not mutually exclusive. In fact, the recent history of the
Israelite story supports such a hypothesis—the story of the “burning bush” in Exodus 3 combines
vegetation with illumination. However, the instructions for the lampstand seem to avoid the
Hebrew terms most associated with trees. The usage of  פרחand  כפתורmight be expected for the
floral decorations, but describing a “tree trunk” with “thigh” and “tree branches” with “reeds”
remains a peculiar choice.307 But if this is an attempt to transform pagan practice and avoid
aniconic representation, then such a description makes sense to find a tree that is not a tree. Or
more specifically, it is not a representation of Asherah. After all, we have already examined a
table that is not set for God to eat, so why not a tree that defies expectations? In this way, the
Israelites could usurp the power that was typically associated with Asherah and bestow it upon
Yahweh by transforming and combining the images of light and life into one symbol while
avoiding producing an icon that might be worshiped. So the lampstand functions as a polemic
against ancient Near Eastern mythology, especially the attributes normally associated with
Asherah.
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4.4 Conclusion
The design of the menorah with its vegetal imagery highlights the life sustaining power
of Yahweh. Though the life typology found in the tree motifs may have derived from the ancient
Near East, the concept has been transformed to symbolize continued blessing and sustenance
from Yahweh. Futhermore, the purpose behind these representations has changed—the themes of
fertility and immortality available in nature have been replaced by a focus on Yahweh as the one
who blesses, who brings fruitfulness, and who holds all life. Indeed, if Yahweh was present in
nature, then Yahweh would also be present in the lives of the Israelites. Therefore, the menorah,
like the other golden cultic vessels in the tabernacle, symbolized the presence and nearness of
Yahweh. Since Israelite religion was aniconic, the lampstand was not an idol—a representation
of Yahweh. Rather, its portability and association with the rest of the tabernacle assured and
reminded the Israelites of Yahweh’s availability. As such, the form (as a tree and as a light)
contributed to its theological function as a reminder and a reassurance to the Israelites of the
abiding presence of Yahweh.
Taken together, the lampstand and the table of bread seem to represent Yahweh as the
light of life and the bread of life. These items are not just mere cultic accoutrements to help
facilitate ritual, but represent key theological tenets of Israelite religion. In this case, the
lampstand showed the constant presence of Yahweh in nature and was a symbol of Yahweh’s
promises of blessing upon the land as outlined in the covenantal pledges.
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CHAPTER 5—INCENSE ALTAR
“May my prayer be counted as incense before You.” Psalm 141:2
The incense altar is the final cultic piece found in the Holy Place of the tabernacle. It is
not surprising to find an incense altar among the accoutrements because the practice of offering
incense in temples and in other aspects of life was prevalent in the ancient Near East. But like
many of the religious practices of their neighbors, the Israelites were warned from practicing
them in the same way—offering incense included. The prevalence of incense in the ancient Near
East can also be seen in the condemnation in the biblical text of its pagan use. For example,
Solomon is criticized for following the practices of his foreign wives in worshipping other gods,
including offering incense (1 Kings 11:8). Also, in the Levitical section describing penalties for
disobedience, Yahweh threatens to destroy the Israelites’ high places and incense altars, followed
by heaping their carcasses on the carcasses of the idols (Lev 26:30). Thus the biblical writers
vehemently condemn offering incense to deities other than Yahweh as well as incense altars
associated with shrines and high places. Yet, the act of burning incense on an altar to Yahweh is
not only condoned—it is required regularly (see below). In order to properly understand the use
and function of incense in the Israelite cult, we must first view the place of incense in the ancient
Near East.
5.1 Incense in the ancient Near East
An interesting Sumerian text from the Šurpu ritual series provides a good starting point to
understand the ancient Near Eastern perspective regarding the significance of incense:
Incense, dwelling in the mountain, created in the mountains,
you are pure, coming from the mountains.
(Fragrance of) juniper, fragrance of cedar, incense dwelling in the mountains.
The powerful incense has been granted to us,
the high mountain provide it for purification(?)
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in the pure censer, filled with awe inspiring splendor,
the sweet oil, the choice oil, worthy of the table,
and the pure…, the materials of the purifying craft.
Make the incense fumes, their purifying product, issue forth:
May he be clean like heaven, may he be pure like the core of heaven,
may the evil tongue stand aside!308
This text equates the source of incense with the divine (mountains) and then describes its
fragrance. It goes on to describe it as a sweet and choice oil that will emit a purifying smoke
reflecting the purity of heaven. Kjeld Nielson artfully describes the significance of incense to the
ancient world:
The smoke and odor of incense would please, elevate, mystify, and stupefy the mind of
the user, and simultaneously have an effect on the divine sphere. Incense was a holy
substance. Incense was powerful. Incense had “mana.” The ritual use of incense is an
expression of man in an emotional state. It is a call upon the gods expressing
helplessness, happiness, or gratitude. The basic role of incense is to persuade, to threaten,
to remedy, to cure, to reveal, to defend, to please, to seduce. In other words, incense is
always used with a purpose, be it the substance, its odor, or its smoke. The use of incense
is a symbolic expression of man’s yearning to understand himself in a dramatic world
where odoriferous ritual is an indispensable part of the drama. 309
In Nielson’s view, the role of incense was every bit as necessary as sacrifices and caring for the
gods. It functioned practically and theologically as humanity interacted with the divine by
purifying the image of the gods as well as humanity.
Nielson goes on to list four main uses of incense in Mesopotamia and Canaan: at
funerals, in divine worship, in rituals of magic, and as a cosmetic. 310 In regard to the use of
incense at funerals and in relation to the dead, incense is present at a ritual connected with the
cult of the dead in Ugarit.311 For example, the day of Tammuz was a day when mourners
lamented their plight and incense was burned for those who had died. Incense played an
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important role in ancient Near Eastern religious rituals, especially those from Mesopotamia,
usually as a part of the daily cult in the temples. Herodotus records that a thousand talents worth
of incense was offered each year in Babylonia, even suggesting that it was all offered at one
festival.312 Likely he is referring to the New Year Festival which was celebrated with an intricate
ritual involving incense.313 In addition, the kings of Assyria and Babylonia combined the roles of
priest and king when they offered incense to their gods as seen on Assyrian monuments that
depict the king offering a sacrifice by pouring out wine to the Tree of Life. In this religious
context, Nielson suggests that the incense facilitated communication between the gods and
humanity, establishing a “bridge between the divine and the human sphere.” 314 For example, a
golden incense altar found in Marduk’s temple in Babylon contains an inscription stating that the
burning of incense on the altar was to purify the people as well as to seek Marduk’s forgiveness.
The idea behind this act was the figurative understanding that the smoke of the incense carried
the people’s prayers to heaven.315 In addition, the practice of placing the incense altars and
burners between the deity and the supplicant protected the one praying against the wrath of the
deity.
312
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The magical use of incense reflected similar function to the use in worshiping the deities.
The magical rituals were an attempt to alleviate problems caused by evil spirits by calling on the
gods for help. So the pure nature of the incense restored the ailing person while the smoke
protected the supplicant from the evil spirits assailing them further. 316 Also, omens were read
from the movement of smoke from incense, though they were not always successful. 317 For
example, In the “Poem of the Righteous Sufferer” (Ludlul Bel Nemeqi), the petitioner states,
My affliction increases, right I cannot find,
I implored my god, but he did not turn his countenance;
I prayed to my goddess, but she did not raise her head,
The diviner through divination did not discern the situation.
Through incense offering the dream interpreter did not explain my right.
I prayed to the zaqiqu spirit, but it gave me no instructions.
The conjuror through magic did not dispell the wrath against me. 318
From these brief examples, it becomes clear that incense was a vital and perfect medium in
humanity’s continual effort to interact with and at times dictate the actions of the divine as it
functioned as a sort of intermediary, making communion with the divine possible.

5.1.1 Examples in ancient Near Eastern Literature
In the various myths from the ancient Near East incense gets mentioned, often without
much fanfare, but with significant import. All the texts assume that the gods have a particular
fondness for and attraction to incense. For example, incense makes an appearance in “The
Descent of Ishtar to the Nether World,” which describes the detention of the goddess of fertility,
Ishtar, to the realm of the dead and her eventual return to the land of the living. When Ishtar
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returned to the earth from the Nether World with Tammuz at her side, they are greeted with the
sweet smell of incense:
On the day when Dumuzi comes back up,
(and) the lapis lazuli pipe and the carnelian ring come up with him,
When male and female mourners come up with him,
The dead shall come up and smell the incense offering. 319
Here it seems to function as a sort of celebratory presence. In one of Assurbanipal’s prayers to
Shamash, the text explicitly states that the gods smell or inhale the incense and accept the
offerings.320 The gods also inhaled the incense in the Babylonian version of the Epic of
Gilgamesh when Utnapishtim offers a sacrifice to the gods after his rescue, though the exact
nature of the offering is uncertain. But Utnapishtim offers incense along with the sacrifice
seemingly to accomplish multiple ends.321 First, knowing the gods (Enlil especially) are upset
that he escaped their wrath once by trickery, Utnapishtim offers incense to avoid being punished.
Also, offering incense may display the profound thankfulness Utnapishtim has for surviving his
ordeal and still being alive. Finally, since the sweet odor of the incense (combined with the
mouth watering smell of the sacrifice) would attract the gods (like flies), Utnapishtim may have
sought to gather the gods for the inevitable discussion about his future. As expected, the sweet
odor of the incense pleases the gods and makes them favorable towards him. A final example of
using incense to appeal to the gods can be found in the Epic of Gilgamesh. Ninsun ascended to
the roof and offered incense to Shamash before she prayed for her son Gilgamesh. 322
From these appearances in the myths, we see that incense garners the attention of gods,
attracting them to the place where the incense is being burned. Once assembled, the gods inhale
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the smoke of the incense causing their wrath to abate. Nielson suggests that the fragrance of the
incense functions like a drug of sorts, ensuring a favorable disposition of the gods towards the
supplicant.323 This gracious temperament resulted in positive oracles and forgiveness of sins.
Thus we see a connection between a pleasant odor and the offering of incense causing an
interaction with the gods, often their appeasement.

5.2 Incense in Israelite Religion
Incense burning as part of the Canaanite cult has been reinforced with archaeological
discoveries. After a study of various types of incense vessels, Nielsen concludes that evidence of
incense burning exists as far back as EB and possibly chalcolithic times in the Levant. 324 Fortyfive limestone altars—33 horned and 12 without horns—have been excavated in the Levant with
half of them located in sites associated with the Israelites. 325 Since the altar described in Exodus
30:1–7 resembles some of these excavated horned limestone altars dated to the tenth century
BCE (especially those of Megiddo and Tell Beit Mirsim), scholars assume that rather than
developing their own special type of incense burner or altar, the Israelites subsumed the
Cannanite vessels.326 What follows is a study of the biblical texts describing the form and usage
of the incense altar in Israelite religion.
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5.2.1 Altar Construction
Having outlined the rest of the tabernacle with its furniture and accoutrements, the text in
Exodus 30:1-10 describes the incense altar that will be located in the Holy Place. Like the
outside (bronze) altar and many of the other tabernacle pieces (the ark, table, crossbars, etc.),
acacia wood ( )שׁטהwas to be used in constructing the incense altar. It was also expected to have
“horns” ()קרן.327 Stuart describes these horns as “rounded corner protuberances” that “extended
upward from its top.”328 However, measuring only one cubit long, one cubit wide, and 2 cubits
high, this altar was smaller than the one outside the Holy Place. Its diminutive size likely owes to
the difference of use—burning incense versus sacrificing large animals. Then the entire wood
piece was overlaid with gold. Similar to the table, a molding was added to the top that would
function as a container to hold the incense. This design seems preferable to the common
assumption that the horns were designed to support a bowl of incense. The conjecture that an
incense bowl rested on top of the horns is not supported either in pictorial representations of
horned altars or in archaeological discoveries as no bowls have been found in situ on top of the
altar (though the latter would be difficult to discover). Also, those bowls that have been found
nearby have not been proven to function in this way. Finally, two rings were attached to the sides
so that the incense could be carried easily with poles. The priests were to place the incense altar
in front of the curtain that separated the Most Holy Place (with the ark) from the Holy Place. 329
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This location places the incense altar in a position of prominence, flanked by the table and the
lampstand.
The ingredients that make up the incense and the instructions for preparing it are listed in
Exod 30:34-38. Though only four spices are mentioned here (stacte, onycha, galbanum, and
frankincense), rabbinic tradition holds that eleven ingredients constitute the incense. 330 Once the
incense had been created according to the instructions, the priests were to place part of the
incense in front of the “testimony” (i.e. the commandments in the ark) in the tabernacle. We can
infer that the writer is using circumlocution to mean the incense altar. Verses 37-38 reinforce
what we have already discovered—this incense was intended solely for use in the cultic ritual
because it is set apart. Using incense in an improper way resulted in being cut off from the rest of
the people.

5.2.2 Incense Usage
After describing the construction of the altar in Exod 30:1-6, the next section of this text
(vv. 7-10) contains guidelines for using the incense altar. Like many of the other cultic rites, the
biblical text portrays offering incense as vital, but only to be practiced by specific people, in the
correct place, in an appropriate way. Unauthorized and unqualified people are forbidden from
offering incense before Yahweh, and if done improperly the results were disastrous for the
offerer as Yahweh inflicted punishments including death and leprosy (Lev 10:12; Num 16; 2
Chron 26:16-21). This text states that Aaron should offer the incense. Based on other passages
describing duties, we assume that this falls under his purview as high priest, and would be passed
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on to his descendants who would take his position. 331 Aaron is commanded to offer incense on
the altar in the morning and the evening in conjunction with the timing for maintaining the lamps
on the menorah. The timing of this offering also coincided with the morning and evening
sacrifice (Exod 29:38-42).
In regard to the types of offerings allowed on this altar, verse 9 bans using the incense
altar for burnt offerings, grain offerings, or any libation. As we saw in our examination of the
table, the biblical text is very intentional about rejecting the practice of feeding and caring for the
deity. Thus any food in the form of a sacrifice (meat, bread, drink) should not be found in
proximity to the presence of Yahweh or seen as offered in Yahweh’s presence. Furthermore
verse 9 prohibits offering “unauthorized incense” ( )קטרת זרהon the altar. Hamilton suggests that
this prohibition “designates incense that is unfit for the inner altar because of its composition, a
kind of incense that is quite proper and legitimate on other occasions and places.” 332 Hamilton
believes that this command is delineating between —קטרתincense used outside the Holy Place
probably constituting different ingredients—and —קטרת סמיםperfumed incense specifically for
this altar and ritual. All other incense not in conformity with this “recipe” is considered
illegitimate. In light of these texts and the denunciations we find elsewhere, we can assume that a
special incense was only to be offered on this altar in this place and only to Yahweh. 333
Furthermore, verse 10 describes a special usage when atonement is made once a year. On Yom
Kippur, the most sacred day of the year, the high priest performed an expiation rite upon this
altar. This ceremony is described in more detail in Leviticus 16 (see below). In addition,
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according to Leviticus 4, this altar also receives some of the blood of the purification sacrifice as
an act of cleansing the altar.
An example of an incorrect usage of incense should be noted at this point. In Leviticus
10, Nadab and Abihu took censors with hot coals in them, and then burned incense in the
censors. The text calls this “unholy fire” because it was not offered according to the stipulations
of Yahweh. This phrase describing the unauthorized fire ( )אשׁ זרהbears resemblance to the
“unauthorized incense” ( )קטרת זרהthat was forbidden in Exod 30:9. This inappropriate offering
resulted in deadly fire coming from the presence of Yahweh and consuming them. One common
explanation of the offense committed was that the two offered inappropriate or regular incense
that did not follow the recipe recorded in Exodus 34. Or, based on the discussion above, they
offered  קטרתwhen  קטרת סמיםwas called for. But Haran suggests that Nadab and Abihu took
coals from somewhere other than the altar for the daily sacrifice. 334 These coals used to make the
incense would constitute the illegitimate or unauthorized fire. Regardless of the explanation for
God’s wrath, this story reveals the terrible seriousness of offering incense in the correct way.
Another usage of incense involves a unique narrative event found in Numbers 16. After
Korah and his followers were punished with “death by sinkhole” for rebelling and offering
unlawful incense before Yahweh, some of the Israelites rebelled against Moses and Aaron
complaining that this punishment was too severe. Their reaction incited Yahweh to send his
wrath upon the people in the form of a plague. When Moses saw the situation, he instructed
Aaron, “Take your censer, put fire on it from the altar and lay incense on it, and carry it quickly
to the congregation and make atonement for them. For wrath has gone out from the Lord; the
plague has begun” (Num 16:46). The text notes that Aaron did as instructed, resulting in a
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cessation of the plague, though not before 14,700 died. So whether Yahweh was appeased
because of the “soothing aroma” or Aaron put up a protective barrier of sorts as on the Day of
Atonement (see below), in this case, the incense was used as an apotropaic to assuage Yahweh’s
wrath. Either way, the entire episode is based on offering incense as a legitimate and accepted
cultic rite when done in the proper way by the proper people. Korah and his followers did not
meet these requirements and so suffered the consequence.
An intriguing diversion from the normal incense offering is outlined in Leviticus 16
describing a ritual reserved for the Day of Atonement. This text refers specifically to the Nadab
and Abihu incident before the ritual instructions (Lev 16:1), so what follows should be read in
light of that earlier event. This was the only exception to the tamid ritual of offering incense on
the altar (see chapter 6). On this day the high priest himself was required to burn incense in the
Most Holy Place and not on the altar (though the incense is taken from the altar). This ritual is to
be performed in conjunction with certain rites of atonement connected to this day and solves the
problem posed in verse 2—entry into the Most Holy Place will result in death because the holy
presence of Yahweh is there. To alleviate this problem, verses 12-13 instruct Aaron/the high
priest to take a shovel full of coals in one hand and the incense from the altar in the other hand.
After passing behind the curtain he combines the two, making a cloud of incense smoke in front
of (and on top of) the cover of the ark. The absence of this cloud would result in death. In this
case the incense has an apotropaic function so that the high priest can perform his rites (in this
case expiation) without incurring divine wrath as profane humanity comes into direct contact
with a holy God. Milgrom suggests a different sequence of events and cites rabbinical tradition
which separates the cloud from the incense: “Because YHWH insists that the high priest may
enter the adytum only if the ark is shielded by a cloud, the high priest produces this cloud by
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igniting a ‘smoke raising’ substance just before he enters the adytum; and once inside, in keeping
with the sequence of vv. 12-13, he ignites the incense.” 335 In this interpretation, the incense does
not protect the high priest from God, but placates God for “the high priest’s presumption in
entering before God’s presence.”336 Either way, both uses of the incense allow humanity to be in
the presence of Yahweh so that the covenantal responsibilities of purification can be completed.
In addition, one could speculate that this ceremony recreates the cloud that represented God’s
presence. This cloud guided the people, protected the people from the Egyptians, settled on top
of Mt. Sinai and was the medium from which God instructed the Israelites. 337 Thus the cloud
created by the high priest would allow for divine interaction and inspiration—Yahweh would
appear in the cloud and respond favorably to the high priest’s offering. Like in the daily incense
rite, this incense offering allows for Aaron to interact directly with God without dying so that he
can make atonement for the rest of Israel.
To summarize, incense was used in the Israelite cult as a supplement to sacrifice, as an
apotropaic on the Day of Atonement and in the unique case of halting a plague, and as a daily
offering on the golden altar twice every day. 338 Though only actually practiced on these two
occasions each day, it is still called a tamid indicating its regular, repeated occurrence. The
incense altar was located in the Holy Place directly in front of the veil, suggesting the prominent
place incense had in Israelite cultic ritual. The incense altar provided sweet smelling aromatic
smoke reserved for Yahweh alone.
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5.2.3 אזכרה
A final usage of incense should be mentioned even though it was not directly linked with
the incense altar. Incense was also combined with other offerings (most notably the grain )מנחה
as well as with the bread that was placed on the table. The term  אזכרהis associated with incense
throughout Leviticus, including Chapter 24 in the proscriptions for the table of bread. The offerer
was commanded to take a handful of flour along with oil and incense and offer it up on the outer
altar as a “token” or “memorial” offering ()אזכרה. At this point, a seemingly tangential
investigation into this term  אזכרהmay bear fruit for our understanding of the ideology behind the
usage of incense.
In form,  אזכרהdisplays intriguing characteristics. Rather than considering this a prosthetic
aleph, the addition of the initial  אand the final  הreflects an Aramaic (h)aphel infinitive construct
form and is used nominatively.339 This form derives from the verb —זכרmeaning “to name,
remember, call to mind”—and would be a causative appropriation (similar to the hiphil form in
Hebrew).340 Thus most lexicons translate  אזכרהwith “memorial offering” or “token offering.” 341
It may also suggest invoking God’s name (as a reminder) over the sacrifice. The LXX uses the
word μνημόσυνον from the root μνημονεύω which likewise means “to remember” or “to
mention,” and corresponds to  זכרand its cognates.342 This act of remembering encompasses both
praise and confession. This concept of remembering can be traced through the ancient Near East
with interesting parallels: “The West Semitic word zukru could mean ‘invocation,’ insofar as the
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pursu noun form may describe the general activity of a transitive verb.” 343 The Akkadian
expression zakār šumi indicates the “invocation (of a deity)…by means of supplications,
protestations, and invocations.”344 Also, the word zikru can also mean “image or replica” and
lends credence to the suggestion that the  אזכרהstands for a symbolic portion of the whole (see
below).345 Generally speaking, the lexical field of  אזכרהincludes an attempt to call to memory
the past through word, act, and symbol where these items stand for the event as God’s name and
presence are invoked.
The exact term, אזכרה, is used only seven times in the Old Testament, with six of these
occurrences in Leviticus and the other in Numbers (see chart below). The first selection of
usages occurs in chapter 2 which is concerned with the  מנחהoffering. The contents of this
offering include fine flour with oil and incense poured on it. Later in the chapter the author
further describes this grain offering as coming from the first fruits ( )מנחת בכוריםand includes
crushed heads, roasted in the fire, with oil and incense on it (Lev 2:14-15). The grain offering
could also be baked in an oven, griddle, or pan—covered with oil (Lev 2:4-7). Once it was
brought to the priest, he would take a portion (a handful of flour or a piece of the baked version)
and offer it up in smoke on the altar, causing a pleasing aroma before YHWH. What remained
(not offered) was given to Aaron and the priests to eat. The instructions in chapter 2 are repeated
and summarized in 6:7-10 (6:14-17 ENG) with the exact same usage of אזכרה.
When describing the sin offering ( )חטאתin chapter 5, various tiers of offerings were
established based on financial means. The top tier was a sheep, the second tier were birds, and
the final tier was a grain offering. This final tier makes use of אזכרה. The offerer was instructed
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to bring a tenth of an ephah of fine flour with no oil or incense on it. The incense was omitted
only in two cases—with the sin-offering of the poor (Lev 5:11-13) and with the meat-offering of
the lepers (Lev 14:10, 20). However, the word used for incense in these passages (translated
“frankincense” in the NRSV) is  לבונהand not קטרת. Haran suggests that this incense differed in
composition as well as use.346 Also, like the grain offering, the priest burned up a portion of this
grain on the bronze altar in smoke. However, the significant difference between this sacrifice and
the one found in chapter 2 is the lack of oil and incense, leading to an absence of the pleasing
aroma going up to YHWH. The explanation given for withholding these ingredients is its
function as a sin offering.
Numbers 5 contains an interesting appropriation of the sin offering including the
description of it as an אזכרה, but places it in a divinatory context. If a husband suspects his wife
of committing adultery, he was commanded to bring her to the priest along with a few items
including a tenth of an ephah of barley flour without oil or incense. This grain portion is called
an “offering of jealousy” ()קמח שׂערים. The priest would take the grain, wave it, and then offer up
a handful on the altar as its אזכרה. While this passage is not a direct application of Leviticus 5, it
seems to be an adaptation and contextualization of the sin offering and its parallels and the
importance of this pericope to inform this study should not be overlooked (see below).
The occurrence of  אזכרהin Leviticus 24 displays the most divergence from the usage to
this point. In discussing the accoutrements for the Holy Place, the writer describes the table on
which was placed the bread of the presence. Incense was placed with the rows of bread as אזכרה
for the bread. In this case, the incense was the memorial or token portion, and the bread was
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shared among the priests as their regular allotment.347 Though  אזכרהis still associated with grain
products, the cakes are not burned up and there is no mention of a pleasing aroma, though the
incense is called an “offering by fire” (Lev 24:7).
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Table 4: Usage of אזכרה

יאהּ אֶ ל־בְּ נֵ ֣י אַ הֲרֹ ן֮ הַ כֹּ הֲנִ י ֒ם וְ קָ ֨ ַמץ ִמשָּׁ֜ ם
ָ ֗ ִֽ ֶוהֱב
וּמשַּׁ ְמ ֔ ָנהּ ַﬠ֖ל כָּל־לְ בֹ נ ָ ָ֑תהּ
ִ ְ֙מ ֣ל ֹא קֻ ְמצֹ֗ ו ִמסָּ לְ תָּ הּ
ַוְ הִ קְ ִ֨טיר הַ כֹּ הֵ֜ ן אֶ ת־אַ ְזכּ ָָרתָ הּ֙ הַ ִמּז ֔ ְֵבּחָ ה ִא ֵ ֛שּׁה ֵ ֥ריח
ַיהוֽה׃
ָ נִ יחֹ֖ חַ ל
Lev 2:2 (BHS)

וְ הֵ ִ ֨רים הַ כֹּ ֵה֤ן ִמן־הַ ִמּנְ חָ ה֙ אֶ ת־אַ זְכָּ ָ֣רתָ֔ הּ וְ הִ קְ ִ ֖טיר
ַיהוֽה׃
ָ הַ ִמּז ֵ ְ֑בּחָ ה ִא ֵ ֛שּׁה ֵ ֥ריחַ נִ יחֹ֖ חַ ל
Lev 2:9 (BHS)

וּמשַּׁ ְמ ָ֔נהּ
ִ ֙וְ הִ קְ ִ֨טיר הַ כֹּ הֵ֜ ן אֶ ת־אַ ְזכּ ָָר ֗ ָתהּ ִמגִּ ְרשָׂ הּ
ַיהוֽה׃
ָ ﬠַ ֖ל כָּל־לְ בֹ נ ָ ָ֑תהּ ִא ֶ ֖שּׁה ל
Lev 2:16 (BHS)

ֶוהֱבִ יאָ הּ֮ אֶ ל־הַ כֹּ הֵ ֒ן וְ קָ ַ ֣מץ הַ כּ ֵֹה֣ן׀ ִ֠ממֶּ נָּה ְמ ֨ וא
קֻ ְמצֹ֜ ו אֶ ת־אַ ְזכּ ָָרתָ ה֙ וְ הִ קְ ִ ֣טיר הַ ִמּז ֔ ְֵבּחָ ה ﬠַ ֖ל ִא ֵ ֣שּׁי
יְ הוָ ֑ה חַ ָטּ֖את ִ ֽהוא׃
Lev 5:12 (BHS)

וּמשַּׁ ְמ ָ֔נהּ
ִ ֙וְ הֵ ִ ֨רים ִמ ֜ ֶמּנּוּ בְּ קֻ ְמצֹ֗ ו ִמסֹּ֤ לֶת הַ ִמּנְ חָ ה
אֲשׁר ﬠַל־הַ ִמּנְ ָח֑ה וְ הִ קְ ִ ֣טיר
֖ ֶ וְ אֵ ת֙ כָּל־הַ לְּ בֹ ָ֔נה
ַיהוֽה׃
ָ הַ ִמּז ֗ ְֵבּחַ ֵ ֧ריחַ נִ י ֹ֛חחַ אַ ְזכּ ָָר ָ ֖תהּ ל
Lev 6:8 (BHS)

ַ֙ל־המַּ ﬠ ֶ ֲ֖רכֶת לְ בֹ נָ ֣ה זַכָּ ֑ה וְ הָ יְ ָ ֤תה ַל ֶ֨לּחֶ ם
ֽ ַ וְ נָתַ ָ ֥תּ ﬠ
יהוֽה׃
ָ לְ אַ ְזכּ ָ ָ֔רה ִא ֶ ֖שּׁה ַ ֽל
Lev 24:7 (BHS)

וְ ל ַ ָ֤קח הַ כֹּ הֵ ן֙ ִמיַּ ֣ד ָ ֽה ִאשָּׁ֔ ה ֵ ֖את ִמנְ ַח֣ת הַ קְּ נָאֹ֑ ת וְ הֵ ִנ֤יף
אֶ ת־הַ ִמּנְ חָ ה֙ לִ פְ נֵ ֣י יְ ה ֔ ָוה וְ ִהקְ ִ ֥ריב אֹ ָ ֖תהּ
֙אֶ ל־הַ ִמּז ֵ ְֽבּחַ ׃ וְ קָ ֨ ַמץ הַ כֹּ ֵ ֤הן ִמן־הַ ִמּנְ חָ ה
אֶ ת־אַ זְכָּ ָ֣רתָ֔ הּ וְ הִ קְ ִ ֖טיר הַ ִמּז ֵ ְ֑בּחָ ה וְ אַ ַ ֛חר י ְַשׁ ֶ ֥קה
אֶ ת־הָ ִא ָ ֖שּׁה אֶ ת־הַ ָ ֽמּיִ ם׃
Num 5:25-26 (BHS)

“and bring it to Aaron’s sons the priests. After
taking from it a handful of the choice flour and oil,
with all its frankincense, the priest shall turn this
token portion into smoke on the altar, an offering
by fire of pleasing odor to the LORD.” (Lev 2:2
NRSV)
The priest shall remove from the grain offering its
token portion and turn this into smoke on the
altar, an offering by fire of pleasing odor to the
LORD.
(Lev 2:9 NRSV)
And the priest shall turn a token portion of it into
smoke—some of the coarse grain and oil with all
its frankincense; it is an offering by fire to the
LORD.
(Lev 2:16 NRSV)
You shall bring it to the priest, and the priest shall
scoop up a handful of it as its memorial portion,
and turn this into smoke on the altar, with the
offerings by fire to the LORD; it is a sin offering.
(Lev 5:12 NRSV)
They shall take from it a handful of the choice
flour and oil of the grain offering, with all the
frankincense that is on the offering, and they shall
turn its memorial portion into smoke on the altar
as a pleasing odor to the LORD.
(Lev 6:15 NRSV)
You shall put pure frankincense with each row, to
be a token offering for the bread, as an offering by
fire to the LORD.
(Lev 24:7 NRSV)
The priest shall take the grain offering of jealousy
out of the woman’s hand, and shall elevate the
grain offering before the LORD and bring it to the
altar; and the priest shall take a handful of the
grain offering, as its memorial portion, and turn it
into smoke on the altar, and afterward shall make
the woman drink the water. (Num 5:25-26 NRSV)

י־מנְ ַח֤ת קְ נָאֹ ת֙ ֔הוּא
ִ …“ ִ ֽכּfor it is an offering of jealousy,
 ִמנְ ַח֥ת ִזכּ ָ֖רֹ וןan offering of remembrance,
 מַ זְכֶּ ֶ֥רת ﬠָוֹֽ ן׃causing remembrance of iniquity.”
Num 5:15 (BHS)

(Num 5:15—translation mine)
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While each of these occurrences calls the offering of grain an אזכרה, none explicitly state
how it is functioning in this way. Various suggestions have been made as to what  אזכרהactually
means in these contexts—what is being remembered and by whom. Baruch Levine has suggested
that since only a handful of the grain was offered (in most of the cases) that this is a “token
portion” that commemorated the entire offering. 348 Jacob Milgrom builds on this interpretation
and has suggested that the portion “reminds” the offerer that the entire gift of grain should have
gone up to YHWH in smoke. Thus this portion “stands for the remainder.” 349
While this interpretation at least includes the root meaning revolving around
remembrance, it seems as though the reminder is misplaced. Rather, the small portion that is set
aside and offered up to God acts to invoke the name of God. 350 Psalm 38 and 70 might further
this suggestion. They include  להזכירin the superscription—“for the memorial” or “to bring to
remembrance” and perhaps these psalms were recited during this offering. Regardless, the
content of the psalm focuses on invoking God (or the name of God) in an effort for YHWH to
pay the supplicant heed rather than simply remember him. Another understanding focuses on the
memorial aspect of the offering. Thus, the portion that is offered to God causes the offerer to
remember the blessings of YHWH. Or, the offerer could be attempting to remind YHWH of the
offerer’s existence. Thus the attempt would be to elicit further blessings from YHWH. 351 Here
remains the tension of deciding what is being memorialized and by whom.
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In the end, it seems each of these notions may be bound up in understanding the use of
 אזכרהin Leviticus. I suggest that we should allow the Numbers passage to inform the
interpretation in Leviticus because it seems to be an appropriation or adaptation of the Leviticus
5 passage. As such, the implications extend to the rest of the usages in Leviticus. Early in the
chapter, when describing this offering, the writer adds to the description:
“…an offering of jealousy,
an offering of remembrance ()זכרון,
causing remembrance ( )מזכרתof iniquity.”
(Num 5:15—translation mine)
The second clause contains the nominative of  זכרand the final clause contains a hiphil participle
of זכר. I believe this description goes directly to titling this offering  אזכרה. In this case, the
reason for bringing the offering is associated with remembrance—namely, remembering iniquity.
In Num 5:26 when this offering is called an אזכרה, the grain offering was likely meant to call to
remembrance for everyone involved (offerers, priests, and even YHWH) the circumstances that
instigated the necessity to appear before YHWH. If the curses befell her, likely she would need
to offer the accompanying guilt offerings. Thus, by associating the  אזכרהwith this test for
adultery, the writer indicates that the members involved proclaimed the details of an
experience—albeit a possibly sinful one—and included YHWH in the ordeal. This proclamation
(or “remembrance”) was symbolized in the offering up of grain on the altar—the אזכרה.
This portion offered up to God was intended to remember the place of the offerer as well
as the place of YHWH in the relationship. The memorial portion of the offering called to mind
the reason for the offering in the presence of YHWH. At times it brought iniquity to
remembrance both in the minds of the offerer as well as God and repentance was the focus. At
other times, the blessings of YHWH were the impetus for the sacrifice and thankfulness was the
focus.
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5.2.3.1 Ancient Near Eastern Parallels
The zukru festival found in the texts at Emar and Mari offers some practical and
theological similarities to the אזכרה.352 Both zukru renditions assume the same core event—the
commitment to Dagan.353 The zukru festival constituted the premier event in the ritual calendar
preserved at the temple and surpasses every other Emar ritual in both duration and expense:
“Together with added preparations marked by generous offerings, topped by a lavish feast that
filled seven days, the zukru in its festival form was magnified to a grand stature as the most
expensive rite recorded at Emar.”354 Clearly, the purpose of the festival—renewing the bond
between the city and Dagan—resulted in such extravagance. All of the pomp and circumstance
regarding this festival were in an effort to invoke Dagan and reaffirm commitment to him as the
city’s god: “There may have been some more precise nuance to this sacred speech, but the
inclusiveness and centrality of the public rite suggest that it involved a sweeping
acknowledgement of Dagan’s relation to the city and request for his presence and care.” 355
Although the zukru ritual text does not state clear procedures, it seems to encompass the idea of
speaking and remembering:
At a critical time in the year, Dagan is brought to the shrine of stones outside the city for
some homage. This homage appears to be identified by its spoken expression, an
invocation to the chief god by his gathered subjects. Without liturgy or explanation, the
352
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intent of this ritual speech remains unknowable, but one plausible association is
suggested by the common use of the very zakaru for swearing oaths, including in Emar
and Mari texts.356
The combination of offering with a spoken element was consistent practice in ancient
sacrifices. As expected, the zukru included a spoken aspect in addition to the physical sacrifice
and worship expressed in offering seemed to fall under the same divine authority that bound the
parties to a treaty. Could it be that the  אזכרהfunctioned similarly? We have already seen that the
practical adaptation of the  אזכרהin Numbers 5 incorporates such an oath as the woman declares
through the sacrifice (and we might imply a verbal element) that she was innocent of
infidelity.357 Furthermore, it is possible that the Israelites adapted the general sentiments of the
zukru and incorporated it into an invocation and reaffirmation of the covenant whenever one felt
the need. Though possible, sufficient evidence does not currently exist to substantiate such a
claim.

5.2.3.2 Conclusion
The  אזכרהshared more than mere cognate parallels with the zukru. Both ritual practices
intended to pay homage and respect to the deity, though the zukru was built around an entire
festival and the  אזכרהwas a simple sacrifice that was offered as the need arose. Seemingly the
presentation of an offering to the deity pledged allegiance to that god as the offerer sought future
blessing. With these insights in mind, if we let the zukru inform our understanding of the אזכרה, I
make the suggestion that the  אזכרהinvoked the name (indeed, the very presence) of God. In this
case, Nielson views the “frankincense” as being used in a mediatory manner to facilitate contact
with God, going as far as calling it the “physical means through which contact with the deity is
356
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established.”358 As such, the smoke of the incense actually carries the intentions of the sacrificer
and the sacrifice up to God. By offering a portion of grain in this way, the offerer acknowledged
God as the provider, the author of history, the blesser, even the judge and arbiter. It also
expressed the offerer’s desire to give credit where due, and out of gratitude, to give an offering to
the God who blesses. As such, God’s presence is brought near through the sacrifice and the
subsequent pleasing aroma, and communion between YHWH and the Israelites resulted.
Therefore, I offer the translation “recognition portion” to account for the purpose and function of
the  אזכרהin the Old Testament. By offering this grain sacrifice, all aspects of a particular past
situation are recognized and remembered—the status of the offerer (either as one blessed or one
who has sinned), the status of YHWH (either as the blesser or the judge), and the priest as the
mediator and facilitator between the human and the divine. Based on this understanding, we can
observe a parallel between the offering of incense on the altar and the sage of incense with the
מנחה. Both seemed to allow for and facilitate interaction between the human and the divine
realms.

5.3 Synthesis and Function
Seemingly, the Israelites adopted the practice of burning incense but confined it to one of
the priestly duties in the tabernacle area. Although incense was used regularly in the ancient Near
East as a means of purification, such usage by the Israelites was minimal as they commonly
utilize blood for expiation. In comparable instances where Israel’s neighbors used incense for
purification, the biblical text proscribes other remedies.359 But in other cases, incense was
employed by other religions as a way of soothing and placating, or at times, distracting the
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divine. As the deity was appeased, then the human supplicants could manipulate the deities to
their own ends.
But this does not seem to be the purpose of incense in the Israelite cult. Unlike the
mythological literature of the surrounding religions, the cultic texts contain little speculation as
to why God wanted incense to be used. Though we have examined various usages of incense,
how did the incense function in the Israelite cult on a theological level? Unfortunately, as with
the texts describing the table and lampstand, those related to the incense altar do not reflect on
the origin or the purpose behind the use of incense (other than to avoid death). They are simply
commanded to build an altar and offer incense upon it daily and nightly. However, based on the
contexts that offering incense was followed by some contact with YHWH, I suggest a few
possibilities.
Nielsen notices a correlation between the locations of the altars in the ancient Near East
that might provide a window into the function of incense in the Israelite cult. He suggests that the
position of the incense altar in the Holy Place corresponds to the altar used in Mesopotamian
incantation rituals. Both are located between the priest and image of the deity (or the symbolic
presence of Yahweh in the case of the Israelites). As such, the incense is intended to, at the very
least, get the attention of the deity with the hopes of influencing the divine realm. Thus the
location of the altar reinforces its function. As it relates to the Israelites, Nielsen concludes, “The
purpose of the regular morning and evening incense offerings at this altar is to secure the
presence of God and his attention to man’s prayer. The incense smoke carries the prayer to God,
who is hopefully appeased when he smells the fragrant odor of the delicious incense.” 360 The
smoke from the incense, symbolically representing the prayers of the people, would filter into the
Most Holy Place where the presence of God was represented by the ark. The regular morning
360
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and evening incense offerings on the altar invoked the presence of God so as to call God’s
attention to the prayers of the people. The smoke from the incense carried their prayers to God,
with the intention of appeasing God when the smell of the incense reached the heavens. The
psalmist conveyed such an understanding with the words, “Let my prayer be counted as incense
before you and the lifting up of my hands as an evening sacrifice” (Psalm 141:2). This verse
equates supplication with the incense; prayer with this cultic practice. As such, the altar funnels
the people’s prayers to God, symbolically represented by the ascending smoke of the incense
But is there more than just a symbolic function for this regular incense offering? Does it
function in a way akin to what we find on the Day of Atonement or in Aaron’s actions in
Numbers 16? And if so, how does smoke from incense accomplish this function? Daniel Belnap
provides an intriguing suggestion that treats the incense rite as an attempt to create a liminal
state.361 Liminality describes a “between” state (such as between time of day, locations, etc.) or
space (such as heavenly/earthly or divine/human) that straddles both. In a cultic setting, then, the
incense creates a liminal state situated between the holiness of God and the profane state of
humanity.362 Or to put it more precisely, it elevates humanity to a more holy state. The sweet
smell of incense (as well as anointing oil) had state-altering properties. Its use transformed the
priest (or partaker) from profane to holy. Thus it was not merely apotropaic as a protective
measure, but changed the person’s status before God.
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As holiness relates to liminality, the incense provided a temporary environment for God
to interact with the Israelites (represented by the priests) and facilitated communication and
relationship. While at the one time the incense put up a barrier to keep God’s holiness from
destroying the priest/Israelites, it still allowed that communication to happen. As such, the daily
incense offering can best be understood as one that was essential to the creation of a liminal
environment. Since such a state dissipates over time, it must be renewed. Therefore Belnap
suggests that the purpose of the tamid practice of incense continually renewed this state and
allowed Yahweh to dwell with the Israelites at all times—a relationship not found in the
Canaanite or Mesopotamian religions.

5.4 Conclusion
If Belnap is correct, then the rite of burning incense would create an environment where
Yahweh could interact with humanity without destruction. So, for example, offering incense is
included with the prescriptions for the Day of Atonement (Lev 16-17) because it provided the
opportunity for the high priest to facilitate propitiation and mediation. Furthermore, such an
explanation ties together all the occurrences of incense usage in Exodus-Numbers because the
ultimate function of the incense rite—facilitating direct communication with God—has remained
the same. Even in the case of “strange fire,” the incense worked. The offerers were brought into
direct contact with Yahweh, but they were not prepared for this exposure to God’s holiness.
Perhaps most the most significant aspect of this liminal state produced by the incense rite
may be found in the purpose of the cult as a whole, whereby the Israelites could interact directly
with Yahweh under the auspices of the covenant. This view also includes my suggestions
regarding the אזכרה. These offerings reminded Yahweh of the covenant while recognizing the
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great holiness gulf between Yahweh and humanity. This function of incense as a relationship
facilitator represents a drastic departure from the standard use of incense in the aNE, but seems
more than appropriate to epitomize the unique relationship between Yahweh and Israel.
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CHAPTER 6
TAMID AS THE UNITING FEATURE OF THE COVENANT
“Have them make me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among them.” Exodus 25:9
The covenant between Yahweh and Israel was established based on Yahweh’s
election of Israel and Yahweh’s salvific acts in the history of the Israelites. Deuteronomy 7:6
states, “For you are a people holy to the Lord your God; the Lord your God has chosen you
out of all the peoples on earth to be his people, his treasured possession” (and cf. Deut
14:20). After electing the descendants of Abraham to be a “treasured possession” ()סגלה,
Yahweh set an historical precedence for faithfulness and loyalty, thus providing a foundation
for future interaction: “I am the Lord your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt,
out of the house of slavery; you shall have no other gods before me” (Exod 20:2-3). In other
words, based on this history Yahweh initiates a covenantal relationship with the Israelites.
What follows in the rest of Exodus and Leviticus are the expectations and terms of the
covenant.
Yahweh elected the Israelites as a chosen people, then entered into community with
them, and regularly came to their aid and protected them. The election of Israel by Yahweh
was not simply a decree, but the establishment of a relationship confirmed in the historical
action of Yahweh. Furthermore Yahweh’s election and historical faithfulness function as the
basis for the covenant expectations: “Know therefore that the Lord your God is God, the
faithful God who maintains covenant loyalty with those who love him and keep his
commandments, to a thousand generations” (Deut 7:9). The covenant contains demands of
the people to be sure, but it also comes with a promise that Yahweh will be the God of the
Israelites. Furthermore, the steadfast character of Yahweh as faithful (as witnessed in the
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history of the Israelites) provides the foundation for the covenant, contrasted with the fearful
relationship that characterized the divine-human relationship of the ancient world. Yahweh
was establishing a relationship of trust and reciprocation.
The implication of this view of the historical basis of Israelite religion is that Yahweh
instituted the cult for the sanctification of the Israelites. So it is not surprising that the Israelite
cult grew out of this history and finds its meaning there. Walther Eichrodt says that the cult has
the effect of a sacrament in which God, “…unfolds himself…in community.” 363 Indeed, the
faithful character of Yahweh confers upon the cult its meaning:
The cultus in Israel is connected, not only with the cosmic order and its cultic, ritual
expression, but also with historical election and obligation, the freely given
community of God, and God’s own taking of responsibility for Israel in turn. It was
not myth that issued forth in the cultus; rather the cultus continued to be strongly
shaped by historical traditions.364
Based on this historical precedence, Israelite religion was formed and grew. After establishing
the Law Code and the expectations for the covenantal relationship between Yahweh and the
Israelites (Exod 20-23), the text turns to the cult proper (Exod 25-31), specifically the
construction of the tabernacle that would house the religious rites. After calling for a voluntary
donation of offerings needed to complete the tabernacle, verse 9 establishes the goal and purpose
of this building: “Have them make me a sanctuary, so that I may dwell among them” (Exod
25:9). This text expresses Yahweh’s desire to be in the midst of the Israelites—a venture made
possible through the institution of the cult, symbolized by and affected through the tabernacle.
These texts that we have examined in Exodus through Numbers are framed in such a way that
Yahweh inaugurates the relationship, the covenant, and the terms of the covenant. According to
the biblical text, Yahweh—the only God—has deemed the Israelites worthy of Yahweh’s
363
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presence, which is initiated and maintained through the religious rituals. Israel has received
divine blessing, and the covenant is facilitated and kept through the tabernacle rituals. The
relationship was already established and the cult actualized and renewed that relationship by
promoting communion between Yahweh and the people. Through the practice of their religion,
facilitated by the priests, Yahweh dwelled among the people and blessed them. Israelite religion
formed a “single whole with a symbolical and ideological unity.” 365 So the tabernacle, complete
with the furnishings and daily rites created the conditions required for Yahweh to be the God of
the Israelites and to be in their midst.
A feature that unites the activities in the court with those inside the tabernacle is their
designation as tamid ( )תמידritual. Typically tamid refers to the daily whole burnt offerings in the
temple courtyard brought by the priests each morning and evening (Exod 29:38-42; Num 28:18).366 The sacrifice consisted of one lamb in the morning and another at night along with flour
mixed with oil and wine at both sacrificial times. The tamid was the first sacrifice, allowing the
rest of the sacrifices to be made. Also in the courtyard, the Israelites were commanded to keep a
fire burning on that altar “perpetually” (Lev 6:13). Also the daily  מנחהis described in Lev 6:1418, but called tamid in Num 4:16, and the special offering given when Aaron is anointed is called
tamid (Lev 6:19-23). As we have noted in passing, this term  תמידis associated with all three of
the accoutrements in the Holy Place. They were instructed to set the bread before Yahweh
regularly (Exod 25:30; Lev 24:8), bring oil for the light so that the menorah could be set up
regularly (Exod 27:30; Lev 24:2-4), and offer incense regularly at the same time the lamps are
set up (Exod 30:8). In fact, 1 Chron 13:11 combines each of these tamid practices:
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They offer to the LORD every morning and every evening burnt offerings and fragrant
incense, set out the rows of bread on the table of pure gold, and care for the golden
lampstand so that its lamps may burn every evening; for we keep the charge of the
LORD our God, but you have abandoned him.
Finally, tamid is associated with the high priest’s garments worn when officiating in the Holy
Place. The names of the tribes of Israel were supposed to be inscribed on the breastpiece as a
“continual remembrance” (Exod 28:29). Furthermore the Urim and Thummim should also be
placed in the breastpiece to bear the judgment of the Israelites continually (Exod 28:30) and
some sort of engraved plate or floral ornament ( )ציץwas attached to the turban continually in an
effort to “find favor” before Yahweh (Exod 28:38).
Based on these references, we see that tamid does not mean “continual” in the sense that
they are always occurring. Rather, these rituals are to be repeated at “regular intervals and at
fixed times.”367 For example, the lamps did not burn continuously—twenty-four hours a day—
but burned throughout the evening hours. Likewise, the incense did not burn continuously, but
burned at the same time each day when the lamps were set up. So tamid deals more with a
repeated schedule rather than a constant state. Over a century ago, Morris Jastrow suggested that
the tamid was possibly adapted from Mesopotamian practice: “The custom of regular sacrifices
in the larger temples may be traced back to an early period. The technical term for such sacrifices
is sattukû and ginû. Both terms convey the idea of being ‘fixed,’ perpetual, and suggest a
comparison with the Pentateuchal institution of the tamid, i.e, the daily sacrifice.” 368 So when
dealing with these cultic practices and sacrifices, tamid might best be rendered as “regularly”
rather than “perpetually.”
367
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The tamid rituals tie together many cultic practices, especially in regard to the rites
performed inside the tabernacle. Each sacrifice or rite was placed on a schedule from which the
priests were not to deviate. But as with the three accoutrements we have examined, practicality
was not the only reason for the performance of the rites at regular intervals. The Israelites were
obligated to perform these rites regularly and could not stop, even in the midst of the wilderness
wanderings (such a requirement made a portable tabernacle a necessity). Nor were they to be
abandoned because they were integral parts of the covenantal requirements. The covenant
functions as the thread that ties these practices together, allowing them to compliment one
another as they fulfilled God’s expectations for the Israelites. Haran captures this cohesion:
[The tamid rites] cannot be explained as a random hodge-potch of acts which came
together for no reason, but must be understood as a deliberately designed and
essentially homogeneous ritual complex deriving its unity from the fact that all its
component rites are performed simultaneously by one and the same priest, at the same
times fixed by the regularity of tamid.369
These tamid rituals do more than make a schedule—they regularly reenact the covenant
ceremony and bear witness to the expectations of both parties. So the priestly garments and
ornamentation remind God of the relationship with Israel. The two onyx-stones on the shoulder
pieces and the twelve stones in the breastpiece regularly remind Yahweh of the Israelites—
divine remembrance. Indeed the two stones are even called “stones of remembrance for the sons
of Israel” (Exod 39:7). Likewise the plate upon Aaron’s forehead functioned similarly: “It shall
be on Aaron’s forehead, and Aaron shall take on himself any guilt incurred in the holy offering
that the Israelites consecrate as their sacred donations; it shall always be on his forehead, in order
that they may find favor before the LORD” (Exod 28:38). Just as the stones are engraved with
the names of the tribes of Israel, so this plate has two words, “Holy to Yahweh” ( ;קֹ דשׁ ליהוהsee
Exod 28:36; 39:30). The purpose of this engraved plate, like the other stones, was to invoke
369
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divine remembrance as it symbolized their holy offerings. But it was not simply to be a reminder
to Yahweh, but evoked Yahweh’s favor and grace: “It is the diadem on Aaron’s forehead which
serves as the concrete symbol, morning and evening, of the holy gifts of Israel, that makes all
their gifts acceptable for them, that is to say, acceptable for them to Yahweh, calling up
Yahweh’s rāṣôn.”370 So each time that Aaron enters the Holy place to perform the rites, twice a
day, he not only bears the names of the Israelite tribes as a reminder of the covenant, but also
calls to mind Yahweh’s favor upon them. These priestly garments, therefore, are specifically
aimed at Yahweh. But the accoutrements in the Holy Place are aimed at the people. They are
reminders for Israel of who their God is and exactly which God has covenanted with them. And
so these tamid rites function as facilitators of the covenant between Yahweh and Israel.
Yahweh’s desire to be among the Israelites, engaging with them in a gracious way,
demonstrates a relationship that does not exist in other religions of the ancient Near East.
Furthermore, their rituals do not contain a moral basis nor do they establish communion between
the divine and humanity. Mostly they function to transfer power with very little relationship
involved since the deity is considered the source of power that can be tapped into rather than a
being to participate with in life. For the average Israelite, in contrast to the Mesopotamian and
Canaanite religions, the temple cultus was accessible. The Israelites were not limited to
encountering the deity when its divine image was moved outside the temple. What is more, the
expected response of the people to seek to be in the presence of Yahweh was also unheard of in
other religions, especially in reciprocal way that the covenant expects. Jean Bottéro states the
clear difference between Israelite and ancient Near Eastern mindset when it came to humanity’s
relationship with the divine:
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The divinity was never the object of an anxious, enthusiastic pursuit: “to seek out a
god,” as was sometimes said, was out of a need for his protection, his assistance. It
was not inspired by a desire to be close to him, to be in his presence, to have the
peace or happiness of finding oneself in his company.…One submitted to them, one
feared them, one bowed down and trembled before them: one did not “love: or “like”
them.371
The deities of the ancient world are portrayed as easily annoyed with humanity, often seeking to
be rid of them. As such, the religious centers, especially temples were not a place to encounter a
beneficent deity, but a place for deities to escape humanity and seek peace as humanity was
expected to admire, care for, and appease the divine.372
This mentality and approach has no place in the Israelite cult or mindset. Despite
Yahweh’s otherness, Yahweh engaged humanity, through the Israelites, in an effort to dwell
among them. However, the tabernacle was not intended to be God’s house or permanent
dwelling place as much as it was a place where Yahweh could meet and interact with the
Israelites.373 Since Yahweh is mobile and cannot be pinned down to one time and place, a mobile
sanctuary was required to be made manifest before the Israelites. In addition, Yahweh does not
sit in some palace located in the heavenly realms—aloof and disconnected—while humanity
struggles in the heat and barrenness of the desert. No, Yahweh condescends to take up residence
among the Israelites, in a tent in the very center of their camp. Though the biblical text regularly
locates Yahweh’s dwelling in heaven,374 Yahweh chooses to descend and dwell in the tabernacle.
Yahweh, unlike the gods of the ancient Near East is not bound to a realm or a temple, yet is
intentionally made manifest in the midst of the Israelites. This God commits to dwelling in a far
more intimate manner than the ancient world has ever seen—in their midst, walking among them
371
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as their God and as God's people (Lev 26:11-12). So the tabernacle facilitated the interaction
between divine and mortal, the holy and profane, Yahweh and the Israelites.
We are still left to question how can unclean, unworthy humanity approach this holy
God? Furthermore, since this God is devoid of the mythical trappings of visible presence (e.g.
through idols and images), how can Yahweh be manifested in their midst? The answer—as we
touched on in the chapter describing the incense—is through the creation of a liminal state. With
that suggestion we have reached the culmination of this study. If the tabernacle is understood as
the location where Yahweh’s presence could dwell temporarily, and if the purpose of the cult is
to actuate the covenantal relationship between the Israelites and their One God, Yahweh, then we
can assume that the rites and the accoutrements contribute to such ends. More specific to this
study, the tamid rituals created the environment through which the Israelites could encounter
Yahweh. Through the cult the Israelites could enter into the realm of holiness. As long as the
rites were performed regularly, the liminal state was produced and the relationship and covenant
could be enjoyed by humanity and the divine. Consequently, Yahweh was continually present in
the midst of the Israelites.
Although this understanding of the relationship between the divine and humanity appears
to be unique to Israel, as this study has shown the presence of the accoutrements that facilitate
the relationship are not. Rather than simply imitating the religions of their neighbors, Israelite
religion was theologically distinctive even if it was practically similar (i.e. similar in form). The
Israelite cult has taken preexisting forms of worship, placed them in an entirely new context of a
covenant with one God, completely transforming the function of these cultic instruments to
express a unique relationship to Yahweh. Taylor, writing specifically of the lampstand, but with
implications for all three of the pieces in the Holy Place, states: “If the iconography of the
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menorah said anything in terms of theology, it was that Yahweh could, with impunity, absorb
nuances of Canaanite cult into his cult, just as he could absorb features of other gods into
himself, for the other gods were nothing: all was in the power of Yahweh.” 375 I would go further
and suggest that the Israelite cult absorbed these practices and transformed hem to reflect their
theological understanding of Yahweh as the only God worth worshipping, who desired a unique
covenantal relationship with them. So the Israelite cult expanded on shared religious practice,
eliminating mythical thinking such as polytheism, images, low view of god, etc., and instead
reshaped these practices to reflect the history of Yahweh’s faithfulness, grace, and election of the
Israelites as well as the superiority of Yahweh over all other deities.
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CHAPTER 7
SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATION AND CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation has examined the accoutrements of the Holy Place in their original
context in view of the form and function of their predecessors as well as through a theological
lens of monolatry and covenant. We have found that all three accoutrements have their origin in
ancient Near Eastern religion and that they served a mundane, domestic function. The table of
the presence was simply a table with food on it that eventually helped feed the priests. The
purpose of menorah was to provide light within a room with no windows. Even the incense altar
had an apotropaic function in addition to practically masking the smell of the sacrifices. But they
also functioned on a more profound, theological level as well. These items are not just mere
cultic accoutrements to help facilitate ritual, but represent key theological tenants of Israelite
religion. In the ancient Near East, the parallel accoutrements would have represented items
required to take care of the deity. But for Israel these similar items were stripped of
anthropomorphism while at the same time symbolizing deeper ideological concepts.
As stated earlier, the rites in the temple develop in conjunction with the Sinai covenant.
But the three accoutrements investigated in the present study reflect a physical connection with
those events at Sinai. Indeed, we can infer that the rites that occur in the Holy Place replicate the
covenant ceremony that we find in Exodus 19 and 24. The smoke, fire, and shared meal from
that theophany now find new manifestation in the smoke of the incense, the fire of the menorah,
and the meal on the table. But they also reinforce the unique nature of Yahweh as the only god
worthy to be served by making each of the three accoutrements a subtle polemic. By recreating
that covenant event and critiquing the religious practices and gods of their neighbors, these rites
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reminded the Israelites that Yahweh—the God who brought them out of slavery in Egypt, the
only god worthy of their worship and service, who had subsumed any power or prowess that
might be attributed to other gods—had made a covenant with them, dwelled with them, and was
the only God for them.

7.1 Table
Eschewing the mythical worldview that believed the deities must be cared for and fed,
the Israelite cult adapted the divine meal and placed a simple table with bread in the Holy Place.
The table reminds the Israelites that Yahweh is superior to the other gods because daily
sustenance is not required for Yahweh’s survival. Instead, the biblical writers take the practice of
caring and feeding the gods and reframe it by placing the table into a covenantal context of
reciprocal blessing as the table and the implements upon it symbolize gratitude for Yahweh’s
providing. The table, then, is simply symbolic rather than ritualistic (though the ritual of placing,
removing, and eating the bread is bound up in the symbol). It represents the reciprocal nature of
Yahweh’s relationship with Israel and the benefits of the covenant. 376 Just as Yahweh has
created, redeemed, provided and established the Israelites, the bread serves as a reminder that
Yahweh will keep the covenant by continuing to perform these actions on behalf of the Israelites.
As a tamid offering, the bread is always before Yahweh, indicating that the welfare and
wellbeing of the Israelites is of tantamount importance to Yahweh.
By refraining from using mythical language such as caring or feeding Yahweh, the
symbolism of the table and the bread invites the Israelites into fellowship with Yahweh. The
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offering of the Bread of the Presence was a recognition of Yahweh as the giver of daily bread
who then invited the Israelites to partake with him, in close fellowship. During the dedication of
the temple, the text records David as conveying this sentiment: “But who am I, and what is my
people, that we should be able to make this freewill offering? For all things come from you, and
of your own have we given you” (1 Chron 29:14). This passage reflects this reciprocal
relationship that Yahweh provides resources as well as intimacy and the people return it back to
Yahweh. Thus the table functioned as a reminder that divinity desired to commune with
humanity, symbolized in a meal blessed by Yahweh. This offering was not given out of
obligation as an attempt to appease Yahweh or avoid wrath, bur rather to foster an intimate,
covenantal, reciprocal relationship with Yahweh. 377 The table and the bread were memorials for
the Israelites that symbolized God’s gracious acts in the past with the expectation of his future
provision. They are constant reminders for Yahweh and for the Israelites of the eternal covenant
that they had entered into with one another.

7.2 Lampstand
The light and vegetal imagery inherent in the lampstand indicates that this accoutrement
represented the very presence of Yahweh—as one who could see into all parts of the world and
as the one who possesses life and life-giving powers evident in fertility and growth. The
lampstand was practical in that it illuminated the tabernacle, but it also functioned as an effective
symbol that represented the presence of an unseen God. If Yahweh’s presence was there, in the
377
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midst of the Israelites, then, by implication Yahweh was approachable (in keeping with the
suggestions Meyers has proposed.378 However, Israelite religion has taken the symbol to another
level. Though the life typology found in the tree motifs may have derived from the ancient Near
East, the concept has been transformed and expanded to symbolize continued blessing and
sustenance from Yahweh. This was not just a symbol representing a vegetal deity (like Asherah),
but symbolized the presence of a God who created and ruled over the entire world. 379 As other
gods and religious systems competed with Yahweh for Israel’s worship, the lampstand’s light
and design proclaimed that no other god—not Shamash, or Asherah, or even Baal—could
provide the light and life that Yahweh could. Indeed, the symbols of their power have been
reduced to a utilitarian lampstand, ornate though it was.
In addition, the vegetal representations on the lampstand hold further symbolism. The
ancient Near Eastern mythical themes of fertility and immortality available in nature have been
replaced by a focus on Yahweh as the one who blesses, who brings fruitfulness, and who holds
all life. The menorah symbolized the presence and nearness of Yahweh and was a symbol of
Yahweh’s promises of blessing upon the land as outlined in the covenantal pledges. The form (as
a tree and as a light) was adapted by the Israelite cult to produce a physical reminder and a
reassurance to the Israelites of the abiding presence and power of Yahweh. Taken together, the
lampstand and the table seem to represent Yahweh as the light of life and the bread of life—
blessings bestowed by Yahweh, the God of the covenant.
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7.3 Incense
While the table and lampstand provided more symbolic functions, the incense altar
established the conditions by which Yahweh’s presence could be made manifest. In other words,
it provided a cultic function while the other two were mostly symbolic in nature. Though the
other religions of the ancient Near East used incense primarily for purification, incense in the
Israelite tabernacle did not purify as much as it allowed for intercession. The incense offered on
the altar produced a cloud of smoke that functioned as a liminal environment for Yahweh to
interact with the Israelites, allowing a holy God to have communication and a relationship with a
profane people. This rite of burning incense allowed Yahweh to commune with the Israelites
without resulting in their destruction because of their sinfulness. While the religions of the
ancient Near East tended to interact with the gods for appeasement, Yahweh sought out a
covenantal relationship with the Israelites to be their God and to dwell among them. The burning
of incense allowed this relationship to exist regularly and continually, without interruption.

7.4 Conclusion
Humanity had very little access to the gods of the divine realm and most of their
interaction revolved around manipulation for selfish ends. In an effort to cross this divide,
temples served to enable humans to interact with the divine in a direct and regular way.
However, the temple focused on meeting and appeasing the divine in an effort to garner blessing
or protection from the gods. So constant and regular care of the gods was required to receive
reciprocal prosperity.380 In this way, humanity attempted to influence the heavens and, by
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extension, their fates on earth. They exchanged food and devotion for divine blessing and
protection. As long as they appeased the gods, the gods would remain present and make the
people prosperous.381
In stark contrast to this self-serving ideology and attitude toward the divine, Israelite
religion transformed the way humanity approached and interacted with the divine. Unlike the
capricious gods of the ancient Near East, who would, for example, destroy humanity because of
noise, Yahweh initiated a relationship with Israel through election, salvation, and provision in the
form of a covenant. After the exodus from Egypt, the cult was established in order to facilitate
this covenant. Unlike the cults of the ancient Near East that sought to pacify and appease the
gods through sacrifices so that they might manipulate the divine realm, the Israelite cult
memorialized and commemorated the past actions of a gracious god while continuing to live out
Yahweh’s expectations for them to reflect Yahweh’s holiness. Through the cult, Yahweh has
made it possible for humanity and the divine to dwell together. 382 This relationship and purpose
for the cult is made possible through the unique theological worldview, which is a divergence
from the mythical worldview of the ancient Near East. While on the surface Israelite religion
appears to be very similar to the religions of the ancient Near East, sharing many cultic rites and
forms, in reality the biblical text reveals a usurpation of these practices in order to bring them in
harmony with a worldview that accepts Yahweh as the only God who has covenanted with the
Israelites. Clearly similarities abounded between Israelite and ancient Near Eastern religion and
culture. However, the Israelite’s rejection of a mythological mindset allowed for a complete
gifts to the deity or mechanical liturgical words and actions. The rituals provided a means by which humans could
play a role in maintaining order in the cosmos.” See Walton, Ancient Near Eastern Thought and the Old Testament:
Introducing the Conceptual World of the Hebrew Bible, 130.
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reshaping of these shared practices. Israelite religion, based upon the distinctive ideologies of
implicit monotheism and a covenantal relationship, did not simply evolve from the religions of
the ancient Near East, but transformed and adapted their cultic forms to come into line with the
theology we see espoused in the biblical text. Israelite religion combines the cognitive with the
experiential, producing rituals that respond to a gracious deity rather trying to manipulate that
deity. These rituals are informed by and garner meaning because of this history of faithfulness by
Yahweh to the Israelites. As such, the distinctiveness of Israelite religion will not be witnessed in
the forms of the rituals—the accoutrements themselves—but in the meaning and purpose behind
these rituals. Applying this approach to the cultic furniture found in the Holy Place provides
insight into understanding and explaining their function in the Israelite cult.
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